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SYNOPSIS 

This field study is aimed at exploring a suitable 

curriculum in listening comprehension, especially for 

training Chinese EFL (English as a Foreign Language) 

students. The paper is concerned with relating three 

themes: why the emphasis should be laid on listeninq 

practice, what strategies should be used to develop a 

feasible curriculum and what factors should be consid-

ered during the designing process. This study project 

is intended to be useful to both Chinese EFL teachers 

in search of a listening curriculum and the students 

who need ear training in EFL study. The basic aims, 

objectives and scope of the study are explained in the 

Introduction. 

The first chapter presents an overview of existing 

difficulties and 9roblems in developing the aural abil

ities of the Chinese EFL students . In Chapter 2, the 

importance of establishing clear and definite teaching 

aims is discussed and two basic aims of teaching listen

ing comprehension are suggested according to the students' 

needs in their communication with native speakers and in 

their further study of EFL. Chapters 3 and 4 are con-

cerned with choosing and sequencing the course content . 

Criteria of selecting materials and of classifying ur.it 

~i~s and objectives are studied in an attempt to finG a 

way of teaching listening skills in a systematic man ner. 

Cha?te~ 5 out:ines the main teaching activities a n d 
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strategies of achieving the established objectives. 

The final chapter is devoted to the discussion of estab

lishing an evaluation procedure th=oughout the whole 

designing process, with stress put on testing students' 

progress and the results of their learning. The whole 

content of the study is summarized through a suggested 

curriculum model in the Conclusion. 

In the process of study, theoretical concepts and. 

linguistic principles basic to understanding spoken 

English are discussed and used as a reasonable basis for 

t~e curriculum. It is intended that this field study 

will contribute in some way to curriculum design in 

lister.ing comprehension, a facet of TEFL which has sel

dom been systematically treated in China. 

~ ~-~'.'." ~Zt"i .... :lfr."'"'"""~ • · · · ·~ ,l~h,w~r~~~~~~~" 
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INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, a large number of linguistic works 

and language journal articles have shown a great inter

est in teaching a foreign language as a communication 

skill, since communication ~~ong nations has rapidly 

increased with the growing volume of international 

commerce, projects of technical assistance, and cultural 

and educational exchanges. Consequently, there has 

grown a strong need, among foreign language teachers and 

learners, to develop abilities to both speak and under-

stand their target languages. This need seems especially 

strong and urgent among Chinese EFL students, because 

China has most recently opened her door to the rest of 

the world. 

As the importance of oral communication in a foreign 

language has increased, it has been rroposed that both 

the communication process and foreign language acquisit

ion will be i~proved by teaching the skills of listening . 

The reason is simple: communication can never be a one-

way process. It must always involve both transmission 

and reception. In oral comrnunication the listener is as 

vital a factor as is the speaker. Therefore, listening 

practice has become more and more common at all levels 

in foreign language ed~cation. 

Slowly going along with the general trend, ear 

• training in China's EFL study still remains a neglected 

and 0roblematic area. Many C~inese EFL students, upon 

,ffli. l~ 
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their graduation, have experienced a frustrating situ

ation of failure at the beginning of their work simply 

because of being unable to understand English native 

speakers. Some of them who have gone abroad to follow 

advanced courses have great difficulties in understand

ing lectures; some of them who have become tourist . 
guides cannot catch questions raised by foreign tourists, 

al though they can in traduce historic al p 1 aces with quite 

a wide range of vocabulary and reasonable degree of 

fluency. 

The main intention of this study project is, there

fore, to help EFL teachers in China to overcome their 

students' difficulties in aural comprehension and to 

reduce the margin of frustration and failure when their 

students ultimately practise their English language 

skills in an English-speaking country. 

Theoretical .Basis for the Studv 

Theoretically speaking, the receptive skills serve 

as a foundation of both foreign language learning and 

communication. As Chastain points out: 

it is logical to assume that the receptive skills, 
listening and reading, precede the productive 
skills, speaking and writing in the language
learning process ... Once the receptive skills have 
been established by means of listening and reading, 
speaking and writing can be undertaken and devel
oped towards communicative fluency. (1976:279-81) 

Furthermore, listening and speaking are of primary import-
II 

'. 
ance, because-basically language is speech. A child 

acquires his mother tongue in the spoken form before 

being introduced to its graphic symbols. The same is 
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true in learning a ~oreign lang~age. 3eforc :ear~ing to 

S?cak, students need pr~ctice i~ listeni~g to che foreign 

language 1n communicative contexts, so th~t thev can 

'.::amiliarize themseL·es ·,ri._::.t the ';)honetic and :;:nonolcgL:al 

These inclJde such features as 

stress and ~itch pacte~ns, f delivery, intonation 

and frequency of junctur~. St~de~Ls also need to lc~rn 

·.vh.i ch aspects the langunge chcy should rely on 3nd 

\•:hich a.spec ts tllev need not worrv about in the decoding 

f th,::- :nessaqe. 

/\ccorclirn:c; t() th~t; thcor-/, ciura l skills ::.;hould re

ceive their necessary attention and should reflect the 

language as used by the native S?eakers. Tf"~erefore, tt' .. e 

aim of a listening course 3hou:..d be to teach ;::;:,; - ·.c1°.:~e~•-

not what so~e ~eople 

prescribe the ~ative soeake= c~~ht to say. Nor should 

we ~ecessarily teach only facts and theories about the 

l3nguage, as these offer litt!.e hel~ ~a developing aural 

skills. What the EFL students need in a listening 

·: Qssroom is a description c r,~se:rtta.tion 

[l al'..ci:ici in , L-liEe - 1tu-

~tic~~, t~at is, the way ~ativ2 s • e~ke~ communicate.. 

~hev need live and ractical conditions unde~ which tjey 

can be fully expose~ to t~is ty9e of lang~age. 

~eac~ing, especially ceactinq listening ccm~rehension, 

closeL' 

• j~ ~-

' I j r"",' 

•, , I • 

. ... .-.. ,:;:t''i .- ... •:"•-•: ._,,_._.~,,··~.-,,·.· 

•- ,. 
.J 
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Reliable linguistic theories are important in 

language teaching, but the theories alone cannot solve 

actual problems of the learner. No matter how good 

the theories are, they remain pious hopes and platit

udes without concrete practice. Hence, more and more 

Chinese EFL teachers have felt that the time has been 

ripe for the introduction of a valid and systematic 

curriculum to develop student listening skills and 

that the comprehension of English as normally spoken by 

native speakers should forrn part of any English courses 

at various· levels. Being able to understand the spok~n 

language is not, as is always believed, an automatic, 

accompanying outcome of language study. A sequential 

arrangement of activities and exercises should be pro-

vided in order to develop ... 
1 \_. This ideal can be real-

ized by creating such learning conditions through an 

effective curriculum. 

Aims and Ob1ec~ives of the Study 

In C~ina 1 s TESOL fields, valid principles of 

teaching, far from bei~g clear and ready to apply, are 

still for the most part to·be studied and developed. 

The role and value of teaching listening comprehension 

of English has siill to be determined. Curriculum 

design in this area is still in its infancy. 

In view of this phenomenon, the basic aim of this 
~ 

study is to explore relevant issues in curriculum tesign 

in order to define the limits of our uncertainties and 

to find out a feasible way of moving towards a curriculum 

.• ..;.:.i;,:.i: • 

. ,,J 

. -~Yt'.tl'rift?l'i~~fti,!,.'7iti)!!£11Wo/! rm fill HI U ~ !JMlil!. j 
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in listening comprehension, especially for the Chinese 

EFL students, concerning their special features, needs 

and background. Technically and specifically speaking, 

this study project is aimed at explaining and analys

ing how to put the following model into practice in 

China's specific educational situations! 

Learning 
Experiences 

Aims & Objectives 

Evaluation 

Content 

The discussion of this model will be carried o u t 

in a process of achieving the following study objectives: 

(i) To define and analyse the existing difficulties 

and problems in teaching and learning the comprehension 

of spoken English in China's foreign language institutes. 

From the analysis, special needs for teaching and learn

ing the language skill will be specified. 

(ii) To establish the basic aims of teaching listening 

comprehension according to the learners' needs in their 

future communication and f~rther study of the language. 

The suggested aims are expected to be used as guidance 

' for further research ir. teaching aural skills in t he EFL 

study. 
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{iii) To research authoritative opinions on selecting 

the course content, choosing and sequencing listening 

materials, organizing teaching activities ahd preparing 

exercises. On the basis of the research, a series of 

practical suggestions will be provided. 

(iv) To analyse the functions of an evaluation pro-

cedure and offer suggestions in ·developing suitable 

evaluative instruments through which the teacher will 

assess students' progress and the results of learning, 

and through which the curriculwn designer will gather 

data and obtain evidence to improve the curriculum. 

Scoe e of the Studv and Method to Be Used 

The field study will be carried out in the foll

owing three steps: 

(i) An examination will be made of language teaching 

literature on listening comprehension and other rele

vant subjects. Through a descriptive study, a sample 

presently-used curriculum in teaching aural skills will 

be commented upon and research statements will be used 

as a justification for the development of a curriculum . 

{ii) Personal interviews will be held with available 

representatives of China's major foreign language 

institutes and colleges. From the interviews, data 

will be collected on the present situation of teaching 

a~ral skills in EFL study. 
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(iii) Sample lessons will be trialled. Tw·o lessons 

with samples of activities, strategies, exercises and 

audio-visual aids will be trialled in a TAFE College 

in Canberra with a group of migrant students of 

English at an intermediate level. The trialling report 

will be used to demonstrate a way of developing suit

able evaluative instruments for the improvement of the 

curriculum. 

This paper should not be considered as a report on 

pioneer research. It is hoped instead that this study 

will ~ncourage other Chinese EFL teachers to develop 

similar curricula in order to make listening com?re

hension teaching better and more helpful in developing 

their students' rece?tive skills in both their study and 

use of the English language. 
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CHAPTER 1 

DIFFICULTIES IN ~EACHING AND LEARNING 
THE COMPREHENSION OF SPOKEN ENGLISH IN CHINA 

This field stuciy has started with a series of 

i~terviews between the writer of the paper and ten 

presently-available representatives from six of major 

foreign language institutions in China. It is intended 

to collect data on general situations and difficulties 

in teaching and learning listening skills in China's EFL 

field. Most of the intervewees used to teach listening 

comprehension and have offered valuable information a b out 

their own teachi~g experiences. 

Analyses have been conducted on the data collected 

from the interviews to determine: 

1) general problems in teaching and learning 

listening skills; 

2) main factors that cause inefficient listening; 

and 

3) general teaching situations including time 

allocation, materials, teaching techniques and 

use of teaching aids. 

Most of the interviewees in this survey have agr eed 

that i~efficient listening is really a problem in Chinese 

EFL classrooms, which is strongly felt in our s t udents' 

di.:::-ect oral communicatio:1.s with t:,e native S?eaker ~ When 
. ~ 

a Chinese EFL student, upon his graduation, comes out of 
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China to take an advanced course on certain subjects; or 

when he begins to work as an assistant to foreign experts; 

or when he guides his first group of foreign tourists in 

China, one of the first difficulties he may meet is his 

inability to understand the English spoken by a native 

speaker. Foreign lecturers, experts or tourists may find 

Chinese students slow in response, hesitant in speaking 

or even apparently impolite in conversations . Actually, 

it does not mean that the Chinese students have such 

characters by nature. One of the reasons is that most of 

them have suffered, to varying degrees, from the frust

rating experience of being unable to listen efficient ly 

to spoken English. For example, when a native speaker 

says to them: 'You seem to be making a tremendous progress 

in your work', most of them have to be hesitant in re?lY, 

because it takes time for them to figure out whe t her the 

speaker is being serious or just being sarcastic, before 

they can find a proper answer. Even in school, a native 

teacher may find that his students rely heavily on their 

textbooks. In a written examination, whole paragraphs 

taken from books can be found, because the students can 

hardly trust their lecture notes. This problem of in-

efficient listening has been caused by various factors 

which have been discussed in the interviews. These 

factors and te~':hing problems wi 11 be analysed and sumrnar

ized late~ in this chapter. 

1.1 The Trend of Language Change 

From our reading and listening ex9erience s (which 

include listening to newsbroadcasting in English, seeing 
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movies and watching television programmes in English and 

reading comments on language change), we have found that 

spoken English has been changed considerably in the last 

twenty years with a tendency for language to move from 

formal to informal, from grillnmatically strict to loose, 

and f~om style-oriented to communication-oriented. 

Chinese EFL student had come to an English speaking 

If a 

country in the 'fifties, he would probably have expected 

to hear slow and careful English both on radio and in 

lectures. At that time, 'there was still a strong trad-

ition_ of 11 stylishness" in public speaking and rhetorical 

flourishes and rotund oratory were much admired.' (Gillian 

Brown, 1977:3) In the universities, lecturers usually 

read their lectures from well-written and fully-prepared 

teaching notes. But, nowadays teaching styles have 

changed. Many of the lectures seem to adopt an informal, 

'chatty' style and the audience can sometimes get an 

impression of listening to a friend in a party conversat-

ion. Even newsreaders, once regarded as representative 

speakers of perfect E~glish, have shown this general 

trend. All of them, constantly smile and even crack 

jokes on the news they are reporting. Hesitations, self-

corrections, slips of tongue or even utterances like, 

'I'm sorry. I'll start again', 'Let me put it this way' 

or 'Well, let's see what's happened in the other parts 

of the world' can be heard in a news bulletin, which are 

typical of spoken language in everyday communication. 

We also find that the films released in the 'fifties are 

easier to follow, because the actors and actresses spoke 

in a very p~ecise ~nc clear fashion, jut ncwadays even 
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the same actors and actresses can swallow words, use 

slang expressions and re?eat their lines. 

The above statement might be over-generalized and 

the change in English spoken language may sound slow to 

native speakers, but it does cause difficulties for the 

Chinese EFL students, because in most of the TESOL 

classrooms, ·the kind of slow, clear and precise English 

is still used. Some teachers still write down every 

word of what they are going to say in their not es. 

Explanations of new words and examples of usage are still 

mostly copied from dictionaries. Tapes they listen to 

are all recorded in a studio. The limited original f ilms 

they can see are those released ten or twenty years ago. 

Chinese EFL students are left far behind in the changes 

that have taken place in spoken English . 

1.2 Interference of the Learner 1 s Mother Tongue 

In listening, the interference of the Chinese 

language is not so evident as in speaking, but it does 

exist. 

Chinese spoken language is quite different from 

spoken English in many ways. The most prominent differ-

ence is that Chinese is a tonal language and English is 

intonational. Chinese is often regarded as mon0syllabic, 

with every word or character composed of one single 

syllable. Althouc;h there has existed a trend of change 

iJ morphological forms of Chinese toward using pol~~ 

syllabic words, the basic phonological process has not 

been changed. Mandarin, for example, nowadays can hardly 

be considered monosyllabic. The bisyllabic compound has 

·~-

• 
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become the most prevalent word form in Mandarin, that is, 

two characters are always used together and learned as 

one bisyllabic word. Morphologically, this change 

might be significant, but from an acoustic point of view, 

this change is not important. The fact that every Chinese 

character is composed of one syllable can still influence 

our students' listening comprehension of spoken English. 

They always subconsciously expect that each English 

syllable is equally stressed and significant, which may 

at least partially explain their initial inability to 

understand English at normal speed. 

Phonologically, the syllable in Chinese is marked 

by the non-existence of consonantal clusters. The combin-

ation of several consonants that occurs in English like 

[br-] in 'bridge', [fr-Jin 'friend', and [ft] in 'soft' 

are not permissable in the Chinese syllabic structure. 

Most syllables in Chinese begin with one consonant. Only 

a few do not. On the other hand, the great majority of 

syllables in Chinese never end in a consonant. Peking 

Mandarin, for instance, has only two nasal consonants 

that may appear at the end of a syllable, the elveolar 

nasal [n], and the velar nasal[~] . Therefore in listen-

ing to English, consonants are a constant source of con

fusion for the Chinese EFL students. 

Another feature that a Chinese student cannot 

avoid is the lack of grammatical inflections. Each word 
... 

in Chinese has o:ie immutable ::orm. It does not change 

according to number, gender or case. The verb remains 

the s2.me form whether it is used .in a con text indica tine; 

past, pr~sent or conditional. Th2 trouble for an EFL 

II 
'"l 
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student is that English is quite rich in such inflections 

and they are always unstressed in spoken forms. Chinese 

students have to pay special attention to these changes 

when listening. 

One of the most celebrated properties in the 

Chinese phonology is tone. Each syllable under normal 

stress has a significant, contrastive pitch and it 

serves to distinguish one word from another. English 

has no such feature. Therefore, a Chinese student can 

feel at a. loss when he hears a series of relatively 

flat intonational sounds and he always subconsciously 

looks for outstanding pitch in English sentences. 

All these properties in Chinese can be a barrier 

in comprehension of spoken English. For an EFL student, 

listening becomes a difficult task or an energy-consuming 

business. In English speaking, a Chinese student tends 

to put equal stress on every word in a sentence thus 

emphasising words normally '..ms tressed, such as p:::-epo

si tions, auxiliaries and pronouns and creating a je~ky 

effect. He also tends to separate words rather than 

joining them smoothly in the stream of speech. So in 

listening, he automatically tends to transfer this habit 

into his mental form of English sentences. While trying 

hard to overcome the difficulties caused by the habit, 

he has to try hard to catch those small, unstressed, but 

important words, because unlike a native listener, he 
.. 

canhot predict or guess what is not clearly articulated. 

To an advanced student, English s9eech with normal rhythm 

and intonation may sound like the flow of water, but to 

most average students, it can sound like an acoustic b l ur 

• 
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because of the unfami l iar phonological features . EFL 

stude nts always seem to fee l that they miss something 

in listening to normal English discourse. The mother 

tongue interference in listening to a foreign language , 

certainly deserves careful experimental investigation, 

but there are obviously difficulties if the phonological 

features of the two languages are different. 

1.3 Listening - the Most Neg lected Skill in the 
Ch in~se EFL Classroom 

Foreign language teaching, in theory, begins in 

the third prD~ary grade and continues throughout primary 

and high schools and on through the tertiary level, i n 

most big ci t ies of China. 

In the EFL classroom of both primary and high 

schools, the teaching lessons are organized around 

selected grammatical elements and the language is 

strictly controlled with regard to syntax. The pupils 

rarely get opportunities to engage in meaningful commun

ication. As Cowan, Light, Mathews and Tucker observed : 

Since these teachers have received no training 
in methodology, they tend to rely upon what has 
historically become a most salient feature of 
Chinese education - rote memorization ... teaching 
techniques are typically limited to repetition, 
questioning and correction, all of which are 
intended to assist and reinforce total memoriz
ation of a given lesson (1979 :471) . 

Liste ning practice in primary and high schools is virt-

ually non-existent. In the class teaching, English is 

taµ ght main ly in Chi nese. 

Even in the language classroom at the tertiary level, 

li stening comprehens ion is probably t.he least stressed 

s kill. Five years ago, it was difficult to find a place 

for teaching li8te ning comprehension on the timetable in 

I 
I • 
! 
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all foreign language institutes and colleges. Until 

recently, the curriculum for English majors at the 

tertiary level has still been heavily weighted in favour 

of literary language and reading skills. The major part 

of teaching resources has been placed in teaching the 

skill~ of reading and translation. Almost all the ex

perienced or well-trained teachers have been engaged in 

written language teaching. Listening class is mainly 

used for the newly graduated teachers or trainee teacher~ 

to do fieldwork. After a period of practice, when the 

new ~eachers get some experience and become qualified 

teachers considered by the department leaders, they will 

be transferred to other posts to teach reading, writing 

or translation. A systematic course for teaching compre

hension of spoken language cannot be found in any schools. 

Only in 1978, listening comprehension taught as an 

independent unit began to make its way into ELT class

rooms and some general objectives for teaching listening 

skills began to appear in the English curricula in a few 

foreign language institutes. ERWAI (which is the abbrev

iation for the Chinese words meaning the ?eking Second 

Fo~eign Language Institute), for cxa~ple, is said to be 

the most advanced in communicative approach of ELT, but 

the listening curriculum is still not adequate to meet 

students' needs . The following objectives are stated in 

a four-year course of general study: 
... 

During the four years of English st~dy, in respect 

of listening comprer:ension, the students will be able to: 
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1) understand materials at the level of 

The Turners (British) recorded at normal 

speed, at the end of their first year; 

2) understand everyday speech recorded by native 

speakers of English or materials at the level 

of Practice and ?rog1•ess~ Developing Skills (British) 

as well as news broadcasts (in special English), 

at the end of their second year; 

3) understand 'live conversations' recorded by 

native speakers of English on everyday-life 

topics, at the end of their third year; 

4) understand 70 per cent of films in English at 

the end 0£ the course. 

Leaving out the unspecific terms of these objectives, 

let us consider the possibility of achieving these 

objectives under present circumstances in the average 

listening classes. From the following reasons, we could 

see that the possibility is very slim. 

1.3 . l The Lack of Authentic Materials 

Suitable materials play a vital role in a curricu

lwn, but in most Chinese EFL classrooms, listening 

materials appear to be very limited. The most widely

·.1sed for the students are those published te:1 or twenty 

years ago, such as: 

01~nqHa:phone Cou:c>:3e (British) , 2:r.qZiah :?00 (.American) , 

Ne:.; Ccnceu-i;; Eneli::;;i (British) , Xe,-rwi Lessons (British), 

(British), ':cxiay U\mer ican) . 

... 
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These materials were all specially prepared for 

ELT, which might be suitable for general study of the 

language, but not for teaching listening comprehension. 

They cannot provide samples of the English spoken by 

native speakers because they are characterized by being 

unnatural and unreal. In these materials, there is a 

tendency for the intonation used to resemble that which 

indulgent mothers might use with babies . The intonation 

is marked by unusually wide and unusually frequent pitch-

movement. Speakers tend to enunciate words with excess-

ive precision or clarity. Assimilation, elision and re-

duction of vowels and consonants are avoided. Most of 

the sentences are neat and well-formed according to 

grammatical rules rather than natural sequences of loosely 

connected clauses . The speed is so uniform and slow that 

the materials can be used to train beginning stenographers. 

Where there is a conversation, discussion or other 

transactions involving more than one speaker, there would 

be a clear-cut turn-taking, that is, both speakers say an 

approximately equal amount. False starts, hesitations, 

natural pauses and the normal attention signals like 'uhuh' 

and 'mm' can hardly be heard. 

Syntactically and lexically, there is a tendency 

that only standardized, formal or literary language can 

be used in these materials. 

or swear words never occur . 
.. 

Colloquialisms, slang terms 

Vocabulary has almost always 

been carefully chosen and restricted to diction2ry words. 

In each listening passage, only one or two sentence 

structures or grammatical points are ~nnaturallv reoeated. 

These characteristics are absolutely contrary tc those 

ty?ical of spoken English. 
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1.3.2 The Lack of Practice Opoortunitv 

Although China officially opened her door to the

rest of the world years ago and there have been more and 

~ore foreigners working and visiting in China, direct 

communication between Chinese people and foreign visitors 

is st~ll rare. The Chinese EFL students still have 

little opportunity to be constantly exposed to the spoken 

English either in or outside class. They have been 

mainly learning the target language from textbooks. In 

everyday communication among themselves, Chinese language 

is in_evi tably used. Moreover, they are very seldom 

taught directly by native English teachers, whose main 

tasks are to hel9 the Chinese teachers prepare their 

lessons and to make recordings. 

In the classroom teaching, most of the Chinese 

teachers use the sort of slow, clear and formal English 

which is widely considered as an ideal model, because 

most Chinese teachers want to teach their students 'good' 

English with 'correct grammar' and 'beautiful pronunci-

ation' . In this sense, this kind of English is indeed a 

clear model for the students to imitate. 

This kind of classroom English ~as been analysed in 

detail by Gillian Brown (1977). In her opinion, the 

'slow, colloquial English' is 'an eminently tec.:r,,:~ble model' 

for the PUr?OSe of teaching pronunciation.or speaking 

skills I because, from a communicative point cf vie,v. 

even if the foreign student's speech is marred by 
syntactic and vocabulary flaws, native speakers 
of English will find this slow clareful type of 
speech reasoni.-tbly easy to understand ( 19 77: 5) . 
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But such language can be quite misleading for ear training, 

because there is a massive mismatch between the character

istics of this kind of classroom English and those of the 

spoken discourse we normally hear in real communications. 

Students who can do well in the classroom might be unable 

'to transfer their skills to the world outside 1 (Don Porter 

and Jon Roberts, 1981:39). A swimmer having ?ractised for 

years in a calm, shallow swimming pool of the classroom 

English may be easily drawn in a wavy sea of colloquial 

spoken language. 

EFL classroom. 

Such a danger does exist in the Chinese 

Fortunately, the students can listen to news broad

casting by radio, but without proper directions, without 

proper teaching methods, the students may mistake the 

special features of news language as those possessed by 

spoken English in real communication. 

1.3.3 The Lack of Teaching and Learnina Motivations 

Neither the teachers nor the students are ?repared 

to devote much time and energy to train their ears, be

cause they tend to concentrate on develo9ing reading 

skills and hope to acqui~e grammatical, lexical and rhet

orical knowledge, which has always been given the first 

priority. A language worker armed with such knowledge is 

usually regarded as learned. In China, learning through 

reading has been a traditional and practical way of learn-

ing all subjects. The students are not aware of the 

inportance of developing listening comprehension ability 

in foreign language study. On the other hand, they are 

doubtful about how often thev will deal with spoken 

i 

I 
I • 
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English, because not everybody can get a chance to go 

abroad for further study. Actually the students have 

litt~e idea about their future use of the English language, 

so that they are not motivated to develop their listening 

skills. 

Another traditional ass1JJ.t1ption that hinders develop

ment of listening comprehension teaching is that both the 

teachers and students believe that the ability to under

stand spoken English would be naturally picked up as the 

English learners have acquired the abilities to speak 

with correct pronunciation and to read and write. They 

believe that without systematic training, they can still 

acquire such skills, if they are put into the community 

of English language .. i\s Joan Morley pointed out (1972:vi.:.) 

Perhaps an assumption that listening is a reflex, 
a little like breathing - listening seldom receives 
overt teaching attention in one's native language -
has marked the importance and complexity of list
ening with understanding in a non-native language. 

Moreover, some teachers simply despise the 

language with redundancy, hesitations, and perhaps local 

accents, regarding it as a mark of under-education or 

li~itation. When they happen to get a tape of this type 

of English for the students to listen to, they will 

nlways automatically warn them not to imitate it. 

To break down these conventions is an ex~ra task for 

a Chinese EFL teacher, if he does not want simply to 

adhere to past practices. 

l,3.4 The Lack of Teaching Techniques and A~dio-Visual 
Equipment 

The use of ~2aching technolo;y in listening compre-

hension is virtually in the primitive stage. .l\l though 

•."".· 

i 

I . 
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several institutions indicate, in their general curricula, 

that they have plans for courses in this area in the 

immediate future, teaching techniques in use are incompat-

ible with the communicative needs. They are limited to 

dictations, multiple-choice items, filling-in-blank items, 

oral questions and answers and retelling of the listening 

passage. The monotony of teaching techniques has dampened 

the learning enthusiasm of the students. 

The lack of audio-visual equipment is obvious. The 

overhead projector is rarely used in most classrooms_ 

Although language laboratories have been set up in all 

foreign language institutes recently, they are not used 

regularly. The blackboard and magazine pictures are 

presently the most sophisticated media that the average 

teacher can use. The most commonly used pieces of elect

ronic equipment at tertiary institutions are radios and 

tape recorders. The former are used to listen to news 

broadcasts and the latter to record these broadcasts for 

use as listening practice. 

In this section, some shortcomings in teaching 

listening comprehension have been generally described 

and swnmarized on the basis of the investigation in the 

planned interviews. From the description, we could deduce 

that listening is still the Cinderella of the activities 

in a Chinese EFL classroom, which is a common problen in 

the six foreign language institutions. Table l serves as 
.. 

a pa,,.rtial swnmary of the interviews, which could show that 

although these institutions have not failed to include 

listening comprehension as one of the ski l ls to be con-

sidered in silanninc_; a foreign language ~)rogramme, the 
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enphasis placed on the comprehension~£ spoken English 

has generally been far short of what we now find is a 

basic requirement of those learning a foreign language. 

There are other problems in designing a curriculum in 

listening comprehension, which will be discussed separ

ately in the following chapters. 

I 

i 
l 
I 
I • 
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Institutions 

ShanLJhai l'orcign 
Language 
Institute 

Shu11<Jha i 
111stit.uLe of 
Foreign Trad<:\ 

Sian f·'or <:!ign 
Lanquaqe 
Institute 

Hunan Teacher's 
'i'rainin(J 
College, English 
Dep,1.rt111e1 1L __ 

~L:kiug r'oreign 
'f.r ade Co llege 

Puking Second 
f'oreig11 
Langua<Je 
InstituLe 

Table 1: A Genera l Survey o f Listening Comprehension Tea{.:hing in Six EFL Institutions in China 
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CHAPTER 2 

ESTABLISHING THE BASIC AIMS OF 
TEACHING LISTENING COMPREHENSION 

If we happen to browse among the present EFL 

curricula in some foreign language institutes in China, 

we will find that the basic aims and objectives of 

teaching the three language skills: speaking, reading 

and writing are clearly and specifically stated; 

teaching instructions and procedures are well explained 

and varieties of teaching materials are carefully sort ed, 

by experienced teachers who have been working on each of 

those skills for years. 

But in respect of the ains of teaching listening 

skills, neglect is strongly felt. What we can find is 

rough statements, such as: 

'To develop students' listening abilities at 
various levels', 

'To expose the students to a variety of listening 
materials', and 

'To enable them to get information about Western 
cultures through listening to radio programmes.' 

(These statements are translated from The Outl'ine of 

Teaching Fr•ogramme in ERWAI. ) 

These statements are not wrong or misleading, but they 

provide the teachers of listening comprehension with 

vague ideas or broad aims . 

• It is therefore not surprising that some teachers 

who have been teaching comprehension for years still 

have little idea of what the real teaching ?Urpcses are . 
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Of course, a person cannot do a thing without a purpose. 

What is meant here is that those teachers lack specific 

practical teaching aims. Some of them may like teaching 

listening out of an interest in getting information on 

international relationships from radio; some may take 

the job because it can get them access to interesting 

consumer items such as foreign movies; some may want to 

acquire and teach their students American or British 

accents from VOA or BBC news broadcasting; others may 

consider it an easy job to teach listening without the 

weight of correcting student assignments and so on. 

These ideas can be constantly heard from Chinese EFL 

teachers of listening comprehension. Consequently, we 

can find teaching materials improvised and used accord

ing to various interests. The followi~g lists o f lessons 

are good examples of this phenomenon in a Peking foreign 

language institute: 

Table 2: Tape Transcripts of Lesson Series Used for t he 
Second-Year Students in Their First Semester 
in the English Department of ERWAI. 

I Lesson Title Source 
1 

Number 

I 1 The English Teaching Theatre BBC English by 
( l) An Ideal Musical Instru- Radio Pro-

ment grammes 
( 2) A Holiday Plan 

I 

2 Feasts and Holidays I from an Arr~er i.-
3 Nightlife can textbook: 

- . ' ZngZ-i;;h. 1VO~l 
I 

L,1.,,Je 
# 4 Hawaii 

I 

5 Around the World 

6 A Heroic Composer 

7 A Composer's Noble Effort 



Table 3: 

Lesson 
Number 

l 

2 

l 

4 

5 

6 

2 6. 

Tape Transcripts of Lesson Series Used for the 
Second-Year Students in Their Second Semester 
in the English Department of ERWAI. 

Title Source 

A Changed Man Adapted from O .Henry's 
Story 

I Never Forget Re-written from a 
A Face British Story 

Shoplifter 
From BBC English by 

The Suspect Radio Programme 

Drugs 

This Desirable 
. Residence 

7 Scocp From BBC Enc;lish by 
Radio 

The teacher who ha.s planned the lessons in Table 2 

seems to be mainly interested in music and travelling. 

The lessons in Table 3 are either detecti·ve stories or 

stories about criminals. The designer must be a lover 

of this kind of novel. What is implied here is that 

teaching purposes can be derived totally from the bases 

of personal preference, sel~-benefit or simply out of 

curiosity. In that case, the materials wil l lack 

objective standards or bases. If we take into consid-

eration the learner's needs in both their present study 

and their future work as well as the nature of language 

learning, we will certainly see that those purposes 

mentioned above are not ::.?-:1chin.: aims, r:or will they 

direct teaching procedures on a correct road. The re-

sult of ~eaching might but need ~ot necessarily meet 

the learner's needs. 
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In talking about establishing clear and definite 

aims in teaching EFL listening skills in this chapter, 

we will have a dual concern: a recognition of t he 

importance of such aims and a decision of what aims 

should be established according to the learner's needs. 

2.1 The Importance of Establishing Clear and Definite 
Teaching ·Aims 

The whole process of designing a curriculum i n any 

area should normally consist of ten steps. They are 

illustrated here in a vertical order but presentation 

would of course be in linear order: 

Table 4: Ten Steps of De.signing a Curriculum. (For 
details, see Phillip Hughes, Determinants of 
Curriculum Design, · 19 7 3: 7-8.) 

1. An agree~ent on aims and objectives 

2. A selection of content 

3. A selection of teaching procedure 

4. The organization of content 

5. Choice of an evaluation strategy and processes 

6. Development of curriculum materials 

7. Curriculum trial with sample g~oups 

8. Revision 

9. Im?lementation 

10 . Deve lo?rnen t 



In the whole course system, the indispensable 

starting-point is always to establish an agreement on 

should be organized, but al so because of the fact that 

aims will govern the whole teaching activity. The ten 

steps are equally important, but L~e f irst step is vital. 

The aims of a curriculum act as the headrope of a fish-

ing net. They lead to a se lection of content and enable 

the definition of learning procedures and activities 

through which the content will be used to reach the 

given aims. Therefore the aims should represent the 

most explicit and ?recise statement we can make as to 

the values we wish to see achieved. They should be 

definite enough to act as both selectors and directors. 

They will determine the whole follow-up activity and 

the success of the course. Without such aims, the whole 

teaching process could be in a state of dis unity wi th 

numerous loose ends as shown in the above examples. The 

precision of a statement of aims is realized by an 

orderly list o f objectives. In discussing the functions 

of the objectives, Phillip Hughes said that: 

The statement of objectives is the key one: it 
gives meaning to the aims, decides the se lection 
of content and experiences and enables the form
ulation of means of evaluation. {1973:6) 

The importance of establishing objectives re levant to 

teaching listening comprehension will oe di scussed as 

we proceed to the following chapters. 

The basic ai~s of a course a=e not sonethi ng 

as su:ned out of imagination or- as a matte:?:" of course. 

It is the outcome resulting f rom a s eries of practical 
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and ratio nal i nvestigati ons. In e stab lishing our a ims, 

we shou ld at le a st c onside r three re levant f a ctors. 

In the firs t, we should b e concerned with knowledge of 

the s tudents' background, motiva t i ons, general e ducation , 

abilit ies o f le a rni n g a foreign language, personali ty -

the spe ctrum of qualities which affect their learning . 

In t he second, we s hould c ons ider t h e r equirements of 

the s ociety and o f their future work. In t he third, 

most importantly, we should rea lize the natur e or 

speci al characteristi cs o f the langu age ski l l we aim 

at teaching. 

The b a sic a ims s hould be clear, precise , appr op

riate a nd furthermor e be agreed by the designers, 

teachers , and s tudents . In t he respec t o f the Chinese 

TESOL curriculum design, one of the &hortcomings i s 

the c e ntralization o f the designing work. Usually the 

guide lines o r t he b asi c aims are made by the Minis try 

o f Educ ation and modi fica t ions are made t o mee t l ocal 

needs at the department level by the leadership, based 

on comments from facu lty members. Most o f t he c urricul a 

a r e ' teache r - proo f ' c urricala which have been j~s t 

passed from designers to students by way of the teachers . 

This often g ives rise to t he p r oble~ that the teacher 

works a imlessly . 

In fact, the success of a curriculum lies in the 

agreeme nt of the aims by all the members i~ the curricu

lum , e s pecially b y t h e teache:c . On this point, Phillip 

Eughes discussed t hat: 
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The teacher should be a conscious part of the 
design process, and of implementation. In this 
view the teacher needs to understand, to agree 
with and to be committed to achieving, the aims 
of any course with which he is asked to work ... 
The teacher must be, and must feel himself to 
be, an active participant in the total process. 
(1973:2} 

In both designing and teaching a course, the importance 

of e~tablishing the basic aims should be clearly recog

nized net only by the designer, but also by the teacher 

and the learner. 

2.2 The Basic Aims of Teaching Listening Como rehension 

Rivers pointed out; 'Teaching the comprehension o f 

spoken language is of primary importance if the coITLmunic-

ation aim is to be achieved.' (1981:151) Such a state-

ment captures a powerful generalization because commun

ication in all its diverse forms is always reciprocal. 

The oral communication involves both speaking and l i sten

ing. Any deficiency of either skill could break down t he 

whole co~nunication process. More often than not , fail-

ure to continue the oral communication and hence mi s

understanding between interlocutors arise mainly f rom 

inability to comprehend the message. In our mother 

tongue cornmunication, such problems rarely occur. The 

capability of listening in our own language has been 

acquired gradually by degrees through everyday practice 

since we were born, without our ever realizing t he oro-

cess. We do not have to pay close attention t o wha t 

signals we should rely on to understand our own language. 

But in foreign language learning, listening comprehension 
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requires ~omprehensive knowledge in phonology, semantics, 

syntax as well as discourse elements. 

Rivers noted; 

Moreover, as 

Listening comprehension has its f?8Culiar problems 
which arise from the fleeting, immaterial nature 
of spoken utterances and the complicated ways we 
process what we hear. (1981:151) 

Thus the ability of listening comprehension should be 

learned with efforts as a special communicative tech-

nique. Without such training, this technique cannot 

be acquired automatically and hence the foreign language 

learner will be excluded from communication because of 

the failure in comprehension. In that case, the learner's 

speaking skills cannot be exercised to great advantage. 

As a result, the learner sets up a barrier around himself 

and will be always an outsider in an English community 

until he is trained to 'tune his ears' in the communic

ation. 

2.2.1 Teaching Listening Comprehension as a 
Communicative Skill 

We ca.n already begin to see the importance and 

urgency to learn the listening comprehension skills 

which stem from the learner's oral communicative needs. 

For this reason, one of our teaching aims which should 

be well-established and clearly stated is to get the 

learners familiarized with the way the native speakers 

communicate, and with the techniques employed to rea.lize 

th>e communicative goals, which the native speakers un

consciously know, but the ~oreign learners should con-

sciously and purposefully learn. we must help the 

. .. ----.,.-
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students recognize and use the reliable signals in the 

spoken foi-m of English in order to relate it with 

meanings and then receive the information conveyed. 

Such an aim still remains to be an overall purpose 

in ear training. To further specify this general 

purpose, we have to analyse the nature of communication 

and find out what communicative abilities should be 

possessed by the listener. Let us look at the following 

example: 

A smoking hostess asks a Chinese student whether 

he would smoke: 

H: Would you care for a cigarette? 

S: Please do. I don't mind. 

H: Would you like a cigarette? 

S: Yes, I used to smoke. 

H: Do you want one now? 

s: No thanks . I've already given it up. 

It was clear from the student's answer that he was 

not being impolite or hesitant in receiving an offer. 

The student's failure to reply properly to the offer in 

the first two sentences could be explained as follows: 

the structure or more probably the meaning of the 

expression 'care for' in the first sentence could 

have been outside the st~dent's linguistic com-

petence. In his mind, the sentence meaning could 

have been, according to his answer, 'Would you 

mind my smoking?', 

in the second sentence, the student may have been 

unfamiliar '.vi th the use of an interroga.tion 
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structure for expressing an invitation or he may 

have mistaken 'would' as a verb in past-tense 

form expressing a habit in the past. 

These explanations can show us two corresponding 

aspects of the skill involved in communication: 

the ability to understand linguistic structures 

and meanings; 

knowledge of the communicative functions of the 

linguistic forms. 

The dialogue above tells us that the student has 

cormnunicative problems, but it does not suggest any 

listening difficulties he could have. If the student 

had always answered 'Pardon?' in the dialogue, ~o 

matter what linguistic structures were used by the 

hostess, or if the student could understand the offer 

in its written form or in the slow clear classroom 

language but was unable to understand it in the normal 

informal communication, the two explanations would 

surely be out of the question. This supposition will 

suggest that the student was not familiar with t he 

phonetic features or the spoken form of the sentence. 

The point is that all the linguistic structures, 

vocabulary and communicative functions are carried in 

the phonetic or acoustic forms in the oral communic

ation. This is the question~ teacher of listening 

comprehension should be concerned with. 
·• 

In discussing the language elements that are 

involved in human communication, Coulthard pointed out : 
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While all linguists would agree that human 
corrummicat1:on must be described in terms· of at 
least three levels - meaning, form and sub
stance, or discourse~ syntax and phonology -
there are disagreements over the boundaries 
of linguistics. ( 19 7 7: 1) . 

It is difficult to separate language in clear-cut 

divisions. There are always overlaps in teaching the 

four language skills. As understood in the popular 

sense, each skill is involved in the following areas: 

Table 5: Areas involved in the Four Language Skills 

I \ I 

I 
I Input-

Receptive Productive I Sensory'\output 
motor \\ ode 

I modal.ity 

I Auditorv I 
Listening Speaking 

I Art:icul~tory I I 
Phon- \structure\Vocabu-Phon- jStructure lVocabu-

I ology lary ology 1 lary 
I 

Visual Reading I 
I Writi:ig 

Manual 
Gr aphts tructrre lvocabu- Graph- Struct·.1re Vocabu-

I ology 
1
1ary ology lary 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

Nevertheless, each skill should have its own concen-

tration, although it may involve other areas. In teaching 

listening skills, the emphasis should be decided by con

sidering two points from an acoustic point of view: 

What are the vital factors in decoding a message? 

What are the most difficult areas for a Chinese 

listener in listening to the English language spoken 

in its natural form? 

Since the purpose of the listener is to listen for 

the meanins of the message from a stream of sounds 

mainly by employing verbal signals expressed by the 
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speaker , the vital factors should firstly be phono

logical elements and secondly t he knowledge of discourse. 

From observation, tr.is is because a lack of comprehension 

of everyday speech b y a Chinese learner a t i ntermediate 

and advanced levels does not arise simp l y from meeting 

new vocabulary, n ew grammatical structures o r f rom being 

unaware how isolated English phoneme s are pronounc ed . 

It also - and mainly - derives from meeting f amiliar 

vocabular y and structures presented as unfamiliar sound 

systems and f rom meeting famil iar linguistic fo rms which 

express a number of unfamiliar communicative fu~ctions. 

On the basi s o f t his analysis a nd observation , we c an 

thus divide listening comprehension into two distinct 

problem areas : (1 ) phonological - f actors whi ch consist 

of assimilation, elision and reduction of consonants 

and vowels in the stream of speech , and ( 2) discourse 

factors such as forms and functions, turn takings, verbal 

fi l lers and fa lse starts. However , the l istener 's 

ability to understand spoken language does not depend 

on these f act o rs alone. There is much more knowledge a 

l i stener should possess . According to Gillian Brown, 

l istening comprehension of s poken English al so depends on 

the degree of familiarity of the listener with 
the subject ar.d its associated terminology , the 
background to the subject, the modes of expres s
ion of t he s peaker. I t al so depends on the 
degr ee of complexi ty of the syntax and the . 
semantic structure an~ on the style of present
ation - whe ther the speaker is p resenting h is 
ideas in an orderly sequence or i mpress ion i st~ 

.. ica l ly pil i ng up disconnected .phrases . ( 19 77 : 8) 

In all the se a reas, the phonological and d i scourse factors 

a re the k ey ones in d ecoding the me s sage and shou l d re

ceive at t ention in designing a liste ning c o urse . 

• 
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With these points clear in mind, a suggested basic 

aim can be statGd for the listening course curriculum: 

The listening comprehension course is aimed at 

providing the students with adequate opportunities to 

listen to a variety of spoken English and thus, through 

a set of systematically structured exercises, helping 

develop their abilities to understand native speech 

spoken at the normal speed in a natural style. During 

this process, the students need to be made aware of the 

many acoustic aspects at the levels of phonology and 

discourse. The students will be helped to recognize and 

acquire the necessary knowledge in these two areas and 

use them to function effectively in oral communication 

situations. This applies to those of our students who 

are expected to travel or study overseas and those who 

are likely to have direct contact with tourists or 

businessmen from English-speaking countries. 

2.2.2 Teachino ListeninG Comprehension as a Learnino Skill 

We have discussed the basic aim of developing the 

students' listening comprehension as a primary com:~unic

ative skill, but for a foreign language learner, the 

importance of learning how to understand spoken language 

is far beyond this basic aim. It is probably imp ossible 

to overestimate its importance on the part of the learner 

both for his future work and his present study. 

In acquiring our mother tongue, we usually spend 

considerably more time listening than reading without our 

noticing it. We listen to the teachers during most of 

the class time; we listen to our peers talking in 
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discussions. Apart from that, we listen to the radio, 

see and listen to films and TV programmes. 

62) cites Thomas Rankin's finding that 

Rivers ( 19 7 8 ; 

of the time adults spend in communication activities 
45 per cent is devoted to listening, bnly 30 per 
cent to speaking, 16 ?er cent to reading, and a 
mere 9 per cent to writing (and these data are 
from a pre-television, pre-talking-picture, pre
dictaphone era) . 

We live in a world of sounds. We are bombarded from 

morning to night with sounds. ?rom the deluge of sounds, 

we have acquired our language. 

A learner of English as a second language in an 

English speaking country meets a similar phenomenon. 

There is a vast range of situations where he has to be 

a 'keen receiver of messages' directed to him from radio, 

television, announcements and a multitude of other 

sources. In the foreign environment, the ability to make 

sense of these messages is often crucial for survival. 

The learner in such situations cannot afford to ignore 

listening skills. Furthermore, the listening skills 

provide him with access to wider and richer experiences 

and to more effective learning methods. 

But in China, the EFL students lack such opportun

ities. They are learning English in the Chinese circum

stances. They have not had the opportunities to recog

nize the importance of the auditory approach to learning 

a foreign language, not to mention what can be learned 

from listening. If they ~ake any attempt at all tq.learn 

by listening, they try to pick out some words considered 

us·eful to them. Take for e.xamole ::his remark made by a 

Chinese student in i?.\·lAI: 
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1 If you don 1 t understand what you read, .you can 
consult a dictionary. After you've got it 
right, the word is yours. But.listening is 
quite the other way round. English seems to be 
in the air. Sometimes you can't even catch a 
single word, the sentence sounds like a stranqe 
song from a bad gramophone, to say nothing -
about the meaning!' 

It seems easy for students to feel that they have 

learned little from such a slow process. They are quite 

likely to return to the exclusive use of the textbook 

approach and give up attempting to 'educate' their ears. 

The result is that they generally gain a very imperfect 

command of English and frequently their English language 

learning process stops the day they finish school and 

textbook learning. 

This might not be the problem unique to China 1 s EFL 

education, but it seems that the Chinese students are 

more likely to rely on their visual sense and have a 

prejudice against the auditory a9proach. They are more 

likely to believe that their eyes are much more effective 

as a means of learning. There is no denying the import-

ance of visual symbolism here, but language is essentially 

a motor-auditory phenomenon, and in EFL lear~ing, our 

auditory sensitivity and assimilative capacity must be 

developed. 

It should be another basic aim of teachi~g listening 

comprehension to enable our students to use listening as 

a basic medium of learning, if onl.y because they will 

definitely need it in the whole course, which is determ-
~ 

ined by the nat~re 0£ a foreign language learning. They 

will follow lectures, tutorials and seminars, each of 
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which demands strong listening skills. Until the 

students learn to read well, they must receive the bulk 

of their instructions, guidance and explanations by ear. 

Getting information or knowledge in various linguistic 

aspects through listening is a necessary substitute for 

learning through reading. Reading alone cannot fulfil 

the whole task of learning various kinds of knowledge, 

for some of the knowledge cannot be obtained from books. 

Without a proper use of listening skill, the students 

cannot learn comprehensively; without using their ears, 

learners will surely slow their progress in the course, 

like a person 'walking only on one leg!'. 

2.3 Aspects of the Lanquaq e Best Learnt throu, h 
Listening 

If analysing various aspects of foreign language 

learning, we will find that, for the following aspects, 

it is advisable and necessary to resort to an auditory 

learning approach. 

2.3.1 Learning the Taraet Culture 

Among linguistics and language teachers, very few 

will deny the importance of learning the culture where 

the target language has its roots. 

are not sep?rable. 

Language and cul ture 

Second language learni~g is often second culture 
learning ... Culture is a deeply ingrained part o f 
very fiber of our living, but language - the 
means for communication among mew~ers of a 
culture - is the most visible and available 
expression of ~hat culture (H. Douglas Brown, 
1980:129). 

A cultural anthropologist who wishes to study a chosen 

culture must know its language and a linguist o r a 

. .,,_-~.•-
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language teacher must be interested in the study of 

culture. 

In foreign language teaching, it is essential to 

let the students be familiarized with the target culture, 

not because they necessarily want to learn or adopt a 

different culture, but because a ianguage divorced from 

its culture will lose its basis, like water without a 

source. If the students learn a language without learn-

ing, at the same time, the culture in which it operates, 

they are learning meaningless symbols or symbols to which 

they attach the meaning out of their own culture. 

Therefore foreign language curricula commonly attempt 

to deal with the cultural connotations of the language. 

Culture is a way of life. It is most clearly re-

fleeted in language. But there is a tantalizing question 

emerging from this common knowledge. Is culture most 

fully and clearly reflected through ~rit&en language or 

through spoken language? With some everlasting disagree

ments on this point, most linguists probably manage to 

agree that the two types of language show the culture to 

various degrees and in different ways. 

It is true that realistic literature always embodies 

cultural elements and the students can learn a lot about 

culture from novels, poems and prose and also from 

magazines and newspapers. But, there is no way that 

could be more direct in learning culture than by listening 

to ~ive spoken language through people talki~g, to 

different intonations used in different situations or by 

looking at different speech manners, facial expresions 

and gestures which express the speaker's social competence. 
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Many important facets of cultural behaviour are so deeply 

engrained that the person who has grown up in a culture 

is unaware of their existence or their importance to 

the foreigner. Almost simultaneously, people's attitudes, 

social positions and emotions are revealed unintentionally, 

but naturally. What is more important is that spoken 

language is primarily used for the purposes of social 

interaction. Every day we spend a lot of talking time 

simply being friendly to people, exchanging our views 

with people on certain common topics such as traffic, 

holidays or cooking. 'The oiling of social wheels is 

most fundamentally carried on by speech.' (Gillian 

Brown, 1978:277) People's emotions, such as happiness, 

worries and anger; attitudes such as agreement, dis

agreement, likes and dislikes are fundamentally expressed 

by speech. During the process, cultural elements are 

vividly and clearly revealed. The impression the list

ener gets towards certain cultural elements is usually 

deep and comprehensive. Here are a few examples chosen 

from liter~ry works. 

l. 

2. 

3. 

1 Bother the whole family! ' s.r.apped .Margaret. 
- Howards End 

( 6 2) 
'Here he comes! 1 she ~urmured, and they could hear 
that her lips were dry with emotion. 

'But I don't 
implored, a 
face. 

- Tess of the D'Ur~evilles 
(186) 

want anybody to kiss me, sir!' she 
big tear beginning to roll down her 

- Tess of the D 1 Urbevilles 
( 6 6) 

4. 'You're at an ordinary English week-end pa:cty, 
sir,' thundered the Major-General. 

- England Their England 
( 7 8) 
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5. 'Consult you! ' she exclaimed, scornfully interrupt
ing him, 1 I never heard of such a thing! Why should 
I consult you as to my movements?' 

- Cashe l Byron 1 s Profession 
(120) 

6 . 1 Or perhaps you can say a word, pull a few strings, 
e h?' The dying man winked as if he were mocking 
the Don, now not really serious. 

- The God-Father (47) 

(ExampZes 1-5 ar-e takan. from Gillian Brown~ 1977:127-133) 

In these examples, the authors tell us how the 

utterances are spoken and what emotions are suggested. 

A foreign student can i denti fy some of the descriptions 

with their own experiences on the basi s of their own 

cultare . What he can get from reading these utterances 

could be limited to the semantic level, if h e . has never 

heard English or American ? eople 1 snap', 'murmur', 

'implore' or 'thunder'. If these utterances are accurately 

and naturally presented through tape recorders, radio or 

television, the students can approximately get a more 

global picture by judging the speaker' s intonation, stress, 

rhythm as well as those non-verbal signals. In thi s way, 

the student' s listening could be practised and some 

cultural and social variables could al so be realized. 

Listening practice, especially with visual ards, provides 

the students with a dequate audial and visual clues no t 

only in decoding the message, bu:: a lso in opening up new 

possibiliti e s for learning a wide range of knowledge which 

is necessary for foreign language learning and which can

not be obtained merely from books. 
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2.3.2 The First Step Towards Good Soeaking 

In the literature of linguistics and language teach

ing, there is little argument on the perception-production 

process. The natural sequence is for the receptive skills 

such as listening to come first and in greater quantity 

than ·the productive skills, such as speaking. Listening 

serves as a basis for speaking. Listening provides the 

learner with the means for acquiring the necessary ling

uistic, communicative and social competence, which is 

then transferred to the speaking performance, so that 

the teacher needs to be most careful that the 
students have the means before he asks them 
to continue in language learning towards 
speaking and writing. Without having made 
the first step, they will be unable to take 
the second (Chastain, 1976:280). 

It is true that listening and speaking skills require 

the same kind of language knowledge, not two different 

kinds of knowledge, ie, phonology, semantics and syntax, 

and it is the same knowledge that provides the basis for 

interrelating the two language skills. What should be 

noticed here is that it is the same knowledge that is 

obtained through listening and then is activated to pro-

duce speech. Listening always precedes and facilitates 

speaking . This ~recess can be illustrated graph i cal l y in 

the following diagram: 

Tab.le 6: Listening-s9eakinc ~rocess 

.'.:'•ecoding Task Encoding-Task 

Language knowledge: 

I Lister.inqY Dl1onological, mor:::,hologi:::al ._ _______ - ! Ii.. - ' 

and sy:i.tactic 
~------..:! Speaki ng j 

w I 

I :leaning I 
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This simplified model can show us the basic truth: 

language is first of all a system of vocal symbols. 

The listening-speaking process involves the employment 

of a medium or a channel through which these code 

signals are transmitted. Decoding is a process by which 

certain signals are identified and perceived, which is 

realized by listening. Encoding is the process by which 

the signals perceived are put into the channel and real

ized by speaking. 

For the foreign language learner, the decoding pro

cess is a long-term task which involves a series of 

skills: assimilation, imitation and self-correction. 

These skills are aimed at helping one to speak well. 

Firstly, the student has consistently to be exposed to 

the acoustic form of the new language. The phonetic 

and phonological features of the language cannot be 

learned once and for.all. They should be listened to 

right from the beginning and be constantly assimilated 

by the learner. It is a step-by-step internalizing 

2rocess. Before the learner can speak the simplest 

sentence structures, he should be acoustically familiar 

with the inventory of the phonemic consonants and vowels 

in English, because the meaning conveyed largely depends 

on them. The learner can never be creative at this 

stage. He has to acquire the acoustic forms only used 

by the native speaker. If he has acquired a sort of 

~alse knowledge' in the period of unnatural learning 

without using his ears, it will take a very long time 

to unlearn it, and he will be contir.ually suffering from 
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the difference between his own pronunciation and the 

native ~peaker's pronunciation. 

After the consonants and vowels, the learner should 

listen for and assimilate the suprasegmentals: intonation, 

rhythm, stress and pitch patterns, because these para

linguistic features carry the speaker's emotions and 

attitudes as well as some linguistic functions. These 

features often elude the learner for a long time, and only 

by careful and concentrated listening, can he satisfact-

orily reproduce them. 

not assimilated. 

He can never produce what he has 

Even when the learner has acquired a large vocabu

lary and most of the sy~tactical structures, he must not 

slacken his efforts in the listening task. The S?eaker 

of a foreign language practically never outgrows the need 

of attention to the acoustic features. Unlike the native 

speaker, the foreign learner mainly learns most of the 

words, phrases and sentences in their written form first. 

Without actual listening, he cannot ootain the acoustic 

form. The learner cannot count on having an adequate 

grasp of a word before obtaining all its forms, graphic, 

acoustic and meaning. 

Identifying in spoken context those words, phrases 

and sentences which have already been learned is of ut

most importance because in the English la~guage, there 

is relatively little connection between recognizing the 

visual written symbol and identifying the acoustic 
,,. 
impression, so that the learner has to learn to 'hear a 

la~suage' and ta fix the acoustic impression ~n his 

memory by the process of repetitive listening. 
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Assimilation and imitation always happen hand in 

hand . In public opinion among linguists, imitation is 

primarily a speaking practice technique, but during the 

perception-production process, imitation i s more involved 

in listening. Imitation could basically be defined as 

receiving the native speaker's speech , then taking it as 

a model and introducing it into one's own speech . The 

receiving process involves watching the speaker's mouth 

closely, listening to the sound accurately and memorizing 

the acoustic form. 

In the native English si tuation, this process is 

undertaken in a natural way even without the learner 

realizing that it happens. But in a country whe re 

English is only used in very linited situations, such as 

in China, the process has to be put in to both the learner's 

conscious notice and into the actual practice. The learner 

has to imitate not only the basic pronunciation, but also 

those features typical of spoke n English, ie, naturalness 

and appropriateness of using various intonation patterns 

in various situations. I t always seems to be a shame for 

a foreign learner to use the same pronunciation and inton

ation in all situations; the informal oral communication 

usually breaks down when the forei-qn interlocutor speaks 

so 'clearly and slowly ' as i f he was addressing a public 

meeting, although such styles of speech are quite apprec

iated in the classroom. 

The process of imitation is mainly undertaken b y 
,. 

listening and so is sel f -correction. During oral communic-

ation, the foreign learner can often find that his speech 

style does ~ot c6nfo rm to that of the native speaker a nd 
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that unintelligibility and unacceptability can happen. 

In that case, the learner should readjust his cwn speech 

and correct hi:nself by imitating the native speaker, like 

someone's singing which gets out of tune not because of 

his bad voice, but because of incorrect hearing. What 

such a singer should do is to learn to hear the subtle note 

difference correctly and then to adjust his own voice. 

Although a foreign learner can never talk the same way a 

native speaker talks, he can get his speech much closer 

to the native speaker's by constant assimilation, imitation 

and self-correction . He can do much to improve his speaking 

if only he will learn to hear correctly. 

correct speaking is correct listening. 

The secret of 

2.3.3 Avoidina Mental Translation into Chinese while 
Communicating with the Native Eng lish Speakers 

One of the goals of language teaching is enabling 
the students to 'think' in the target language, to 
understand what is said without having to make a 
mental translation into their native language 
(Valette, 1977:97). 

For a foreign language learner, to understand the 

target language with ease or to cultivate a habit of 

'thinking' in the target language is a difficult but a 

necessary task, especially for those, such as Chinese 

students whose mother tongue and culture are much diff

erent from the ta~get language and culture. One of the 

obvious reasons for a second language learner in the 

target language country to make greater progress than a 

foreign language learner in his own count=y is a 'total 

j_mrners ion' into the language he is learning. Tl-:e learner 

is exposed to the language by exploiting all tis senses -
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sight and hearing. This situation leaves little room for 

the mother tongue to interfere with his learning, there

fore he can gradually cultivate a habit of thinking in 

the target language. In China, it is impossible to 

create the same situation, but by using audio-visual 

aids, the present situation can be improved. 

If we compare listening and reading as two learning 

skills, we will find that listening provides the student 

little time for a translation process in his mind, 

especially during the oral communication where immediate 

and appropriate answers are demanded. This is unlike the 

process of reading, when the reader can gaze reflectively 

at the ceiling for three minutes while trying to sort out 

the Chinese equivalent of an English word, or consult a 

dictionary. The task of a listener in such a situation is, 

when meeting difficulties, to try to get the meaning from 

the context. The intelligent guessing is ideally also in 

English. In reading, it is quite easy to learn a word in 

isolation and with the Chinese equivalent attached, but 

in listening to a continuum o: speech, the learner is 

inevitably concerned with what precedes and what follows. 

So, by constant exposure to the acoustic form of the 

language and by being used to the auditory learning 

approach, the mother tongue interference can be avoided 

and a good habit o: 'thinking' in English can be 

cultivated. 

Sc far the reasons why listening comprehension 

should be developed as a learning skill has been dis

cussed in terms of learning the target cul tu.re , the 

relation of listening and speaking and the cognitive 
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dimension of foreign language learning. In general, our 

goal in teaching listening comprehension should be to 

develop the Sfilne levels of acquiring knowledge of English 

through listening that we work for in reading, and to 

help the students to broaden their horizon by using the 

audio approach to complement the deficiency of solely 

using reading skill. Advancing towards this goal, both 

the teacher and the student will profit from utilizing 

to the fullest extent every means of learning at their 

disposal. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CHOOSING SUITABLE COURSE CONTENT 

Establishing the basic aims of a course is just 

the beginning of the long march of designing a curric

ulum. This first step is of primary importance, but 

does not guarantee that the whole teaching procedure 

will definitely be plain sailing. What the students 

are expecting is what they can learn from the course. 

Thus on the basis of those aims, the second step -

choosing what to teach - should now be brought onto 

the agenda. Without a careful choice of proper course 

content, the curriculum will remain a ~ere skeleton, 

no matter how good the aims are. 

Von Humboldt says: 'We cannot teach a language; 

we can only create the conditions under which it will 

be learned, 1 (quoted from Julia:i Dakin I s The Lanquage 

L:~bor•a-t;ornd and Lanqi.wge Learrci"f',g, 19 7 3 : 11) . The re is an 

element of truth in this generalized statement as far 

as the nature of languagG learning as a whole process 

is concerned. This statement is correct in im?lying 

that teaching itself is an indirect process and that we 

cannot transmit a total language to the students. But 

in foreign language learning, the teacher must offer 

pro9er guidance for the students and create the con

ditions under which the students can be ex~osed to live 

samples of the foreign language, so that they cari acquire 

the knowledge and techniques to be employed in their 

actual use. 
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Let us begin by looking at an example. This is 

the main teaching procedure presently used in a listening 

comprehension course in ~he English Department of ERWAI: 

'A competent teacher of listening comprehension must 

be able to: 

1. select suitable listening materials from the 

published textbooks with tapes and from radio. 

2. compile a set of oral and written exercises 

such as multiple choice, filling-blank exer

cises, topics for discussion, etc., which will 

be used in the classroom. 

3. explair. new words and expressions students 

come across during listening. 

4. explai~ the main grammatical behaviours, intro

duce background knowledge and lead the practice 

of pattern drills. 

5 . provide a summary of the listening passage as 

a model at the end of each session. 

6. at the end of a unit, choose a story or a 

narrative ~assaqe which will be used to test 

students' listening abilitv.' 

The whole procedure sou~ds quite com?lete, but in 

the chain of activities, the key link has been missing 

what should be taught and learned in each session. In 

a typical listening session in China's EFL classroom, 

~he main part of students' time is spent lis~ening to a 

passage and doing exercises, both orally and in w~itten 

form, during which process the only instruction given by 

SE· •=---~ ., • ~.--r: -• -• ·•: r• ,. . ; , .. -,"':';·•.._;.•, ,\T:· • ,. 
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the teacher is to explain new vocabulary, grarnm.atical 

structures and background information and, most 

frequently, to urge the students to listen 'carefully 

and with concentration 1
• In this sense, it is apt for 

the students to call the listening teacher 'a tape-

recorder operator' or 'a vocabulary supplier.' It is 

not implied however that the teacher should not explain 

those things listed above. What goes wrong here is that 

the teacher puts the incidental before the fundamental . 

If the teacher aims at teaching listening compre

hension as both a communicative skill and a learning 

skill, his main job should be to make his students aware 

of -

(i) what signals they have to rely on in decoding the 

message, 

(ii) what signals they should catch as information 

carriers, and 

(iii) what aspects of the language they need not panic 

about if the students have missed them during the 

communication or lectures. 

A further aim is to increase students' sensitivity to the 

natural ways in which the native speaker expresses his 

ideas and adjusts his communication according to his 

addressee, the situation and his comnmnicative needs. 

Therefore, the teaching content must be clearly known by 

the teacher and systematically taught through suitable 

materials, explicit explanations and practica l exercises. 

In the following sections of the chapter, I will 

restrict myself to considering 
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- what features of spoken English should be introduced to 

the students and why; 

- what factors should be considered in the choice of the 

teaching materials. 

Choosing the course content is not an arbitrary process 

as it is in China's EFL listening classroom, where 

listening comprehension teaching is not only devoid of 

content, but also· lacks objective criteria. A listenin g 

passage or a story might be chosen just because it sounds 

interesting or easy to understand. This problem should 

be and can be avoided if the teacher has been clear about 

the teaching aims. It is the teacher's ta~k, or ?erhaps 

obligation to have a two-fold concern about choosing 

listening materials: 

- The language used must be spoken English with 

most of the characteristics typical of simul

taneous spoken discourse. 

- Topics and content must be chosen from authentic 

or simulated althentic materials that the 

students will frequently encounter in their 

future work and study. 

We will look at these two points separately. 

3.1 Lang uag e 

In claiming the basic aims of teachi~g t h is course, 

it was suggested that the phonological and discou rse 

levels of English should be deal~ with in the classroom, 

because the learners will rely on the acoustic and 

cormnunicative features in the c::imprehension of spoken 

English . In teaching activities, these features should 

. ,.,.~--~~ 
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be specifically examined by the teacher and learned by 

the students. 

From our discussion in Chapter 1, we have seen that 

during and after their study of English, the Chinese EFL 

students seem to meet two presentations of the language. 

One is the slow, clear spoken English used and learned in 

the classroom for pedagogic purposes. Another is the 

normal informal spoken English used by native speakers 

talking to each other in everyday situations. The 

students can have a good command of the former, but 

always have a lot of difficulties with the latter. 

When our students beg-in to learn English, classroom 

English is unquestionably the only language that they can 

be exposed to. Unfortunately, many students progress to 

more ccmplicated and sophisticated grammar and vocabulary 

in their reading and writing units, but do not move be

yond the basic, clear ar.d slow pronunciation of class

room English in their listening and speaking units, nor 

do they begin to notice the subtle but significant ways 

to carry on a conversation between native speakers. From 

the point of view of speaking, this is not a serious 

matter, since a foreigner can never be expected to commun-

icate like a native speaker. The only awkward thing is 

that the student's language conveys to reople that the 

speaker has 'adult vocabulary but baby pronunciation'. 

For example, a Chinese student is sorr.etimes heard tc 

sc1v: 'Plec1se forgi•,e me, I f2iled to u.ttend the lect'.1re 

due to the cause that I was ill,' with every word clearly 

pronounced. The meaning is clear, but no native speaker 

, . . - . 

~~!~~t~::::~~:·: 
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talks this way. Consequently, from the point of view of 

understanding ordinary spoken 2nglish, the failure to 

mov~ beyond the basic pronunciation must be regarded as 

disastrous for Chinese students. 

If, over the four years of study, the students are 

consistently exposed only to the classroom English , they 

will acquire a kind of 'unreal' linguistic knowledge of 

the acoustic forms and will learn to rely on the features 

which will be denied when they encounter the 'real' 

language. This misleading knowledge will give rise to a 

very depressing situation in their later la~guage usage. 

They will find that native speakers do not use language 

according to their expectations. 

in the EFL curricula in China. 

This danger has existed 

It is therefore essential that, at their inter

mediate and advanced stages of study, the students should 

be not only exposed to but also systematically taught 

spoken English as it is normally spoken in various situ

ations, as they progress in other language skills. At 

least, they should be made aware of the difference be

tween the two types of spoken English and made ready for 

effective listening to normal spoken English. 

If we compare the two presentations of the language 

we will find that they are considerably different in many 

ways, which is illustrated in Table 7 below. 

On the le~t hand side are the main characteristics 

of the idealised language found in both the present 

listening materials and much classroom presentation, 

which should be taught in the students' speaking or 
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Table 7: Comparison of Some Features of Classroom 
English with the Native Speaker's Normal 
Informal English 

1. 

2. 

J. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Classroom English 

Evaluated according to 
whether it lS gram.mat-
ical or non-grammatical 

Pace of delivering the 
speech lS uniform 

The speaker usually 
avoids false starts, 
hesitations, long 
pauses and verbal 
'fillers' 

Sentences are comolete 

Contrast between 
stressed syllables and 
unstressed syllables 
is obscure 

Vowels and consonants 
are articulated in 
their fullest form 

Meaning conveyed within 
the sentence level 

Usually derived from 
written source, e.g. 
pedagogical grammars 
for reconversion into 
a spoken fo:::.-m 

a 

Informal Spoken English 

Evaluated according to its 
success in achieving 
com.i"nuni ca ti ve goals 

Pace of delivery l. s 
varying according to the 
context 

I False starts, ::epetit.ions, 
self-corrections and 
verbal fillers play 1.mpor-
tant communicative 
functions 

Sentences 
incomolete 

are frequently 

Contrast between stressed 
syllables and unstressed 
syllables J..S distinctive 

I Vowels and consonants are 
articulated with assimil-
ation, elision and re-
duction 

Meaning conveyed at a 
supra-ser.tencial level 

I Requires conversion . .c 
I l .1-

I used as a written medium 

Caption: This chart is a summary inferred from some of 
the points stated by Gillian Brown (1977:107) 
and John Stanley (l97b:286). 
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pronunciation class at their early stages . These 

features are emphasised because the teacher always con

centrates on how he is speaking for the purpose of 

letting his students listen to and also imitate the 

pronunciation as a model. On the right hand side are 

some fe~tures of the language as it really is. The 

students cannot be expected, at least at the early 

stages, to produce the language with those features, 

but it is extremely important to become acoustically 

familiar with the features, because they provide the 

learners with signals or clues in listening compre

hension. The learners cannot count on understanding 

the normal language by using the clues they usually 

rely on in listening in the classroom. 

The purpose of a normal speaker in an informal 

communicative situation is to achieve communicative 

goals. The speaker is concent~ating on what he is 

saying but not on how he is saying it. He will tend to 

articulate in the most efficie~t manner, using articu

latory gestures that are sufficient, to allow the most 

important elements of his message to be identified, but 

pe will reduce any articulatory gestures in which ex

plicit movement is not necessary to the comprehension 

of his message. The elements which, assumed by the 

speaker, indicate t~e less important information or 

the shared knowledge with the listener are usually 

unst~essed, obscure and also predictable by the native 

listener (Gillian Brown, 1977: 53). This is -the main 

reason for the existence of the other features in 
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informal spoken English, which will be analysed in 

more detail . 

3.1.l The Pace of Delivery 

In listening to the English spoken by the native 

speaker, all the Chinese EFL students, at any level, 

have the experience of feeling that the language is 

spoken 'abnormally' fast. They may be able to catch 

one or two words, but by the time they ha,re mentally 

'catalogued' them the speaker has gone to the next 

sentence and they would have the impression of having 

lagged behind. In the linguistic study, talking speed 

might be regarded as so idiosyncratic as to be imposs-

ible to analyse. But for a listening comprehension 

teacher, it must be one of the main subjects to be 

studied and the general 'rules' involved in talking 

speed must be explicitly introduced and explained to 

the students. 

A nurnbe~ of theoretitians have made expositi ons 

on this subject, for example, Goldman-Eisler (1954) 

pointed out that most adults are canable of producing 

syllables at rates up to 500 per minute. Lenneberg 

(1967:90) remarked that the higher rates occur, 

particularly if the speaker uses common phrases or 
,, 

cliches. Gimson (1974:284) suggested that 

a rapid rate of delivery for instance may express 
irritation or urgency, whereas a slower rate-may 
show hesitancy, doubt or boredom in statements, 
or sympathy or encouragement in questions and 
com.'Tlands. 
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From the points of view of psychology, physiology 

and sociology, there are many more othe= reasons for a 

person to speak fast over certain words and slow down 

over other words. As foreign language teachers, we 

have to bring all these features into our consideration, 

but, most importantly, we have to consider the question 

from a communicative point of view. The pace of delivery 

is not at random. If we analyse a recorded interview, 

we will find that a speaker's talking speed is, in most 

cases, conventional or rule-governed. Most native 

English speakers are generally found to speak fast on 

the following segments of their speech: 

(a) Shared Knowledge 

First of all, speed is always related to the amount 

of common knowledge shared by the speaker and the list

ener in a conversation. Spontaneous speech is usually 

produced in· an interactive situation, where both the 

speaker and the listener must, usually subconsciously, 

make distinctions between the shared information and new 

information. The speaker has to establish or co~struct 

for the listener a comfortable interactive structure and 

the listener must help the speaker by 9iving immediate 

feedback. Usually a conversation is started by exchang-

ing 'old informaticn', such as exchanging greet ings, 

or talking about the weather. On this point, very few 

?eople speak slowly or hesitantlv. As soor. as the mutual 

ground is established, 1 new information' will be dis-

cussed. In dealing witj the new information, t he speaker 

usually talks slowly, letting the listener become 
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familiar with what is being talked about. When he 

assumes that the listener in some sense knows or can 

predict the information he is going to give, he may run 

rapidly over what he feels is already shared. 

(b) Pro~ositional evaluators 

In examining a recorded interview, we will find 

that some words, phrases and even sentences are spoken 

very fast as if they are throwaway stuff, such as: 

'Well, first of all, I think I should . 

'Let 1 s come straight to the point . ' 

'I think it might be helpful if I put it this way.' 

'But what I'm really worried about is ... ' 

These utterances serve as 'proposition evaluators 1
• The 

~peaker may regard them as something not contributing to 

the information content. Their functions may be just to 

let the listener get ready for the propositions, to help 

emphasise the next point, to reorder what has been said 

or to link what has been said with what will be said. A 

foreign listener may get stuck on these utte~ances be

cause they are too fast, and fail to catch the main 

points. This problem is often Eound during the process 

of interpretation. Some Chinese interpreters and tourist 

guides can successfully but unnecessarily translate these 

utterances, but miss the main idea. 

(c) Idiomatic terms 

Most idiomatic terms have been established by usage 

and acce?ted th~ough common rractice. They are usually 

delivered fast, such as: 'at sixes and sevens, ups and 

downs, in terms of experience, as many as fifty students, 
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as fit as a fiddle, along the lines of seventy dollars. 1 

These phrases may be spoken fast simply because they 
, 

hang together as 'common phrases or cliches'. ~heir 

meanings cannot be inferred by knowing the meanings of 

individual words. They must be entered into the students' 

acoustic channel and then into their mental dictionary 

as single 'items 1
• Some Chinese EFL students usually fail 

to catch them because they are not familiar with the way 

idioms are spoken by the native speaker. In that case, 

the students should be helped to aquaint themselves wi t h 

the common morphological fornls of idioms. 

(d) Verbal fillers 

A frequent occurrence in uncontrolled speech seems 

to be ~~e rapid insertion of verbal fillers which do not 

have a close relationship with the content, such as: 

'sort of', 'something like that', 'as everybody knows', 

'just the kind of', 'as a matter of fact', 'by the same 

token', 'you know', 'to tell you the truth'. These 

utterances are not important information carriers, but 

they perform valuable :unctions in speech. During the 

conversation, the speaker is simultaneously planning what 

will be said next and also monitoring what is being said, 

which needs time. In that case, long pauses are net 

acceptable. The speaker has to :ill the gap while he is 

sorting out suitable words or sentences, to maintai~ the 

right to continue while he is organizing what he want s 

to say. These elements are ~sually uttered quickly and 

unex?licitly. 
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(e) Grammat.ical functors 

From a syntactic 9oint of view, there is another 

set of word groups which are often delivered ra?idly. 

They are, for example, tense auxiliaries, prepositions 

and articles, which perform grammatical functions. The 

native speaker does not pay much attention to them while 

he is speaking, but the Chinese EFL students have to pay 

great attention because they serve as clues to getting 

the meaning. These word groups do not exist in Chinese 

language. Since in their reading and writing courses, 

learning and practising on these grammatical elements is 

still the main task to which a great amount of time is 

devoted, the students' task in the listening course is to 

learn to predict them in the rapid pace of delivery and 

to become familiar with the acoustic features of those 

fast-spoken areas. 

From the 2oint of view of the Chinese EFL learners, 

t~e different speed at which different sound segments 

are delivered in actual communication is crucial. Those 

areas which are ~poken most rapidly give the learners 

most difficulty. Therefore, the features of talking speed 

should be included in the listening course content . 

3.1.2 Phonological Features 

The pace of delivery greatly affects linguistic 

sound patterns . Most phonological changes frequently 

occur when the speaker talks rapidly. The more rapid the 

speech, the more it would come to consist of a series of 

phonological features. To be more specific, the increase 

y ·r..·· -· • z~ ;~..,. 
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of speed is characterized or caused by these phonological 

consequences, such as, change of rhythm, assimilation, 

elision and reduction of consonants and vcwels, These 

1 suprasegrnentals' always present comprehension problems 

to the Chinese EFL students. One of the reasons is that 

the students learn their vocabulary from two sources: 

(1) the presentation of slow clear classroom English, and 

(2) textbooks and dictionaries with the written phonetic 

descriptions. Naturally, they have only a limited famil

iarity with the acoustic system of the normal spoken 

English. In a listening comprehension course, these 

overlooked language elements should be stressed, because 

they are not merely something extra, added to the basic 

sequence of consonants and vowels, but they are important 

clues to aural comprehension, and therefore shoulc be re

garded as the main component i<l the course content. It 

is worthwhile to look at them briefly and separately in 

our discussion. 

(a) Distinction between stressed and unstressed svllables 

Stress applies to whole syllables and can be charact

erized by three :actors: loudness, pitch and length. In 

giving stress in speech, we tend to push more air out of 

the lungs in a louder voice on a hisher pitch. 

In an isolated polysyllabic word, the stressed 

syllable is quite easy to demonstrate by a speaker and 

also easy to perceive by a listener according to these 

three factors, because the stress pattern is quite stable 

1,,•hen the word is pronouncec. in isolation, such as in these 

exa-uples: 
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' capability, demonstrat·i.cm, 
1 

enthusiast. 

These words all have four or five syllables, but the 

stressed syllable in each word is marked by standing out 

in pitch against the surrounding unst~essed syllables -

by being higher, longer and louder than the unstressed 

syllables and by being pronounced more distinctly. But 

when the words are part of a sentence, the stress is not 

always presented. Some stresses either become rnodi=ied 

or dropped. Look at these words: 
1 ,. 

Betty~ elder, sisterJ always, travel~ Europe. 

There is a stress on the first syllable of each of the 

words when ?renounced separately. But when the words 

are combined as a sentence some stresses have to be 

dropped: 
\ 

Betty's eZdar sistBr always ' tra-;_)el.s 
l , ~ 

-1:roun~1 .:.:. urooe . 

This example shows that there is a tendency for a rhythm 

tci be established in speech by the contra~t of the 

stressed and unstressed syllables. 

English is the stressed syllable. 

The rhythm beat in 

The stressed syllables 

tend to occur at roughly equal intervals of time. 

English tries to avoid having stresses too close togeth er 

and too far apart from each other . That ~eans that there 

cannot be a stress in every word in natural speech. The 

unstressed syllables have to be squashed closely together 

in a. low pitch to make the stressed s·:/ l lab les outstanding 

and to keep the regular rhythm, for exnmple: 

aeen 

The Chinese students can get baffled by unstressed syll-

ables, such as 't~at', 'the', 'should have been' in this 
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sentence, because these words are so obscure that they 

sometimes sound like an acoustic blur. 

The tendency to avoid having stresses too close to

gether may cause the shifting of a stress from one 

syllable to an6ther or to leave out ~tresses that have 

another stressed word close to them, such as in the case 

of these words: 

cigc.rtette: 
\ 

I need a cigarette. 

' ' I need a cigarett~ holder. 
\ 

·+ a_r ~erncon; The meeting wi l.7., be held this afternoon. 

Tl ' ~ · \ · . . - ., . ' ld 1 l . ie ap;ernoon meer;1,ng w1-l... De ne at 2 o c oc1<. 

absent-minded: 
\ 

T'ne teacher said· !::e,~ is always absent-m·i,:ded. 

\ \ 

The t."!acher doesn 't:: l-~ke absent-minded sb~dents . 

On this point, the students should be helped to be 

aware t~at in natural speech, stress patterns are not as 

stable as those they hear in classroom English, and that 

an increase in speech tempo in English is mainly achieved 

by shortening or even dropping the unstressed syllables in 

order to· keep the regular rhythm. 

Stress in English has grammatical functions, which 

are usually taught in the students 1 speaking class. 

Nevertheless, this kind of knowledge should be further 

reinforced in their listening course from an acoustic 

point of view. These grammatical functions can be 

summarized as follows: 

(1) Stress as a distinguishin 1 factor 

A number of words o~ two syllables that are used 

without appare~t change as different parts of speech do 

in fact change their ~renunciation because the stress 

changes position: 
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Noun Verb 

\ ' ro.pidl'J G great progress to pro:;ress 
\ to \ 

a suspect suspect 

convict ' a to convict 

' Reader's Digest to ;i,,e'esf· uv.:/ ~ etc. 

These words may act as nouns or verbs; as nouns they are 

stressed on the first syllable and as verbs on the 

second. 

(2) Stress changing sentence meaning 

Stress in different words in a sentence can com-

pletely change the meaning of a sentence. By identify-

ing the stress, some ambiguities can be avoided: 

He showed me ;ey,foin proofs - He showed me definite proofs. 

ifr3 ·showed me certain ?roofs - He showed me a number cf proofs. 

The 
\ 

fish The put fish into men can - men cans. 

\ 

'!'he rnen. can fish - The men know how to (are allowed to) fish. 

\ 
I know that sheeo can swim - I know that particular sheep can 

swim. 

\ 
,.. knew that sheep can sw1jn - I know that sheep in general can 

swim. 

{Examples taken from Hirst, D. Intonative Featu!"e;;: .4 Syntact-ie 
Approach to English .Tntona.tion., 1977, p. 55-75. 

(3) Stress marking the information-bearincr words 

Nearly all gr amma_tic al ,,,ords such as, conj unctions, 

prepositions, pronouns will lose their stress in a 

sentence, whereas nearly all content words will keep 

their stress, for example: 

/1,.,.., ,., 
. ~o..,<..LJ hc:.d ' ' , r;o ae posr:pcnea~ 

If a person hears this statement spoken to him in a noisy 

situation, the ~ost ?Ossible words he can hear first mus~ 
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receive the 2rimary stress. These content words -

nouns, main verbs, adjectives and adverbs, are lexical 

words that carry meanings of the utterance. In listen

ing comprehension, these words should be regarded as key 

words which should be actually identified by the students 

with the clue of stress. Identifying the function words 

largely depends on the predictive ability of the listener. 

(b) Linguistic functions of o itch patterns 

The pitch of the voice is closely related to stress. 

A stressed sound generally has a hi9h pitch, because both 

stress and pitch are basically determined by the amount of 

air -·oushed out of the lungs. An increase in the flow of 

air will both cause an increase in pitch and make a 

syllable stressed. What a Chinese student should par-

ticularly know here is that the pitch pattern plays an 

important role in both tonal language and intonational 

language, but it has different linguistic functions in 

different languages, which is illustrated in Table 8 

below. In English, pitch movements determine the tunes 

and intonation patterns used to convey syntactic . .,: 1.n ... orm-

ation, besides the emotional elements. 

principal tunes for example: 

Take the two 

(1) rising tune - raising of the pitch. 

(2) falling tune - falling from high pitch to low 

pitch. 

The rising tune is mainly used with -

requests - ?cmJ it tc mej pl.?-a.:;e. 

I t . ~ ' yes no ques 1.ons - ,:....,:;'.n )OU .r,ar1r hirn.? 

remarks using names of person addressed 7, \'],i lnr.'!~7.-~(! _, 

John . 
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Tab.!.e 8: Functions of Pitch Patterns in the Tonal Language and E, 

the Intonational Language 

~-------------,' ?it~h 

tonal language 
e.g. Chinese 

Pitch of individual syllables 
is used to convey word 
meaning 

example 

&a , 
,: 'eight' 

bd ,1 I to pull up' 

/;a.. \.j "" I to hold' 

hd. "I 'father' 

intonational language 
e.g. English 

Pitc~ pattern of a whole 
sentence is used to express 
emotional elements: 
certainty, doubt, etc. 

I 
example 

The possible patterns can be briefly 
demonstrated on a single word: 

Really. (falling) = 'Go on. I'm 
listening. ' 

Really?(rising) 'Is that so?' 

Really!(rising- = 'Definitely!' 
falling) 

Really?(falling- = 'I'm doubtful.' 
rising) 

The falling tune is generally used with -

commands - Don't !'lm! 

statements - He Y-:m13 _rast ir,deed. 

information questions 

exclamations - f;'fiat c: shock.ing disa.ster! 

The purpose of listing those generalized syntactical 

functions here is to indicate that pitch is another sound 

element that should be used as a signal for the listener 

to 'guess' the speaker's intention, if he fails to catch 

some segments. Another implication is tiat the pitch 

move is alwavs on a stressed syllable. I;-i rising tune, 

• 
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the tune rises to the first stressed syllable, falls 

during the speech to the last stressed syllable when it 

glides upwards. In falling tune, the pitch rise~ to the 

first stressed syllable and falls slowly to the last 

stressed syllable~ 

Pitch seems to function in some universal aspects. 

First, it is usually used to mark the boundaries of sent

ences by all languages. A falling tune usually signals 

the end of a sentence. If the listener is expected to 

hear more, the pitch will keep ~ising to the last word. 

Another point is that speakers of all languages sub

consciousiy use pitch movements to show attitudes and 

emotions, but nobody can be very sure which s9ecific 

pitch level indicates what emotional feeling, because 

human emotions are too complicated to describe by pitch 

movements. But in teaching pitch patterns of a foreign 

language, stereotyped exaroples are usually used. For 

instance, we can often see the following description: 
..____-7' 

I beg you!' pa:r-d.cn. - asking for repetition 
~ 

I beg your pardon. - an apology. 

In reality, the two pitch ~atterns on the same sentence 

can indicate some more attitudes . For exanple: ( from an 

Arner ican TV series I Lo•;e Thy Neighbour') ~ 

(During work time. A and Bare smoking and re~ding 

j 

a n~wspaper in the toilet. C sees t:i.em.) 

C: The boss will sack you, if you go on like this. 

B: Rubbish! 
,::7 ----c : I bi2-~i ,~/o&c.e fJCY-Clcn . 

A· He said 'Rubbish' . 
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A textbook can certainly never describe the function by 

written phonetic symbols. Only by being constantly ex-

posed to the natural speech of the foreign language can 

a foreign listener become familiar with the subt.le ways 

a native speaker talks. 

(c) Leng th variations 

In English, variations in lengths of voweli and 

consonants are completely allo?honic, but they do function 

as a feature of spoken language. 

noticing: 

Some points are worth 

1. Vowels are always longer before voiced conson

ants than before voiceless consonants, such as in these 

pairs of words: 

rack; lib, lip.' 

'bed, bet; rude, root; led, let; rag, 

2. In English, long consonants sometimes occur 

across word boundaries, i~ the precedi~g word ends and 

the following word begins with the same consonant: 

a handsome man 

little lamb 

book case 

good day 

[ a hiP..nolsa~~n J 
[ l2 t !:.J~m ] 
[ boUeis ] 

[ 30d dei ] 

3. Unstressed syllables are not Dronounced in 

their full length. Normally, some vowels are just re-

duced to a schwa ( [J] ) , such as: 

us [ as] has [ ha2 J because [ 61..kas] that [~at] 

when they are pronounced without stress as in this 

sentence: 

The 
- . . ~ 

.-;_ i. ."3,7!.,.!..- .-; 0 ea 

7,J they 
. . - , 

~-;-c•~f...d:1 
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These sounds cannot be heard as separate syllables. 

They can only be identified by the listener's expect

ations rather t~an by actual phonetic representation. 

(d) Assimilation, reduction and elision of 
consonants and vowels 

One of the reasons that the students find the 

spoken form of a word is different from what they have 

stored in their mind is the assimilation process - the 

articulation of every consonant and every vowel is 

'affected by its neighbouring consonants and vowels and 

by the rhythmic structure in which it occurs' (Gillian 

Drown, 1977:57). 

In China, when an EFL beginning student learns to 

pronounce English sound segments, he is usually required 

to look at the movements of the tongue and lips from a 

mirror to see whether they are in the right position as 

his teacher has demonstrated. This is no doubt a good 

practice, but in actual natural speech, segments follow 

each other so quickly that even the tongue o: a native 

S?eaker may not get into the 'ideal' position and the 

lips may fail to reach the required rounding, because 

the tongue and lips can often be pulled away by the pre-

ceding and following segments. This adjusto.ent of each 

segment to its neighbours is a characteristic of all 

human speech. As Fromkin, et al. pointed out: 

,. ' ·~ · 

It assimilates one segment to another by "copying" 
a feature of a sequential phoneme, t hus makin g 
the two phones more similar. Assimilation rules 
are, for the most part, caused by articulatory or 
physiological process . There is a tendency whe ~ 
we speak to increase the ease of ,-;::1.'!;ic,dcr.t-i..on 
(1981:117). 
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Because of this assimilation process, two possible 

articulatory 1 versions 1 of the same word may be presented 

to our students. One is what they have learned from 

dictionary ot from the model 1iven by their teacher, and 

the other is the one presented by native speakers. For 

example, (the dictionary version will be put in slashes) 

football 

library 

February 

Great Britain 

statement 

won't go 

come from 

(fGl 7m.b::i I ] 

['LaibjuaTi] 

['f£ bj lLJii ] 

[ '5re.i?p 'bntan] 

['5 te:1.. 7p mJn.t ] 

['wau~'lr3au J 
[\ kA~frdm ] 

/'f6)tbJl I 
j'liLZ/2ran· / 

I, ft-1>rJ ri / 

J 'jre'lt'brttJn / 

j's te1.tman.t / 

/ 'WJu.:t '~au / 

/ 
1kAmfrdrn- / 

These examples are so common in a natural and informal 

speech, that one does not nave to look for them. We can 

just pick them up at random. Hardly a sentence passes 

without at least one such an example occurring. With 

most native speakers the assimilatory process occurs 

whenever a syllable or word final consonant is followed 

by a word or syllable initial consonant which has similar 

articulatory features. The point that should be made 

clear to the students is that they are a common phenomenon 

but 

always occur in the least obvicus part df the 
syllable - the final position. They are quite 
obscure compared with the explicitly pro
nounced initial consonants and the vowels of 
stressed svllables (Gi~iian Brown, 1977:60). 

~ ' 

Another dif~icult phenomenon a Chinese student may 

r:1eet in informal speech is reduction and elision of con-

sonants and vowels. Ir. the rapid stream of sound, some 
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consonants and vowels may be present in a very weak form 

or even missed out altogether1 as in the following 

exa.rnple s: 

Reduction 

going back 

our strength 

one or two 

now that 

people are 

firstly 

at last 

Elision 

tourist resort 

Canberra 

last train 

[ 'j~~ 'b&-k ] 

[ a'.str~~ke ] 

[ WAr1 cil \ t U J 
( '110.. ~ o t ] 

[ \pig:; I <J ] 

[ 'f3s/i" 
[ dt·· la.s 7 

J 
] 

[ tu.rz~ 7 --n.'z-:Jt ] 

['koembra ] 

[ [M 1 trein ] 

/ 3au.if b~k / 

/ dl-ld 
I stn ~ kPJ / 

/ 'wAn J 'ttJ. 

I , n.au. ~ J t 

I '1>"?1 a.. 

/ \ f£s ti, 

I at'!.Mt 
' 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

/ t(J..r?,,~t-ri\?t I 

I ' I<.£ mb f n / 

I I a.st '-trein., / 

In the classroom of ELT, this style of pronunci

ation might be described as 'careless', 'slipshodt or 

'slovenly'. This description is certainly not apt . 

Among native speakers, this style of pronunciation !)ro

vides an efficient mode of communication. A native

speaking lecturer who only teaches a group of Chinese 

students may try to avoid this type of pronunciation, 

but, if there are only a few Chinese students in a 

native-speaking audience, obviously no linguistic con-
_, 

cessions will be made to their presence in such a 

learning situation. In other everyday corarnunicative 

situations, this type of p~or.~r.ciation is even nore 

common. Therefore, it is a task of the listening compre

hension teacher to equip his students for the methods of 
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listening to this common, natural and effective way of 

speaking among native speakers. 

Gillian Brown gives a thorough description of the 

regular patterns of such articulatory simplification in 

her book Listening to Spoken English. In stating the purpose 

of such description, she said: 

What we are going to do is to bring these cetails 
to our conscious notice ... It is important to 
remember that the forms we examine would be un
stressed, obscure, within the context of the 
total message. The only reason we are remarking 
on them is that we must prepare a student to do 
without a nili'TI..ber of segmental clues in some 
parts of the utterance and we need to be able to 
show him what clues will go and what clues he 
can rely on finding (1977:55). 

This description can ideally provide a lot of samples to 

the course content of listening comprehension. 

3.1.3 Re =ister and Dialect 

By registe~ is meant what style of speech is used 

in various situations. Unlike in the classroom the way 

native people speak is determined by the circumstances 

of the situation and their addressees or the people with 

whom they are interacting, with regard to social status, 

sex, age, level of education, topics, relationships be

tween the interlocutors and other relevant variables. 

Just as an example, a native-speaking s~udent talking 

with his peers will not sound the same as when he is 

consulting his tutor. The chief factors affected by a 

change in registe~ are choice of vocabulary, pronunciation 

and occasionally, variant forms of syntax. I£, i :i the 

cou~se content, samples are taken from authentic materials 
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these materials will surely reflect those register 

features. But, if these featu~es are not brought to the 

students' conscious notice, they may be unable to inter

pret the speaker's attempts to keep fo~mal social dist

ance or to move towards a more infonnal basis for the 

relationships. If the student is only used to the formal 

way of invitation, such as: 

'Ladies and gentlemen, dinner is ready.' 

'Would you like to come and have your dinner now? 1 

he may get confused when hearing: 

'Come and eat before flies get it!' at an Australian 

barbecue. In a listening class, the teacher should con-

stantly review such examples as those given above. 

The question of dialect needs little explanation. 

The students at all levels naturally want to learn a 

'standard' accent for their own production, such as, the 

British RP accent, general American and Australian 

accents. It largely depends on what accent thei= first 

teacher speaks with. 

For the sake of listening comprehension, the question 

of dialect has become very important. Our students will 

very likely work in an international situation where not 

only British, .Zunerican and Aust~alian accents can be 

heard, but also other dialects, such as Indian English or 

African English. Therefore for the advanced students, 

some time should be put towards practice in learning to 

understand a ra~ge of dialects in English. Ideally, if 

the students know which dialect they will consta~tly be 
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confronted with, the teacher should ?rovide more mater

ials possessing this special dialect. 

In sum.'11.ary, the features of spoken English are so 

rich that this chapter is unable to cover them all. 

Those features have been researched and discussed in a 

great number of linguistic works and EFL teaching journals. 

All the discussion in this section is briefly chosen, 

summarised and expanded from the research wo~k done by 

Paul J. Engelis (1973:102-6), Eliezer, L. Ehrmann (1963: 

18-20), Gillian Brown (1977), and John A. Stanley (1978: 

285-295). Stanley, an English language tutor at the 

Horwood Language Centre, University of Melbourne, offers 

a succinct sumrnary of S?Oken English characteristics 

(1978: 294-295): 

The findings of socio-linguistics have shown that 
the general global factors of communicative 
purpose and social context have a direct effect 
on phonology. In this process pace of delivery 
will also mediate between the macro-level of the 
speech act and the micro-level of the sound 
pattern ... The cormnunicative purpose within the 
social situation will determine the pace and the 
pace will determine the phonological features. 
Hesitation markers have been shown to be rule
governed. Pace of delivery also is unlikely to 
be random. 

According to this summary, the process of causing the 

spoken English features might be illustrated thus: 

Table 9: The Bases Underlying Features of Spoken English 

Social situations ~-- --1 Pace ?honological features 

ComrnunicativQ 
r.eeds 

I 
Registe:- ·---~-1 Choice of vocabulary 

pronunciation and syntdx 
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The purpose of describing those features in this 

section is to call attention of listening comprehension 

teachers that these features should be embodied as a 

fundamental part in their course content, because in 

China's EFL classrooms, our presentation of the English 

language to our student is so often mediated through a 

written, visual medium and modi::ied by the clear, slow 

way of delivery, that we tend to forget the distance of 

the classroom language from the verbal reality and take 

no notice of the existence of those features in normal 

spoken English. 

3.2 Sub j ect Matter and Content 

The listening m~terials should be authentic, but 

this principle cannot be understood as that all kinds 

of authentic materials can be used for foreign l anguage 

teaching. The teacher should not grab and use the 

materials •at first sight' or at random, only because 

they are authentic. In preparing his materials, the 

teacher should be selective and ready to base the selection 

on some objective criteria, sometimes maybe sacrificing his 

own personal interest. The following can be some criteria 

suggested to be considered in choosing materials. 

3.2.l The Oifficultv Level in LiSteninc Materials 

For a foreig~ learner, 'listening anc reading provide 

the means for acquiring additional vocabulary and new 

language structures' (Chastain, 1976: 284). The students 

should learn the vocabulary and structures boti presented 
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orally and visually. But in fact, most of the Chinese 

students are generally eye-oriented. For them, ~est of 

the language aspects have to be acquired fro_m reading. 

With this point kept in mind, their learning abilities in 

the both skills should be the most important factor to 

consider. 

The Chinese EFL students' learning ability in 

listening is, unfortunately, not at the same level of 

that in reading. Their reading ability, to some extent, 

always surpasses their listening ability. In that case, 

the difficulty level in listening materials should not 

be greater than that in their reading materials. Through 

observations, the students may understand and learn the 

lengthy or complicated samples of English, but cannot 

understand them when they are presented orally. In a 

listening session, if the students are given too many new 

vocabulary and structures, they will tend to lose 'cons

ciousness' and the teacher will s2end a lot of time 

offering grammatical and semantic explanations. Conse-

quently the main point of teaching listening skill will 

be missed. Materials in this course can be ideally related 

to their reading materials. Vocabulary and sentence 

structures learnt from reading can hopefully be reviewed 

and used in listening with the consideration of the =e

cycling of the knowledge and of aquiring the acoustic 

forms whic~ cannot be obtained from reading. It is nei-

ther hel9ful nor ~ractical to ask the students to learn 

too many new vocabulary and sentence structures in a 

listeni~g course. 
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Comparing Chinese EFL students' listening ability 

with their speaking ability, we can draw an opposite 

conclusion. The students' listening comprehension goes 

far beyond their speaking ability. They may have no 

difficulty in listening to a story, but will find it much 

more difficult to reproduce it. So the amount of vocabu-

lary and sentence structures intended for listening com

prehension should be larger than those used for oral 

expression. In what sequence of difficulty level we 

should a~range materials will be discussed in the next 

chapter. 

3.2.2 Relevancv 

In a general English deparh1ent, relevancy is 

always a problem, because r.o specific or immediate use 

of English can be foretold. In general, nevertheless, 

our students will be working with the language as inter

?reters, teachers of English, tourist guides and :oreign 

embassy staff members. All of those jobs require listen-

ing ability of a high order. In choosing teaching 

materials, the teacher should keep in mind what are the 

commonest listening situations the students will meet in 

order of frequency and order of difficulty in understand

ing spoken language. Those who will work or study over

seas will possibly often meet these listening situations: 

., 
• ••• ~n,h·. 
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Table 10: The 11ost Possible Listening Situations 

I For survival I 
i 

For academic purposes For enjoyment 

shopping formal lectures movies 
banking informal lectures plays 
going to the seminars radio 

hospital tutorials television 
going to the individual discussions tra•.relling 

restaurant intervie.ws parties 
telephoning audio tapes of lectures visiting hist-

I 
using public orical places 

transport 

Those who will work or study at home will also meet 

similar situations with native speakers. 

Obviously, this list has no pretentions to being 

exhaustive or to suggesting an optimal order of import-

ance . But what can be said is that, among the vast 

varieties of listening materials, 'the teacher can give 

priority to those which seem to offer the greatest value 

in widening the students' communicative repertoire' 

(Littlewood, 1981:77) and which seem to be more relevant 

to the learner 1 s needs in these listening situations. 

This requires knowing the students and basing the select

ion of materials on their needs. 

Psychologically speaking, the students learn better 

if they practise through materials that are relevant to 

their interests or tastes. Such practice is not only 

more efficient in terms of their leaining goals, but a l so 

more motivating, but our students' interests and tastes 
. ' 

vary enormously and it seems never possible to satisfy 

all of them. Our principle on this point is to look for 

materials from the widest possible range of sources and 

try t::i cover as nany of the commonest topics as we can, 

I 

. •;,~= .• ·•.• . '• . ) ~ •·. . . · ... 
~~~~.>.-!-.-.~ 
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such as: education, history, politics, international 

current affairs, sports and garn~s, ~rts, fashion and pop, 

religion, housing, jobs and marriage. There is no. 

reason to rule out a topic, if only it is often talked 

about in normal communications. In short, the teaching 

materials must be culled from real life and must be 

relevant to the learners' needs and interests. 

The resources of materials available in China ccn 

be arranged in this order: 

(a) Suitable ready-made tapes of texts published in 

Britain, America and Australia, such as: 

TfieiJpoints (British) 

P<?.ople Talking (British) 

(b) Recorded materials from radio: 

BBC English by Radio 

BBC, ABC and VOA News Broadcasting. 

(c) Recorded live conversations and interviews by the 

native speakers working in China. 

(d) Recorded lectures and informal seminars. 

(e) Recorded simplified versions derived from novels 

and magazines by the native speakers. 

3.2.3 Informativeness 

In the developed English speaking countries, peo9le 

live in a sea of all kinds of information. They never 

make the slightest effort in getting the information. The 

mass media 1s firing too many i~eas at them. As Ge:::-ald 

Green puts it in ine L:wt Ane2:-1 ,'-!a:n , his novel of the 
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television indust=y: 'The most overwhelming fact of the 

twentieth century is the assault on the public ear and 

eye, the incessant relentless avalance of useless inform

ation' (quoted from Verna D. Anderson, Readings ,i,n the 

l,:rnquage .4r1ts, 1968: 64). So reople usually take refuge in 

'nonlistening' or 'listen with half an ear', when the 

radio is playing. 

But the Chinese EFL students study in an opposite 

phenomenon. To get information in English by ear has 

become a difficult problem, because of the limited 

resources. Within the limited school time available 

the teacher has to consider the informativeness of the 

course content. If possible, the emphasis should be 

placed on these areas: 

Introducing various cultures, 

Significant historical events, 

Major international current affairs, 

Introducing literary master-works, 

Important historical figures, 

General scientific development. 

Arr,ong this list, culture should be given rnore ,✓eighty 

consideration. The materials need to give the students 

more ir.formation concerning the people about whom they 

are studying. Jokes, humorous stories and comic shows 

from television programmes are heavily loaded with culture. 

3.2.4 Instructiveness and Pedagogic Accuracy 

This question sounds quite obvious. All kinds of 

materials used for educational purposes should be 
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instructive and pedagogically accurate . This issue must 

especialiy be important to the Chinese EFL students, in

asmuch as they have very few encounters with the varieties 

of authentic materials, so that there is little base for 

them to compare and distinguish among those materials. 

The teacher should offer instructions. In l~nguage 

teaching, the ideological content should not be ignored, 

because it will automatically affect the students' thought, 

although their main purpose is to learn the language. 

The materials should reflect the objective world of 

Western society without much bias. They should not tell 

what is not true. The materials produced purely for 

commercial purposes or aimed to cater to vulgar tastes 

should be ruled out. Othe.nvise, the students will have a 

wrong idea or a partial impression about Western society, 

culture and people. So far, most published teachi~g 

materials for foreign language students are auite 

appropriate, because the authors always take the ideolog

ical content into consideration. 

The above points discussed in this section will just 

serve as some basic criteria which have been found to be 

most important in pre-judging materials for possible 

adoption in a listening comprehensio~ course. These 

criteria have been justified on the basis of the special 

case of the Chinese EFL students' learning needs. There 

could be many more possible criteria, such as, the qual

ity of tape production and economic problems in getting 

the materials and so on. In brief, it is never over-

elaborate to consider the appropriate criteria i<l 

choosing a course content. =n £act, the more factors to 
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be considered beforehand, the more accurate, relevant 

and useful the materials will be to achieve the basic 

teaching aims. 

·-· --~ . ~. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SEQUENCING THE COURSE CONTENT 

In the previous chapters, we have discussed the 

identification of the learner's needs, the basic teaching 

aims and course content. If the curriculwn designers or 

the teachers have established the basic teaching aims 

based on the learner's needs, identified the course con

tent and selected suitable teaching materials, the next 

task facing them is to organize those materials in a 

systematic and logical sequence. This is a process con

sisting of two interrelated tasks: 

The selection of unit or short-range aims and 

behavioural objectives; 

- Making decisions about criteria to be used for 

sequencing. 

In reality~ these two tasks make a single operation, but 

in the following discussion, we will analyse them separ

ately for the sake of clarity. 

4.1 Workincr out Unit Aims and Behavioural Ob i ectives 

Before setting out to teach a course, t~e teachers 

should clearly envisage what it is that they wbnt students 

to be able to learn. By so doing, they will be sure that 

the teaching will be rationally oriented and by selecting 

unit aims and objectives, the general aims will be more 

s9ecifically defined and will be further specified into 

workable plans. The course objectives will determine how 

the students are to demonstrate mastery oE the knowledge 
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that they have learned and will also s~rve as the basis 

of choosing criteria for the tests, indicating how close 

each student should come to attaining the objective~. 

This process will be carried through by considering the 

following points: 

4 .1.1 

- the students' entry level of English language; 

- the degrees of grammatical complexity of the 

materials; 

- the degrees of communicative complexity in 

various situations; 

- the difficulty levels of the topics and 

- the relationship with the other language skills. 

Determining the Course Scope 

Firstly, we will locate our starting point in the 

span of the students' learning progress, because we have 

to start from the present level of their language in 

order to avoid either overlapping or disconnection. The 

starting point in the listening comprehension course is 

the students' entry level of understanding spok~n English 

and our destination is the basic and ultimate aims dis-

cussed i~ Chapter 2. In sequencing the course content, 

both the starting point and destination need a clearer 

definition and a more specific description. 

Lado offered the basic f~finition for listening 

comprehension. He says that: 

~ec=q~::~=~ ==~~~=- ~~ =~e =~~~a::~~ ~~~~~~=s =~ 
--~ --~-=--;.L.,,: .._ .- =- - :=:: --=---~ ~ ~-~ . - -..-...--.. ....... • - - - - - - - --- -··•-& ---- .... -~ .. ·- ~ ---

;:). ,:::_, ---,;:;:;-

-~---· 
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We do not mean by auditory or aural comprehension 
in a foreign language those matte~s that trouble 
the native speaker in his use of the language. 
AL~ong the things thus excluded are for example 
technical vocabularies, technical matters of 
literary interpretation, subject matter which is 
not common knowledge in the culture where the 
language is spoken, intelligence beyond t~at 
needed for everyday non-technical activities of 
a literate people, and memory beyond that needed 
in common everyday living. We include, on the 
other hand, those language elements that native 
speakers understand by the mere fact of being 
native speakers of the language and not by any 
special training of particular native speakers 
(1961:205). 

Furthermore, advanced foreign learners should also 

be able to use the listening skills, acquired after a 

period of training, as a learning medium to follow an 

advanced course in subjects other than the English 

language. If such students, in listening to a lecture, 

come across any new vocabulary or special terms, they 

should be able to spot them by hearing and infer mean

ings from context without much difficulty in perception 

of the acoustic forms or phonological features. 

The students' entry behaviour needs to be described 

in the light of specific conditions. 

In China, students enter foreign language instit

utions at the tertiary level on the basis of nationwide 

competitive examinations including listening testing. 

Their listening ability is us~ally assessed through a 

fifteen-minute conversation with a Chinese teacher about 

a three-hundred-wora story in written form. Each student 

is allowed twenty minutes preparation time and then· 

required to answer a seri8s of questions based on the 

si::.ory. During the conversation, two other teachers are 

~onitoring and noting down the errors. Having passed the 

entrance examinations, the student will undertake a four-
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year course of full-time study. The arrangement of 

courses varies from college to college. What is in 

common, however, is that in their first year of study 

the emphasis is generally placed on basic English 

grammar. In their last year, the students will concen-

trate on developing their reading skills through the 

medium of literary language. During these two years, 

listening is a subsidiary learning. Listening courses 

are offered 6nly in students' second and third years. 

Students' entry level for a listening course should 

be assessed by a proficiency test, such as listening to a 

previously unseen story in the manner familiar to them 

and doing a set of multiple-choice items, or listening 

to a part of a lecture delivered either by a Chinese or 

a native English teacher and orally answering a series 

of questions based on the passage. In addition, the 

students' general English level in other skills should 

also be examined and given a brief description, because 

the four language skills are always interrelated. This 

can be illustrated by t~e following description of the 

entry behaviour of students beginning their second year 

of English study in the English Department of ERWAI: 

The students' first year of study consisted of 

three units: 

( a) 

(b) 

Intensive reading. In this unit, particular 

emphasis was laid on the study o: basic grammar 

and development of reading ability. 

Extensive reading. In this unit, the students 

made a non-intensive examination of ten novels 

in abridged form, in which the English level was 
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equal to that of their intensive reading 

materials. 

Situational oral English. The materials in 

this unit were language patterns and set 

phrases commonly used in daily life. 

At the completion of the year, assessment of their 

reading ability took the form of a series of multiple 

choice questions based on a previously-unseen three

hundred-word story. They were also required to para

phrase the story. Their speaking ability was assessed 

through a ten-minute conversation with an English native 

speaker on the subject of each student's choice. Each 

student was given twenty minutes for preparation, and 

then required to answer a series of questions based on 

the subject. According to the teacher 1 s record and a 

listening test, most of the students demonstrated an 

effective performance in comprehension of the clear slow 

type of classroom English spoken by both Chinese teachers 

and native teachers of English. At that stage, they had 

not had any systematic training in the aural compre

hension of the normal informal English spoken by native 

speakers in everyday situations. 

Such information about performances at an earlier 

level of a course should be seen as the entry behaviour 

required for the next, subsequent level of the course, 

and should be known by both the curriculum designer and 

the teacher when preparing the curriculum for students 

commenci:-ig the next level. :1everi::.heless, the knowledge 

of the students' entry level and the basic course aims 

alone are not adequate to the preparation of a course of 
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listening comprehension. Specific considerations are 

still needed, because listening comprehension is an 

integral process, dependent upon individual components 

and each higher level skill is dependent upon the 

preceding lower level. The intended achievement at each 

stage should also be planned and specifically stated in 

a short-term aim. 

as thus: 

The whole orocess can be illustrated 

Table 11: The General Scope of Designing A Curriculum 

Student';; 
entry 
behaviour 

Stage l 

Aim 

Stage 2 

Aim 

Stage 3 

Aim 

Stage 4 

Aim 

j oestin~ 

I 

Each short-term aim will consist of a series of 

performance objectives at each stage. The following 

pyramid-shaped diagram would be helpful to illustrate 

the sequencing process: 

Table 12: The Sequencing Process of the Course 
Objectives 

s:-.ort-term 
aim 

General Air:is 

s:<1ort-te:rm 
aim 

short-ter:n 
aim 

objective objective objective objective objective objective 

In discussing course objectives, Valette stated that . 
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Per=ormance objectives are precise descriptions 
of what students should be able to do as the 
result of a particular sequence of instruction. 
There are two types of performance objectives: 
formal objectives and open-ended or expressive 
objectives ... Formal performance objectives are 
stated in four parts: purpose, student behav
iour, conditions and criterion. ~hey describe 
student output in terms of predictable and 
observable student perfor.nance ... Open-ended 
or expressive performance objectives describe 
the nature of the student performance without 
describing the precise form the output will 
assume. Open-ended objectives are usually 
stated in three parts: purpose, student behav
iour and condition (1977:18). 

In sequencing the course content we need both types, 

but with the emphasis on open-ended performance object

ives. 

In the statement of an objective, the purpose 

should be clear; the conditions should be specific; 

student behaviour should be observable; and the criterion 

should be precise. The language used can either be 

English or Chinese; the major requirement is that no 

misinterpretation, ambiguity or exaggeration of criteria 

is desirable. 

The following examples may illustrate how the 

objectives of a unit might b~ stated for students 

commencing a listening course. 

l) Formal performance objective: 

To demonstrate the ability to follow the i~trc

duction given in English by tourist guides at normal 

speed when visiting parks, ~1use1.:::ns and art galleries, 

the student will write c.own the key words or phrases 

contained in twenty separate state~ents. Each statement 

will be read aloud only once. To p2ss, at least three 

key words or phrases in each of fifteen statements must 

be written correctly. Spelling will not be assessed. 
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2) Open-ended er expressive performance objective: 

To demonstrate the ability to understand a passage 

recorded from radio broadcasting which will be played at 

normal speed on two occasions, the student will write 

down the important elements ·of the passage in note form. 

Student performance will be scored on the amount of in

formation accurately perceived. 

These types of specific objectives may not necess

arily be written down in the course outline at the beginn

ing of a semester, but they certainly should be in a 

teacher's lesson plans. In the course outline, the 

course scope must be clearly s~ated. 

4.1.2 Criteria to Classifv the Unit Aims and Ob ~ectives 

For a curriculum designer or teacher of listening 

comprehension, the classifying of unit aims and objectives 

needs the knowledge of developmental stages a foreign 

listener undergoes, because the students have to pass 

through various states as they gradually reach the level 

of total comprehension of the native speaker. One can 

arbitrarily distinguish a series of stages of foreign 

language listening development, but it is 9robably imposs

ible tc have a clear-cut boundary between each stage. 

To tell when a listener passes from one s~age to the 

next and what linguistic knowledge can be best learnt 

during one particular stage, but not the others, needs 

long-term sci en ti fie research in mar.y areas, such as, 

psychology and physiology. There are many other factors, 

such as hunan verbal memory span and linguistic inform-

ation processing involved in this issue. Until recently, 
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there have been some logical models of developmental 

stages of listening comprehension documented from various 

kinds of research, which can be used as a basic found

ation for sequencing the course content. The teacher or 

the curriculum designer should match samples of the 

course content against these models, if there is no ~ew 

specific research available. Five main models are int=o

duced here (in Tables 13-17). These models should be 

read as a simplified summary by the writer of this study 

project. 

Although these five models differ in terminology, 

definitions and stage boundaries, they all demonstrate a 

tendency of common ground or similarity: they are organ

ized from the simplest behaviours to the most complex in 

regard to the linguistic content and students' ability 

in acoustically acquiring a foreign language. 

With these models in mind, we should also consider 

the comp le xi ty levels of 1Jarious comrnunicati ve situations 

and those of the topics. Without such considerations, the 

students' progressive ability cannot be measured only 

according to those models . In some fa.'lli liar areas, the 

students might be confidently at the stage of total compre

hension, such as, talking about the weather or shopping, but 

they can be still at lower stages in other areas, such as, 

in listening to radio news broadcasting. Even a native 

speaker can have the same problem. As another example, 

a discussion of computer systems might put a native EFL 

teacher into the stage where he can only grasp for recog

nizable phrases to follow the to9ic eve~ though he knows 

the syntax of what is said. A computer scientist w~o can 
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Stage 

Student 
learning 
r;:.:1p,tbility 

.Student 
aural 
internal 
behaviour 

Table 13; '£l1e Valette-Disick Taxonomy 

ll Mechanical Skills l 2) Knowledge 

Performing via rote 
me~nory, rather thiln 
by understandiny 

Demonstrating 
knowledge of facts 
rules and data re
lated to foreign 
language learning 

3) Transfer 

Usjng the learned 
knowledge in new 
situations 

--- -+---
Perception REcce.pt:ion 

4) Conununica tion 

Using the foreign 
language as nat
ural vehicles for 
conmmnication 

Comprehension 

5) Criticism 

Analysing or evaluat
ing the foreign 
language or carrying 
out original research 

Analysis Recognition 
-1---

_______ _,j.__ __ 

Perceiving diff
erences between 
two or more 
sounds and making 
distinctions 
between them 

Sl1owi119 recoy
ni ti.on of facts 
learnt by 
answering true
false and 
multiple-choice 
quest:ions 

UndersLanding 
recombined oral 
passages or 
quotations not 
encountered 
previously 

Understanding an 
English message or 
a cultural signal 
containing unfam
iliar materials in 
an unfamiliar 
situation 

'l'his model makes a distinction between internal behaviour (primarily 
the receiving of the message - listening and speaking) and external 
behaviour (pri1na:r:ily the sending of message - speaking and writing). 
Only the aural internal behaviour is used here. This simplified figure 
is taken from Valette' s ModeI'/1 Da.ng1w.ge Testfrig, (J.977: 20). 

Breaking dovm the 
language to its 
essential elements of 
style, tone, theme 
and so on 

Evaluatjon 

Evaluating and judg
ing the appropriate
ness and effective
ness of a language 
sample 

I.O 
.x:,. 

; 
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St.age 

Student 
aural 
internal 
behaviour 

Identification 

Perce.ption of sou11d:: 
and phrases; 
identifying these 
directly and hoU :.; t 
.i.cally with their 
meaning 

,. 

TablC= 14: Rivers Model of Developmental Stages 

Identification and 
selection without 
retention 

Listening for the pleasure 
of comprehension, extract
ing sequential meanings, 
without being expected to 
demonstrate coinprehension 
through active use of 
language 

Identification and 
guided selection with 
short-term retention 

Students are given some 
prior indication of ~lat 
they are to listen for; 
they demonstrate their 
comprehension immediate
ly in some active 
fashion 

This model is mad,, \ 1·orn a complete discussion in Wilga M. Rivers, 
Te,:wJdng F'o1•ei9n-!,,u;,;un,pJ Sk-i:l·lo, (19!-H:167) 

Identification and 
selection with long
term retention 

Students demonstrate 
their comprehension, 
or use the material 
they have compre
hended, after the 
listening experience 
has been completed; 
or they engage in an 
activity which re
quires recall of 
materials learned 
previously 

"° U1 
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Table 15: Cha~tain' s E'ive Sequential ComponenLs of Listeninq Comprehi:,nsion 

-- --
Stag12 D iscrimination Perception Auditory Memory Comprehension Use and Storage 

- ____ ...J___ 

Student 
behaviour 

Dis 
the 
int 
and 

tinguishing all Perception of an Holding the message Decoding what the Using the me:ssage 

sounds, entire message in one's auditory speaker has said and/or storing 
onation patterns produced by a memory until it can in the second 

voice qualities speaker be processed language 

De;tails of the discussion are contained in Chastain's Developing Seciond-Language Skills: Theory 
Lo PPcwt·iae~ (1976:287) . 

Area 

Student 
behaviour 

Table 16: Valette's Listening Proficiency Requirements in Three Areas 

Discrimination 

Discriminating phonemes, 
minimal pairs, in 
isolation 

Under.stand i.ng 

Understanding specific 
elements (i.e. vocabu
lary and grammar) 

Overall Comprehension 

Comprehension involving 
getting the gist of the 
message, obtaining 
information and retention 

'I'his mo<Jel is sumni:,ir-izeu from Valette's Mode:n1 Language Testing, (1977:74) 
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Stage 

Difficu 
level 

--
lty 

-

St:udent 
b,~!1a vi n 

L 
ur 

·rable 17; Taylor's Five Developmental Listening Stages 

Zero comprehension Mi.nimal compre- Marginal compre- Minimally functional 
of content hension of hension of what comprehension of 

general content is heard content 
--

Stream of sound Isolated word Phrase/formula Cluuse/sentence 
recognition with recoynition recognition 
the stream 

-
B.:,ing aware of Picking our certain Recognizing Attaching meaning 
English intonation, previously learned phrases and to clauses and 
speed, pause vocabulary items formulas and sentences 
patterns, st:re:;a; from tl1e general from them grasp-
and variation in blur of spoken ing the general 
loudness and pit:c:h English topi.c 

-
·rh.i.s model is summarized from 'l'aylor' s "Learning t.o Listen to English" {1981: 41) 
'l'E:30L Ouarter'ly, Vol. 15, No. l. 

General compre-
hension of 
unedited speech 

Extended speech 
recognition 

Being exposed 
to original 
spoken waterials 
and able to 
comprehend what 
is heard 

~ 
-J 
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have a total comprehension in an advanced lecture in his 

own field may just have marginal comprehension of a 

phonologi~al seminar. So some advanced EFL students have 

to constantly go back to the lower stages when they meet a 

new topic or a new communicative situation. The EFL 

students' progress to reach the highest stage is not along 

a straight line, but in a spiral staircase. In sequenci ng 

those communicative situations and topics we have the same 

difficulty: we cannot categorize them with a clear dividing 

line. We can only put the~ into a continuum or a scal e, 

for example: 

'l'abl•~ 18: Complexity levels of various listening situations 

t 

Classroom 
communication 
betweer. · Chinese 
teachers and 
students 

t 

\ 
Everyday 
conversations 
on simple 
topics 

• 

Informal 
discussions 

I 
on non-

I technical 
topics 

f 

Radio news 
broadcasting 

I 

Movies and 
TV pro
grammes 

Table 19: Complexity Degrees of Topics 

I 

Everyday 
topics, 
e.g. 
shopping 
cooking 

! 

Travelling 
or going to 
the hospital 

' 
·social topics 
e.g. history, 
sociology or 
c,;iltu:!:e 

f 

Technology
oriented 
topics e.g. 
air pollution, 
natural Yesources 

In analysing the complexity levels of various learning 

situations in a target language country, J. Morrison 

defined four listening situations to which foreign ~tudents 

can constantly be exposed : 
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formal lectures, 

informal lectures, 

seminars/tutorials, 

individual discussions. 

On the basis of a research in these si~uations, he con-

eluded that 

in order of frequency and order of difficulty 
in understanding, seminars/tutorials and 
informal lectures came first and second - a 
result which was confirmed by a listening
comprehension test based on these situations 
(1978:163). 

As for the degrees of complexity of speech styles, 

it is even more difficult to organize a definite model. 

From the beginning of our discussion, only two over

generalized speech styles have been looked at - the slow 

clear English S?Oken by Chinese teachers and the normal 

informal English spoken by native speakers. Between these 

two styles, there are certainly many more speech styles 

with subtle differences in phonology, semantics, syntax 

and the discourse level. Even among the interactions 

between native speakers, it is impossible to state a 

definite nwnber of styles. In analysing thes~ styles, 

human and social relations.hips should be involved. For 

instance, a conversation between two people who know each 

other very well might be difficult to understand for a 

third qative speaker of the same general background, be

cause these interlocutors, such as husband and wife, 

intimate friends and long-standing colleagues, are very 

farr,iliar with ea.ch other's speech, mode o= thought and 

pe~sonal incerests er hobbies. There is 'knowledge' only 

~hared by themselves. Therefore, such a conversation will 
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be the most infor mal and mos t difficult to unders tand . 

ln listening to authe ntic materials, thi s issue needs 

necessar y attention. 

Generally speaking, o ur students will normally come 

across four types of discourse i n their listening a bility 

development, if the d iscourse level is considere d. The 

four speech types are 

Classroom English , 

1 Foreigner talk ' discourse, 

'Foreigner r egister', and 

Interactions among native speakers . 

Outside the EFL class room, the first type of discourse 

the beginning students might mee t in any possible commun

ication with the native speaker i s the 'foreigner talk ' 

discourse . As Charles A. Ferguson ( 1 971 : 14 3 ) describes, 

'"foreigner talk" is used by speakers of a language to 

outsiders who are felt to have very limited command of the 

language or no knowledge of it at all.' The native 

speaker usually uses this simplifi ed language system to 

/acai tate conummicaticm in speech situations where the ex tent 

o f shared language among participants is s evere ly limited . 

To lighten the non-native speake~ •s interactional burden , 

the native speaker usually imitates the way his l anguac;.e 

i s spoken by foreigners. 

As t he students' c ommunicative abi lity i ncreases, 

they wil l hear the ' f oreigner regis ter' i n the c ommun ic -

a tion with native speakers. The ' foreigner register' is 

a style used a nd adj us ted by the native s peaker in address

ing advanced l earners or ?eers who are non- natives (Arthur , 

et al. , 19 8 0: 112) . 'l'he na tive s peake~' s speech is no t an 

-... ,_......, __ 
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imitation of the language of non-native learners. There

fore, the difficulty level increases in the style to 

some extent for the listeners. The most difficult style 

is always the interaction among native speakers, which 

will be at the highest stage in our course. Briefly, 

the c9mplexity degrees of the four styles could be 

illustrated as follows: 

Table 20; Complexity Levels of the Four Types of Discourse 

Classroom Foreigner Foreigner Interactions 
English Talk Register .i'vnong 

- Discourse Native 
$peakers 

To figure out the differences among various speech 

styles requires long-term research in sociolinguistics and 

applied linguistics and observation and the actual exper

ience of the teacher. The implication here is that the 

more factors are considered in sequencing the course con

tent, the more systematic and effective our curriculum 

will be. 

4.2 A Suggested Seq uence of the Course Content 

In accordance with the models and factors considered 

above, a suggested sequence of a listening comprehension 

course could be briefly outlined as follows: 

This course will consist of six units. In the first 

two,students will mainly develop their ability to r~ceive 

information from the listen~ng materials by identifying 

words and phrases, structure interrelationships, time 

sequence and other grammatical elemeDts. The IT1,aterial 

used in these units will be sirrplified versions of 
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materials such as monologues and dialogues, short stori es, 

recorded by their ~ative speakers, recorded radio news

casts as well as simple television programmes. The degree 

of difficulty will be based on recognition level first, and 

then will be raised gradually in lexical, gramrnatical and 

ideological complexity. 

In the second two units, the students will be able 

to decode the total message by seizing on the crucial 

elements which express the purposes of the speakers and 

by realizing performance factors typical only of speech, 

such as rate of speech, pronunciation and intonation, 

false starts, ample redundancy, hesitation and pauses . 

Materials used will be at a higher intermediate level. 

The materials will include impromptu speech, radio news 

broadcasting, ~adio plays and recorded interviews on 

different subjects, in both standard English spoken by 

native speakers and non-standard English with accents spo-

ken in international situations. 

selection level. 

These two units are on 

In the other two units, the students will be required 

to concentrate en the discourse featuresi such as, register, 

dialect, cohesion of the utterance and the subtle but 

significant ways in which the native speakers adjust their 

communication according to their addressee, the environ-

ment, and thei:!:" communicative needs. Materials will be at 

an advanced level. To reach this level, the students will 

demonstrate their abilities not only of total comp rehension, 

8Ut also of analysis and evaluation. The materials will 

include public housing and unemployment problems. The 

students will also see a nll.cu.ber of original movies, liste n 

. .. . . . . . - ~-·- t. ·:-- --~:•··•.·•··,:'P" .' -~ . .- ., - -.. , .•• 
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to recorded and live university lectures and serainars. 

News broadcasting will be listened to throughout the 

whole course, because newscasters employ a highly styled 

delivery. Regular listening to them will not only in-

crease students' sensitivity to the way people speak to 

the public, but also enlarge their range of vocabulary 

in many specified areas. 

Taking these degrees of language and communication 

complexities into account, the six units of the course 

will be sequenced on different subject matters as follows: 

Unit 1: Aims 

To provide the students with adequate opportunities 

to listen to a variety of spoken English and thus help 

develop their listening abilities to an extent whereby 

they V-lill be able to cornp~ehend irnpressions a.nd inform-

ation received in real life situations, such as shopping, 

seeing a doctor, making a telephone call and going to 

the post office. 

Unit 2: Aims 

To acquaint the students with further information on 

different cultures in various English-speaking countries 

through being exposed to a wide variety of formal and 

informal English used in situations such as sightseeing, 

travelling, sports and banking. 
J 

Unit 3: Aims 

This unit will focus on information about the 

Westecn education system and the differences between the 

Western and Chinese education systems . All the materials 

are en a higher level with a view to training the 

students in selection ability, and in the gradual acquis

ition o:: ?Iote-taking skills in university lectures. 
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Unit 4: Aims 

To expose the students to English through extensive 

listening to television and radio programmes a~d taped 

materials of a higher level in the language laboratory. 

The aim of these presentations will be to improve 

students 1 comprehension ability through listening to 

comic stories, recorded plays and poetry for enjoyment. 

This will contribute to the students' subconscious 

acquisition of the language . 

Unit 5: Aims 

The students will make a close examination of 

recorded plays, movies, musicals and advertisements. 

~heir attention will be drawn to various speech styles. 

The topics will be enlarged to the extent that they 

should cover most of the commonest subjects talked about 

and broadcasted in the Western society, such as: party 

politics, history, air pollution and internaticnal 

current affairs. 

Unit 6: Aims 

The purposes of this unit are to help students 

build up confidence when communicating with native 

speakers on different occasions, ranging from street 

greetings to official banquets, and also to help them 

acquire listening ability as a learning skill. The 

emphasis will be placed on analysing forms of speech 

acts and how the speaker's com:."l'\uni ca ti ve goals govern 

the ways of delivery. The content learnt . _,_, 
in '---ne 

previous units will be summarized in tl~is final unit. 

The listening materials should be and can be 

sequenced in a systematic order, but success in teaching 
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the course will also rely on a systematic teaching 

procedure and effective exercises. This issue will 

be discussed in the next chapter . 

• 
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CHAPTER 5 

TEACHING ACTIVITIES AND EXERC!SES 

The principal part of a curriculum design is to 

work oµt a feasible teaching procedure containing a series 

of activities and exercises. The teaching procedure serves 

as a bridge between the course content and student's mast

ery of the content, in the sense that the st~dents acquire 

a skill through practice under the guidance of the teacher. 

The basic function of teaching is to offer a climate in 

which learning occurs most easily and to offer guidance 

through various exercises. Teaching activities and exer-

cises will be discussed under the general designation 

'teaching methods'. 

Methods of teaching listening comprehension have 

received more attention than any other elements in the 

curriculum in recent years. Books are written about method-

ology in listening and articles appear in all language 

teaching journals. A great variety 0£ methods has been 

suggested, discussed and developed in the TESOL field, 

which demonstrates a gratifying phenomenon that teaching 

listening comprehension has begun to obtain the share 

that it deserves in language pedagogy. 

It is true that teaching methods are probably the 

most obvious part of the curriculum, and are also a 

problenatic area in China's EFL listening classrooms. One 

of the main problems is the lack of variety of teaching 
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methods. The commonly-used listening activities can be 

categorized as follows: 

(1) Listen and repeat/retell; 

(2) Listen and answer; 

(3) Listen and write/tick/fill in blanks. 

This phenomenon may result from two assumptions 

about listening comprehension. One of them is a histori -

cal assumption. Since the audio-lingual approach was 

introduced to China years ago, students have always been 

expected to actively produce language forms in order to 

learn them. Since producing language forms has always 

been considered an active skill, listening comprehension, 

~ requiring no production, is regarded as a passive activity. 

According to this asswnption, teaching listening activities 

apparently cannot be varied, nor can they be active or 

creative. Another assumption is a traditional one. Some 

Chinese teachers believe that constant exposure can bring 

mastery. Only if the students can be constantly exposed 

to the English sounds, automatically they will hence 

acquire the listening ability. 

can be secondary. 

Selecting teaching methods 

Both assumptions :-eveal a lack of knowledge about 

the nature of this language skill. In fact, listening is 

a very active and integrative language skill, involving a 

grasp of phonological, lexical, grammatical and ideolog

ical complexities. A good listener also needs the know

ledge of discourse elements, such as register, cohesion 

and discourse markers, as we discussed in Chapter 3. 

Furthermore, the listens= has to be mentally active in 
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dealing with items of information, s ituational c o ntext and 

the intentions of the speaker. Rivers' theory stresses 

the fact that the foreign language listener participates 

acti vely rather than passively. In her words, ' i t is an 

act of construction rather than perception' ( 19 71 : 125) . 

She g ives a fu rther e xplanation: 

Lis tening is not a passive skill, nor even, a s 
has traditi onally been believed, a receptive 
sk i ll. Listeni.nc; is a creative skiti. In order to 
comprehend the sounds falling on our ears, we 
take the raw material c f words, a rrangement s of 
words, and the rise and fall of the voice, and 
from this material we create a signi f icance. 
There i s meaning in the l i ngui stic arrangement 
the speaker has produced, the speaker 1 s mean
ing , but significance is in the mind of the listener 
(1 9 81:160 ) . 

Listening comprehens ion i s als o a comple x oper

ation. A f ew theoreticians have po i nted out t he complex

ity o f comprehending the s poken form of a f ore i gn langua ge, 

even t hough the native speaker uses care i n h is choice of 

words, his pro nunciation and cons tru ction. Chastain 

ci ted the opinion of Theodore Mue lle r, Professor o f French 

at the Uni versity o f Kentu cky, who said tha t 

af t er twenty years i n t his country (U.S.A.) he 
still understands onl y 60 perce nt of the 
dialogue in a movie, 40 perc ent at the theater 
and 10 percent of the jokes he hears (1976 : 525) . 

Theodore Muel l er also q uoted Be lasco 's report as evi dence 

that 

American teachers o : French i n one of his 
overseas i nstitute s understood practically 
nothing when overhearing a c onve rs a tio n 
on a streetcar or in a shop , even t hough 
the y cou ld perform well when found in a 
face - to- face convers a tion where the inter
loc uto r would adj ust to sig nals the o t her 
person c onveyed through facial expres s ions 
(1 9 74:19). 
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The students certainly need bei~g exposed to the 

spoken language, but we cannot stop here and be satis

fied only with even the full exposure, nor do we expect 

listening skills to be acquired automatically only 

through the exposure. Facing various kinds of listening 

situations, our students cannot be left to fend for 

themselves, because listening comprehension involves not 

only 'hearing skill' but many other sub-skills, such as, 

predicting, looking for meaning-carriers, making use of 

redundancies and information processing. In learning 

those skills, the students need guidance and practice 

opportunities. 

Another problem is the 'subjectivism' in choosing 

teaching methods. It is true that selecting teaching 

methods, like choosing the course content, can easily be 

subjective. Some teachers can have an enthusiastic view 

towards a particular method, claiming it the 'best' or 

'right' one, simply because this method is new, inter

esting, easy to operate or has even proved to be success

f~l in some different situations. The teachers may enjoy 

using the method and some students may 8e fascinated by 

it, but if we ask them 

How much of the course content can be taught by 
using the method? 

What is the percentage of the student population 
that demonstrates mastery 6f the content? 

Can the students perform to the level ex?ected 
of them after a period of instruction using ~he 
method? 

there could be answers to these ~uestions which are differ-

ent from what the enthusiasts would expect. Sc a conclusion 
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cannot be drawn only by personal interest or by consider

ing the value in the method itself . Teaching methods 

cannot be judged in isolation ; there are many factors 

involved . 

In view of the problems examined above , I would 

suggest the foll owing factors to be considered. 

5 . 1 The Relationship between Teaching Methods and 
Ob j ectives 

In the previous chapters, we discussed the necess

ity of establishing behavioural objectives before each 

unit and the form of statements . In selecting our teach-

ing me t hods, we need to look at this question again, 

because to decide teaching activities and prepare exer

cises 

We must as teachers , have a very clear idea of 
where we are going in order to have a rational 
basis to guide and direct the activities i n the 
classroom; equally, we need to know the extent 
to which our intentions have been successful 
(Audrey and Howard Nicholls, 1978:35). 

Since the function of an objective is to g uide the 

selection of content, materials and methods, we must 

constantly refer to the objective when decis ions at each 

stage are being made. Even during the teaching proced

ure, we must often examir,e the extent t o which the 

se lected methods facilitate the achievement of the 

ob jective s and the carabi lities required of the students 

to achieve the objectives. 

A behavioural obj ective consists of the purpose, 

student behaviour, conditions and criterion. A teaching 

method should also be judsed by these four criteria tc 
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make sure that the method coincides with the purpose, 

provides suitable conditions, gives full play to the 

student behaviour and that the complexity of the method 

is up to the criterion specified. But it is difficult 

to express objectives in behavioural terms in teaching 

listening comprehension, because the teacher has no way 

of knowing or checking whether the student c·an actually 

recognize the acoustic features of spoken English, un

less he arranges the exercises so that the students' 

comprehension can be shown by some other action whi ch 

follcws the hearing of the sounds. The follow-up action 

can be drawing, matching, ticking a choice, filling in 

blanks, writing a swnmary, answeri::-ig questions, reporting 

the main points, retelling a story and other responses. 

In preparing our exercises we have to consider whether 

the follow-up actions conform to the student behaviours 

required in real-life communications stated in the 

objectives. 

Let us see, for example, if the following objectives 

are intended in a unit, what methods we should use: 

Ob j ectives 

To supply the students with a set of listening 

comprehension materials and exercises that will enable 

them, by the end ci the unit, to perform the following 

tasks to a satisfactory standard: 

(1) Filling a form when mailing a parcel or sending 

a telesraph in a ~ost-o=fice, after listening 

to recorded i~structions. 
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(2) Carrying on a conversation with a native 

speaker in simple and intetligible English 

on the subject of shopping in a deFartment 

store or a vegetable market, after listening 

to two simplified dialogues from such 

shopping situations. 

(3) Relaying telephone messages , e.g. hearing a 

recording of an English teacher leaving in

s tructions for the students by telephoning, 

the student noting the important elements of 

the message and relaying the gist of it 

orally to the class. 

(4) Describing symptoms of a patient 's illness to 

a doctor (afte r h e aring a recorded description) 

by using simple medical t e rms l earned from the 

listening materials . 

These are very comprehensive and highly desired 

objectives, achievement of which involves most develop

mental stages of listening ~omprehension: se l ection of 

key words, recognitio~ with retention, selection with 

long-term memory and comprehension of the gist. In scme 

of these listening situations, knowledge of cultural 

elements i s req uired . Besides, speaking and writing 

skills are needed to some ~xtent. Thus a set of teac hing 

activities should be arranged accordingly. The following 

general teaching procedure is suggested for reference: 
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Teaching Procedure 

Steo 1: At the beginning of the unit, background inform

ation such as, shopping situations in a super

market, and cultural elements, such as, speech 

routines in daily communication, should be intro

duced either by pre-listening reading or in a lect

ure given by the teacher. 

Step 2: The listening materials can be presented either 

in a conversation style or in a passage, according 

to different objectives, for instance, for 

Objectives 2 and 3, dialogues are preferable. Four 

presentations of each will be suitable. Each time, 

the students will be required to focus on one or 

two developmental stages, for example: 

First time: 

Second time: 

Third time: 

Getting the general idea about the 

topic. 

Isolating key words and expressions 

in the message. 

General comprehension of the message 

including identifying time sequence, 

place and participants. 

Fourth time: Total comprehension of the message 

including the speaker's intention, 

register and mood in a particular 

communicative situation. 

Explanations will be offered between each present-

ation. 

Step 3: A set of exercises will be attached to the 

presentation each tlme. In pre9aring the exercises, 
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consideration will be given to the reading, writing 

and speaking skills involved in real communication. 

For example, to achieve Objective 1, the following 

items might be suitable: 

True/false items, 

Filling-in-blank items, 

Event-matching items, 

Multiple-choice items, 

Brief written summary, or Dicto-Comp. 

For Objectives 2, 3 and 4 student's comprehension 

might be demonstrated through 

Retelling 'the story, 

Questions and answers, 

Role-playing. 

step 4: Keys to the exercises will be provided imrnedi-

ately for check-up and correction. By so doing, 

students will be encouraged to discuss the subject 

matter and their problems in listening comprehension. 

To achieve our objectives, we can never stick to one 

or two methods which we subjectively think 'suitable' or 

'interesting'. Selecting our teaching methods, like 

choosing materials, is always an open-ended task . During 

the process, variety, flexibility a~d choice should always 

be regarded as a fundamental principle in a course design. 

T~is is because a single objective cannot necessarily be 

achieved by using a standard method. ~sually, a statement 

of objectives which includes different types of objectives 

is likely to acquire a variety of methods for i~s full 

2chievement. 

~ r ---- ------~~--z······•-· -
. , , .... , .. ---
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It might be the case that certain kinds of 
objectives can bes t be achieved through the 
use of certain methods, but there remains a 
great deal of expe riment and study to be 
carried out in this particular field (Audrey 
and Howard Nicholls, 1978:57). 

In that cas e , we have to study various degrees of language 

complexity and of COITL~unicative complexity acquired in 

the certain kinds of objectives. We also have to study 

our students' characteristics in various respects. 

Sinc e we still do not fully understand which 
methods are best suited to particular object
ives, what we are doing in selecting one or 
more methods for use i s putting forward a 
hypothesis to be tested and only at the evalu
ation stage may we know if the hypothes is ho lds 
good. In some cas es r esearch findings may give 
some indication of potentially fruit fu l methods 
(Audrey and Howard Ni cholls, 1978 : 57). 

The only thing we should do during the selecting process 

is to keep trying various me thods, to keep getting feed

back from the students and to keep summarizing our 

t eaching experience, and then modifying our objectives 

fo r improvement accordi ngly . 

5 . 2 Varietv, Flexibilitv and Choice 

Al though our students are homogeneous or· from a 

uni-cultural backg round, they differ in personality, 

family background, socia l status of =arnily, learning 

style and past exp erience of education. In l earning a 

f oreign language, some students mi ght learn best through 

formal lectures; some might be used to an iriformal 

tutorial style. Some may be eye-oriented and rely-mere 

on written forms; some may be ear-orient~d and used to 

learning thro ugh songs, plays and games. Therefore, it 

i s important that within their limi ted practice o~~nr-
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tunities, a variety of approaches or methods should be 

made available. It is particularly important when new 

knowledge, such as, new grammatical structures, new 

cultural information and new communicative situations are 

being presented; the presentation should be made in a 

variety of ways, using different media, so that each 

student can assimilate the new knowledge and practise the 

required skills to the best advantage. Not only does this 

variety add 1 spice' for the language teaching, but more 

importantly, it opens more avenu~s of learning for the 

students, since the reality is t~at not all students can 

learn best via the same methods. To achieve this variety 

in our listening comprehension course, the following 

proposals are made. 

5.2.l Lectures - Offering Guidance through Selective 
Liste!:_ling 

In teaching some other language skills, such as, 

reading and writing, lectures seem to be the main and 

essential formula used in China's EFL classrooms. Hardly 

ever does a listening course take this form. It is 

probably because of the transient nature of listening to 

a spoken language, or of the shortage of research in 

spoken discourse, or of the assumption that the students 

can learn how to listen on~y through everyday practice. 

Nevertheless, there is no reason for a teacher to rule 

out this teaching method in a listening course. In. fact, 

many aspects of listening comprehension can be taught 

through lectures and lecturing can be potentially an 

effective means of teaching the language skill. 
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A lecture might be an inefficient means of trans

mitting information, as it is often said, but it can be 

a good means to offer guidance. A listening compre

hension teacher is expected to have richer listening 

experiences and more exposure to the spoken language. 

It will be desirable to summarize those experiences in a 

lecture and guide the students in order that they can 

'avoid detours' by a quicker way of being familiarized 

with various features of spoken English. 

As we discussed in the last chapter, to approach the 

mastery of total comprehension of a spoken message is a 

step-by-step process, and each unit of the course con

sists, fundamentally, in listening practice, only of 

certain features at a time. 

expected to hear everything. 

The students cannot be 

In fact, they attempt to 

hear and to learn only a restricted number of things. 

At the beginning of a unit, it should be helpful to intro

duce these features in a lecture by selecting typical 

samples from the data, which a teacher should constantly 

collect. The function of such an introductory lecture is 

to provide leads or clues for further practice and study. 

At the end of each unit, L~e features that have been 

learned and practised on should also be summarized by 

lecturing. In fact, all the features of spoken language 

can be dealt with in a lecture under various headings, 

such as: 

The Pace of Delivery in S?oken English 

Linguistic Functions of Stress in English 

Redundancy in Spoken Discourse 

Various Speech Registers 

l 

~, -«titt-bSWM-~~ 
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Reduction, Assimilation and Elision of Sounds 

Functions of Verbal Fillers. 

Each 0£ these subjects requires constant and thorough

going study on the part of the lecturer. 

A lecture can also take the form of contrastive 

analysis, of which the following is an example: 

Lecture Notes 

Title: Some Differences between Spoken English and 
Written English 

Aim: By a contrastive analysis, to introduce some 
basic features of spoken English, such as, 
hesitations, self-corrections, verbal fillers 
as well as some phonological features. 

Selected samples: 

Ta.ble 21: Comparison of Samples of Written English and of Spoken 
English 

I Written English 
(which is found in textbooks) 

Spoken English 
(which is used in real communication) 

:- -------- ----------t---------------------- -' 
My brother and his wife have 
six children. Cnly two of 
them are their own. The 
parents adopted four be
cause they had not expected 
that they would have any 
children of their own. 
The youngest one is about 
16 or 17 now. 

Both big and small families 
; have disadvantages . In n 
I b:i.g family, children have a 
1 lot of fights, whereas in a 

small family, particularly 
in a one-child family, the 

I child will easily feel 
lonely. So a ~iddle-sized 
family is ideal. 

Warren talks about his brother's 
family: 
'His wife - they've got, um six 
children, the, ah, they adcpted 
four. Didn't thi~k they'd have any 
of their own, :a-, any of their own 
then they had two o::: their own and 
the youngest would be about ah, 16 
or 17 now.' 

Warren is asked whether he prefers 
a large or a small famil1/: 
'Well, big families have a lot more 
fights with - between the children, 
but the trouble is with small 
families, particularly one-child 
family, they've, -:::hey got nobody 
to talk to, nobody to play with, 
ah, so really I think either a, a 
middle-size family or um, more 
child~en - they have a, more en
joyment l!1 life - w.i.th at.her 
ch.:. ld.:·en round. ' 
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Tctble 21: (cont'd) 

I£ you have a big family, life 
will be more enjoyable because 
there can be many r,eople 
around you, so that in your 
old age, you will not feel 
bored or lonely. Those who 
have no children at their 60s 
may be always left on their 
own. 

Lindsay is asked why he wants to 
have a large family: 
'I just think if, if you have a big 
family it's sort of, ah, there's 
always something happening and, and 
ah, in your old age you're never 
bored sort of thing and you know. 
You sort of got a lot of people 
around you all the time y'know. 
you're just never really lonely 
'cause, see, you see some people 
that don't have any kids and, 
y' know, they' re about 60 or s.ome
thing and they might be left on 
their own. Or something like 
that you know. 

The general principles of using lectures in a 

listening course may be enumerated as follows: 

(1) rhe teachers should collect adequate data of spoken 

English that they can choose examples from. 

(2) The teachers should choose only one or a set of 

features of similar kind to be introduced, analysed 

and summarized in a lecture. 

(3) The lecture should be based on valid linguistic 

theories which have been studied in advance. 

{4} Emphasis should be placed on the way a native 

English speaker communicates in real-life situations. 

(5) The students should not feel any pressure on them in 

the lecture, since the purpose of a lecture is to 

offer guidance or to help summarize the learnt 

features. 

5.2.2 Tutorials - Teacher-~uided Intensive Listeninq 

Since a listening course is primarily a skill-

training process, most of the work is done through actual 
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p rac tice wh ich usual ly take s the form of a tutorial. In 

China , tut orial s o f various k inds have been a nation-wide 

teaching activity freque ntly used f or listening compre 

hension teaching , which i s normally called ' listening 

class ' . 

. The function of a l istening t utorial is to offe r 

fur ther and more specific guidance and practice opportun

ities . I n a tutorial, not only a number o f acoustic 

features of spoken English are introduc ed, but, more 

importantly, stra tegies of listening to various kinds of 

materials are taught and practised as well . 

The 'tutor', first of a ll, s hould act as an organ

izer, planning various listening opportun ities and prep

aring exercises , throu gh which the students can be 

systematically exposed to the actual sounds, explore 

listening strategies , and increase their s ensitivities 

of the natural wa y a native spe aker communicates. In 

the opportunities organized by the tutor, the students , 

unlike in a lecture , have to work individually, seeking 

out knowledge on their own and also joining with others 

to carry out a listening task, improving t heir own 

learning styles . 

As an organizer, the t~tor should pay attention to 

innovating teac hing techniques and exercise items i n o rder 

to avoid monotony and to impro ve learning condi tions. 

There is no limit to the variety of teaching techn~~ue s 

a nd e xercises a t eache r c an use. Ir, :?::ecen t ye ars, 

numerous techniques and e xercises f or teach i ng l istening 

com?rehension have been constantly e merging . They are 
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described in journal articles, introduced and discussed 

in TESOL conferences and tried in experiments. Rivers 

and Ternperley i in their A Prcwtica.i Guide To The Teaching cf' 

English, summarized 195 teaching activities (1978:98-109). 

Vallet, in her Modem Language Test-ing., offered a detailed 

description of 65 ite~s for testing listening compre

hension which can be readily adapted as exercise items 

(1977:73-116). John Oller, in his Lu."'nguage Tests a.t SchcoZ, 

discussed five types of dictations used as listening 

comprehension test items (1979:262-298). In the commer

cially available textbooks, techniques and exercises are 

too nwnerous to enumerate. For a Chinese EFL listening 

comprehension teacher, a total and uncritical acceptance 

is easy, but the crux of the matter is to examine the 

usefulness, appropriateness and effectiveness of those 

techniques and exercises. Although most of them are pre

pared for general use and can be popularized in an inter

national scale, they might meet special problems when 

used for students from a different cultural background. 

Therefore a trialling system should be included in a 

curriculum design. The trialling system consists of 

experiments on the students, summaries of teaching 

experience and testing the results of their usage. This 

question will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. 

Being an organizer does not mean the tutor should 

be a central figure, explaining the context, directing 

or. leading listening activities a~c controlling most if 

not all of what goes on in the classroom. The teacher's 

role in a tutorial should be just t~e opposite of a focal 
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point, as Audrey and Howard Nicholls pointed out: 

... he no longer comes directly bet~een the pupil 
and that which is to be learned; he is not the 
interpreter, director or total controll er. 
Instead, he might act variously as an adviser, 
a consultant, a questioner, a sounding board 
for plans and idea~ or a guide (1978:59). 

In teaching listening comprehension, the role of a 

teacher as an adviser, a consultant, a questioner and a 

guide seems particularly impo·rtant, because the students 

who come to the listening class have a strong desire to 

train their ears, to acquire possible listening strateg

ies that they can employ in real-life communication and 

learning situations and to learn different cultural 

knowledge involved in communication. Their purpose is 

not to have their listening ability tested, nor is it to 

learn more new words and expressions. So the main burden 

in the classroom teaching should come in the preparation 

of the students to encounter and to know how to compre

hend a spoken passage. 

With this principle in mind, the teacher in a 

listening tutorial should give instructions in the 

following areas: 

(1) Preparing the Students to Predict What Is Likely 
to Be Said 

Prediction is a natural task for native speakers. 

Their ears and their mind do not work at a synchronous 

pace. They do not listen word for word linearly. What 

they are doing is to listen or mentally look for groups 

of words. No sooner they have assimilated the content 

of one group than they set up expectations of what may 

be said in t~e nex~ srou9. Although all the acoustic 

impressions are received by the organs of the ears, not 
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all of them are accepted by the mind. The native 

l iste ners actually s e lect what is important in decoding 

the message. They p redict and sample t he incoming utt

erance to see if it tallies with their prediction. 

But , what our students usually want is to receive 

every bi t of an utterance before they try to come to a 

meaningful interpretation. They panic as soon as they 

miss something and s top listening t o everything that 

follows. In that case, the teaching should f irstly dis

pel their panic by explaini~g what signals should be 

r elied on and what s ignal s can be let pas s . As Gillian 

Brown suggest s : 

We have to instill in them the confidence to 
listen like a native s peaker, sampling the 
speaker's utterance and matching it ag a inst 
the ir predi c tion . Such a l is tener is not 
thrown into a panic if the speaker says some
thing he hasn't q ui te heard p roperly; he 
merely makes a sensible p rediction, or supposes 
that if i t were important the speaker would 
have s aid i t with more emphasis (with greate r 
articulatory precision, louder and longer ) and 
carries on listening (1978:281). 

In l i stening to a s poken discours e, the content 

words which carry meanings of the message are not diffi 

cult to perceive, because, phonological ly speaking, they 

are usually articulated in their full f orms and with 

stress . When the students hap~en to fail to understand 

th~se words, they can solve the problem through semantic 

decodin g, that is, l ooking for the Chinese me anings, or 

by asking fo r an ex~lanation, which should n ot be 

,, -' , - wo r d 

~ere ~he teac hc~ need ~o t =ernina t~Q students 

_ cir.J.\V 
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list of the words on the blackboard, which will reduce 

their ability to predict. What t he t eacher should do is 

to require the students to look for linguistic clues for 

their prediction. Discourse markers, for example, are 

important clues, which act as links between the segments 

in an utterance and generally indicate what kinds of 

words precede and follow them. The common s poken dis-

course marker s can be generally cate gorize d in the foll

owing summary: 

Function I 
addition 

I 

I 
I 

time I 
sequence 

cause 
effect I 

I I 
I 

condition 

I 

I p urpose I 

compari son 

contrast 

Table 22: Discourse Markers 

Examples 

together with, aside from, and, as well as, also , 
furthermore, in addition, besides, apart from, 
both ... and, not only ... but also , plus, moreover, 
what's more 

before, after, since, as, while, by, as soon a s, 
the moment ... , next, l ast , ago, curing, subsequently , 
no sooner ... than, as soon as 

because, owing to, thanks tc, due to, since, for, 
resulting, so, therefore, consequently, so that, as 
a result, thus , in r esult, i n consequence 

if, suppose, supposing, unless, otherwise, provided, 
as long as, only if, say, presume, on condition 
that, depending , according to, in accordance with, 
based on, on t he basis of 

so, so that, in order to, for, for the sake of, 
- . 

i n the hope tha t, the reason ror coing .. . , with the 
view of, hoping to, hopin·g that, so as to, in an 
attempt to 

than , as ... as, the same a s, similar to , more , far, 
less 

but, however, al t..'1ougn , though, w;,ile, nevertheless, 
on the other hand , unlike, whereas 

To str e ~gthen the students ' p r edicti ng ability , a 

number of e xercise types can be used , such as: 
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(a) Fi lling- in-bla nk items 

Part ial dictation 

Sentenc e-comolet ion items 

Lis teninq cloze exercises 

The se four t ype s are slightly different i n form but 

similar in nature . The simila rity i s that t he students, 

wh ile l i sten ing to a 9assage , are given a written vers ion 

o f the text, whi c h has certain portio ns left out. The 

student s must listen to the spoken material and fill i n 

the blanks in the writte n vers i on. They mainly differ 

i n what k i nds of words should be de leted and to what 

extent the students should be given wr itten c lues. 

In a f i lling-in-blan k item, the teacher usually has 

a f ree choice on t he wo rds to be deleted. This t ype is 

often a imed a t ass i sting comprehension by directing the 

students' a ttention to key words and p hrases that ma y 

not b e lear ned accurat ely and tha t are es-sential for t he 

comprehension o f the who le. A partia l dicta tion provides 

more wr itten c lues by havin g the deleted portions written 

do wn in a d vance for the s tudents, who will practise their 

multiple-choic e ability . In a listening ~loze exercise , 

wo r d s are usual ly deleted systematical ly wi t h the s ame 

numbe r of words given in written form between the blanks . 

The principle is based o n the Gestalt theory of ' closure' 

and the exerci se is aimed at developing the l istener ' s 

a bi l i ty to decode 'interrupted ' or ' mutilated ' me ssages . 

The s e ntence- complet ion item is mainly used to practise 

predicting l onger parts o f a sentence r ather than one o r 

two wor ds from the given l i nguisti c and c ontextual clues 

available. 
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(b) New-words guessing exercises 

When the students come across new or unfamiliar 

words and expressions, the teacher does not explain them 

immediately, but asks the students to work out the mean

ing from the ~ontext. This exercise can be carried out 

in two ways: 

- In preparing a listening passage, the teacher 

deliberately uses some uncommon words or 

expressions, such as, using 1 tattered 1 instead 

of 1 ragged'; 'flabbergasted' instead of 'very 

puzzled'; 'catastrophe' instead of 'great 

disaster' . 

- Students listen to a paragraph with blips 

re?lacing missing words and the students are 

required to guess ~he missing words. This type 

is quite realistic, because in real-life comm

unication, we can often miss some words which 

are blurred by interruptions or background 

noise. 

These types of exercises introduced above can be 

used alternatively, but the preparation of those exer

cises should be always directed by the principle of 

developing students' predicting ability. Whatever the 

type, it is desirable that the ex2rcises should help 

increase comprehension of the whole passage with confi

dence and decrease the panic or misgivings when the 

students meet any obstacles in their listening. 
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Helping Analy se the Process of Listen ing Compre
hension 

Although our tea ching aim is students ' total com-

prehension of the message , the students cannot be re

qui red to comprehend the whole message a t the s ame time 

as we would expect adult native speakers. It is pract

ical·to separate the whole process into several 

activities, which can be undertaken according to t he 

five models of listening compre hension development intro

duced in the last chapter . This s eparating p rocess will 

help the devising of exercises systematically, by con

sidering the s eries of mental activities in which the 

l istener engages a nd by fully realizing the complexity 

of the task being presented to the students . 

Theodore Mueller separates the whole lis tening 

compr ehension p r ocess into three activities in a more 

concrete way: 

(a) sensing - the listener senses the gross outline 

o f the message, becoming aware of the major 

units and gathering a rapid and fleeting im

pres sion of the topic. 

(b) segmenting - the listener p erceives t he various 

grammatical functions of each phrase, recog 

nizes a syntactic skeleton consisting of the 

subject, the verb and any main complements , 

and then discerns whether the utterance is 

posi tive, negative or in te rrogative; pasi~ 

present or future, and so on . 

(c) recodi ng - the listene r recodes the segments 
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for l ong ter m memory. Not the exact words are 

remembered, but some abstraction i s stored. 

The listener extracts the nucleus from each 

p hrase and constructs a skel eton sentence 

which he stores in his memory. 

All these thre e a c tivities occur simultaneously and 

they are not to be v iewed as sequenti al in time , but in 

devising exercises, it is preferable to use this arti

ficial dividing method in order to conceptualize the 

process and t o aid the students in developing the skill 

c onsciously (1974:19-23). 

Acco rding ly, we c a n present a listening passage 

three times and one activit y will be practise d in each 

presentation. 

Presentation 1: 

( 1) Short-answer questions 

The teacher asks simple and general ques tions on 

the general ide as of the passage. 

Example: What is the s tory about? 

When did t~e event happen? 

Who were involved in the event ? 

(2) Point i dentifi cation e xerci se 

This type can be prepared in a form of multiple

choice questions. 

Example: Tick the ones you have heard: 

(a ) stationery depar tment (b) grocery department 

(c) h ardware derartme nt (d) auction sale. 
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(3) Matching exercise 

The students are given two sets of words or phrases 

and asked to match them according to what they have 

heard. 

Example : (1) Time and event: 

26th of January 

(2) Who did what: 

George 

( 4) 1 Who said that I exercise 

working day 

Australia Day 

getting up early 

late for work 

Ask the students to identify one or two main 

characters from a radio play in which there are many 

speakers. If 9ossible, U,e students can be asked to 

identify the situati on and observe the r e lationship 

between the speakers. 

Presentation 2: 

The purpose of the exercises used with the present

ation is to determine whether the students can acoustic

ally be aware o:: specific grammatical forms and recall 

their linguis t ic and communicative functions. It i s 

difficult to make the exercises authenti c , but this stage 

cannot be skipped over, par ti c u lar ly a t t h e e ar l y stages 

o f s tudents' l a nguage study, because decoding a message 

r-equ__:_=es knowledge o:: gramma ticLJ l functions . The 

s tudents' common rnoblem areas usually include i cle.n t i£ic

.:1ti.on of tense s , of mood and o f m:mbe r . 

:.:..,qa~-iii-iiiitii-lllii--lllililili--• 111-· -••· 1: 11•111· 1_.1_.n_11111·1~•1:11rm1111·11u.-•· •••••1111111mMfmlffll ....... n•r•1•1 ... 111,-1•-•--· - ... ----·-········ 
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Exer cise type examples: 

(1) Fill in blanks 

(2) 

Complete the following s entences with proper tenses : 

'We _ _ ____ (find) a loa ded gun in a passenger r s 

bag this morning, on the f light from London via 

Delhi .. i\n Indian student _______ (carry) the 

bag, but we _______ (have) reason to suspect 

that another passenger _____ (put} it there. 

Multi c le choice ~uestions with situational context 

Listen to this p aragraph a nd answer the following 

questions : 

Text on the tape: 

1 1 had the bag down by my f eet , between me and ... 

between me and the man in the next seat. It must 

h ave been him! He was the only p erson who could 

have opened my bag without waking me up . It must 

have been him. 1 

Dees the Indian boy surely know who put t he gun 

into his bag? 

(a) Yes, he definitely doe s. 

(b) No , he has no idea a t all. 

(c) Not really, but he suspects a p assenger. 

Presentation 3: 

This presentation falls into Stage Four of the 

Vallete Taxonomy : Communi cation. Exercises at this 

leve 1 are aimed at strengthening students' corrununi c;~ ti ve 

competence. A number of exercises are possible on thi s 

stage, such as, retelling , group discussion , oral surnm

a ries a nd multiple-cho ice items. 

.... . 
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Example: Multiple-choice questions can be grouped into 

five areas and take a great variety of 

formulations; 

(1) Comorehendinq factual content 

What is the reason for ...... ? 

Which of the following is an example of . .. .... ? 

(2) Inference 

It can be inferred from the p assage on . . ..... . 

that 

Which of the following is a consequence of .. ..• ? 

(3) Interp retation of the s peaker's intention 

The speaker mentions ...... chiefly in order 

to 

The speaker's attitude towards .. .. ... appears 

to be 

(4) Interpretation of motive and fi ;;rurative lanquar;e 

What feeling on the part of the speaker is 

implied by the word .. ..... ? 

{5) Develoo inq an overall view of the enti re oassage 

The whole programme emphasizes 

Which of the : allowing is the best summary of 

the passage? 

Under each question, four choices are suitable and 

should be prepared according to the particular passage 

only, so that t he correct ans·,.:er can be chosen without 

referring to other knowledge. (Examples of multiple-

choice questions are taken from Colin Black, ;Jraded ?r•,~.:;~{ ce 

(1971:172-174.) 

• 
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Through the discussion in this session, it is hoped 

that the techniques described above can indicate the 

principle that there is ample scope, in a l istening 

tutorial, for a great variety in preparing teaching 

activities and that the teacher cxa break free from s ome 

conventions and use various techniques as much as 

possible. The students can be asked not only to repeat, 

to answer or to tick, but also to mark, c omple te or write 

on maps, plans, diagrams, questionnaires, s tatistical 

tables, graphs, timetables, pages of diaries and appoint

ment books. They can a l so be asked to point and to draw 

simple pictures on or to dramatize what they have heard. 

Just as Marion Geddes concluded (1981:86); 

Communicative listening tasks can thus engage the 
student in a wide variety of a ctivities, o ften 
requiring him to use other skills, both verbal 
and non-verbal, aural and graphic. Whatever the 
task, they will at lea st approximate authenticity 
in language, context and com.~unicative purpose, 
thus helping to train the student for communic
ation outside the classroom. 

5.2.3 The Lan~ ua~e Laboratory and Assignments -
Learner- centred Extensive Listening 

In the above two sections, we have d i scus s ed 

various listening activities o f the &tudents with the 

teacher either in a classroom or in a laboratory . From 

the discussion, we c o uld c onclude that the proce ss of 

learning to comprehend spoken English is l argely a 

~uestion of adequate and effective practice under the 

guidance of the teacher. However, in a foreign l aRguage 

prograrr~e as a whole, the actual teaching of liste~ing 

comprehension would necessarily represent o nly a !ninority 

of the t o tal t ime spent i n language instruction, since a 
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foreign language l earner is normally required to have a 

command of the four l anguage modes at a n equal level. 

Classroom teaching of listening comprehension can only 

be part of the whole prograrnme. But teacher-guided 

l earning alone cannot a c complish the whole l e arning of 

the language a s required fo r the students' future use 

of the language, although it is an esse nti a l and import

ant part. Therefore, any means by which the time our 

students spend on listening practice can be increased, 

without sacrificing their other activities, must be 

desirable. In other words, if the s tudents can get 

more practice done in the time they have available for 

listening comprehension study, the y will have achieved 

considerable economies and a notable intensificati on 

of the learning process. This is pre cise ly why a 

language laboratory is essential for a lis tening c ourse 

and why our students should also have assignments in 

li s tening, which should be strength ened in Chinese EFL 

studies . 

Among linguists and language teachers, there have 

been disagreements on the effectiveness of using a 

l anguag e laborato r y in teaching comprehension and corrm

unication skills. Ther e is fai rly wide agreement 

however that li s tening practice can d esir ably be under-
; 

taken in the laboratory and that listening ski:1 is one 

language area, perhaps the only one, in whi c~ the lab

oratory is unquestionab ly more effective t han the class-

r oom. 

The mos t obvious advantage of a l anguage laborator y 

is that self- centred learning can be undertaken best. In 
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the language laboratory, each learner can work consist

ently without awaiting his turn as is in the classroom; 

each learner can work at his own pace without the need 

to keep up with the ?ace of the whole class; and each 

learner can select and listen to materia~s that match 
. 

his own needs and interests. This is a rather simplif-

ied description of the function of using a laboratory 

for learner-centred study. There is a large variety of 

possible ways of study in a laboratory. In the follow

ing recommendation, five uses of the laboratory by 

learners without the teacher being present are briefly 

introduced. 

(a) Transcri ption 

Each student can be directed to a different recorded 

passage and be required to write it down. Transcripts of 

each student can be corrected either by the teacher or 

by students amongst themselves. A s i milar method is a 

'task-oriented' practice in which the teacher has r e 

corded some authentic materials and the student s trans

cribe them. This assignment can best involve students 

in practice, because they can feel that they are also 

making contributions to preparing new teaching materials 

and to enriching the course content. 

(b) Summarizin~ a recorded lecture 

In order to enable the students to take notes in 

the ir future advanced study, t he y can be aske d to l isten 

to a p a rt of a rec orded l ectur e and write a summar y o f 

it. The instructi ons might be: 

'The lecturer introduces five kinds of Australian 

• 
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animals. Write about fifty words on the characters 

of each kind. ' By such instructions the students will 

know what to listen for when undertaking the task . 

(c} Preo aring for classroom discussion 

Before a classroom discussion, some preparatory 

work can be done by students in the laboratory . The 

discussion could arise from a radio programmG, a l ecture 

or an interview on some social topics, which have been 

recorded; students note down important points of the 

passage and practise what they intend to say in the dis

cussion and listen to thei r own voice. 

(d) Grouo como rehension work 

Students in a l arge group work in pairs, all 

listening to the same material. Each pair writes a 

question on the material and passes it to the next pair . 

The answer to each question is written on the same sheet 

and passed on to a third pair who are required to mark 

the answer and, possibly, to comment on the question it

self. After the marking, all the questions and answers 

are put together. 

(e) Listeninc for leas ure 

It is ideal that the students can undergo an 

extensive programme of listening to songs, radio plays , 

TV programmes and watching films. They can be asked to 

make s imple comments on what they have heard in a week. 

The aim of this type of exercise is to encourage them 

to use the laboratory and cultivate a habit o f learning 

English by listening outside c lass . 
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To help the students carry on their own study, the 

main and formidable task on the part of the teacher is 

to build up a listening library containing varied 

materials . It is advisable for the teachers to collect 

materials by themselves, from radio, television , 

commercial listening materials and interviews with 

native speakers who work in and visit China . In fact, 

there is no limit to collecting various kinds of listen

ing materials. As Julian Dakin suggested (1973 :46): 

For beginners we need simple rhythms, stories, 
jokes and conversations . At a more advanced 
level we need recordings of poetry, narrative 
and drama for the learner interested in l it
erature; of talks, lectures and discussions 
for the learner interested in particular 
subjects; and of actual conversations in 
relevant situations for the l e arner anxious 
to understand what people may say to him and 
learn how he should respond. 

In short, a proper use of the language laboratory 

can bring life to Chinese EFL teaching by providing 

varieties of authentic or simulated authentic materials . 

Rather than keeping listeni, g to the ir teacher's 

voice only, the students can be fully exposed to 

various speech styles, dialects and registers, only if 

there is a rich collection of recordings in a listening 

library. 
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CHAPTER 6 

EVALUATION OF THE COURSE 

In a curriculum design, an evaluation procedure 

can be the last step only in the sense of testing 

students' learning results and of summarizing teaching 

experience at the end of the course. It functions as 

making checks o f the whole teaching process. But 

evaluation has much wider functions. In teaching 

listening to a foreign language, at least two major 

functions should be considered at this point. Firstly, 

this process informs both the learner and the teacher 

of their attainment. To know whether the learner has 

attained a goal or has mastered a skill has been shown 

to be an important incentive for the learner. Secondly , 

from the e valuation process, areas of st~ength and 

weakness can be diagnosed, so tha t reinforcement and 

remediation can be carried out purposefully. Both 

functions provide feedback into the instructional system 

f or improvement of the whole curriculum. 

The evaluation procedure normally runs through the 

whole teaching process, because it consists o:, besides 

final exams, a nwnber of activities, such as a trialling 

system, progressive testing at various stages, and 

comments from students and peers as well as :.he teacher's 

record. Th~refore the evaluation procedure is not the 

final step, but one of the links of a repetitive cyc l e of 

... 
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designing - teaching - evaluating - revising - develop

ment. Phillip Hughes brie fly suin.marizes the position o f 

the evaluation procedure i n a c urr iculum design. He 

said that: 

An evaluation procedure is established to 
d e termin e the degree of achievement of the 
~bjectives. The results of this procedure 
now react upon the s election of content and 
the selection and orga nisation of learning 
experiences in an attempt to impro ve the 
levels of achievement. If this is unsatis
f actory, and is not susceptible to improve
ment, then the eval uation will rea ct upon 
the original statement of objectives to 
obtain a more realistic formulation (1973:6) . 

In this sense, suitable eval uative instruments should 

be planned and developed at the time whe n the aims and 

obj ectives are established and should be used through

out the whole course . I n this chapte r, we will discuss 

evaluation activities mainly as a continuous process 

during the curriculum design and teaching process, with 

the emphasis placed on the two major purposes of evalu

ation, which are: 

(i l providing evidence to students abo ut their p rogre ss, 

and 

(ii) evaluating the degree of succe ss of the curriculum . 

These two purposes are interrelated . To jud ge the 

suc cess of a curriculum, students' progress towards 

ob jectives is the main criterion whereas the ultimate 

aim of improving a curriculum is to enab le the s tudents 

to make better and fas te r progress in the curriculum . 

But for the sake of cla rity, we will discuss them in two 

separa te sections . 
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6.1 Evaluation of Students' Proq ress and Results of 
Their Learning 

Students' progress or achievements are mainly 

assessed through ·various types of testing. In the 

Chinese EFL teaching, the testing of listening compre

hension is not a neglected area. The students who enter 

and graduate from foreign language institutes, anc who 

go abroad for further study will all go through exams of 

listening comprehension. The students at the college 

also have mid-term and terminal listening tests, which 

are usually prepared by the teachers of the listening 

course. 

Since the resumption of an examination system in 

China's educational fields in 1977, listening compre

hension testing in EFL study has been undergoing a 

period of research and improvement. The testing system 

is still generally inadequate, however. If measured by 

the commonly-used testing criteria - reliability, valid

ity, practicality and discrimination - the testing of 

listening comprehension remains virtually untouched by 

contemporary evaluative procedu=es. One of the most 

obvious problems is the lack of distinction between 

achievement tests and proficiency tests. 

The terms achievement and attainment are generally used 

to refer to the formal tests which have been designed to 

show mastery of a particular course, while >;>110.,-·1:ciency 

tests measure a student 1 s achievement in relation to a 

specific task which he will late~ be required to ~erform 

without taking into account any known courses (Heaton , 
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1975:xi; Davies, 1977:45-46). In designing a course, it 

is useful to make this distinction in preparing a test. 

In most of the listening courses in China, the 

proficiency tests, which are normally used as graduation 

or entrance examinations fer advanced courses, are either 

modelle~ on or directly adapted from the listening 

sections of several well-known proficiency exams~ the 

Cambridge Proficiency Exams, the Michigan Tests, the 

Tests of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) and 

English Proficiency Test Battery (EPTB). Most of the 

achievement tests use similar techniques: mul tiple-choice 

items, true-or-false items and filling-in-blank items. 

Story retelling and questions and answers after listening 

are occasionally used, These tests are usually prepared 

by the teachers and used as mid-te.rm and terminal exams. 

The problem in designing the achievement tests is 

that very few teachers consider the content and items by 

developmental stages and hardly any consideratio n is given 

to the relationship between the testing and the course. 

Take, for example, the situation in the English Depart

ment of ERWA!. Among the teachers, preparing a listening 

test is regarded as a simpler business than preparing 

tests for the other language skills. All a teacher has 

to do in the preparat~on is to find a suitable story or 

a narrative passage, irivite a native teacher to read it 

in a studio and then prepare a set of multiple-choice or 

fi lling-in-blank items accordingly. What the teachers 

conside r about the complexity level of the test is just 

to :make sure that there a.re no t many new words and the 
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topic is not too unfamiliar to the students. If scrutin-

ized in relation to the course, the usefulness and 

validity of such a test is too limited. It might be 

useful to evaluate students' total comprehension of a 

spoken passage, but this only demonstrates partial evid

ence about students' progress and difficulties, because 

listening comprehension invol'Jes many components and can 

only be obtained by step-by-step training. Another 

reason for suggesting that there is a lack of validity in 

these tests is that there is little apparent relationship 

between the test and the curriculum. To counter such a 

weakness, we must strengthen research in how to test 

students' progress after a period of listening practice 

in an established curriculum. Accordingly and to this 

purpose, the following suggestions are made. 

6.1.1 Defining the Aims of Different Tests 

In general, listening comprehension needs most types 

of tests: achievement, proficiency, aptitude and diagnos

tic. The form of a test cannot be regarded as a criterion 

to distinguish those types, because all those tests can 

take the same form. These three types of test are actu

ally distinguished by their us<:!s and t;estinq aims. If a 

test is used to assess what has been learned of a known 

listening curriculum, it is an achieve ment or attainment 

test; if we want to know from the results of a test what 

the studen~s are able to do with the l istening skill , 

concerned with the ir future work, it is a proficiency test; 

if we want to know the areas of s trength and weakness in 

-~arr w •rn Tm TfYW''tt .,, . -· 
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the students' learning, use a diagnostic test (Heaton, 

1975; Davies, 1977; Valette, 1977). 

In designing a listening comprehension course, the 

achievement test and the diagnostic test are mainly in

volved because the uses of these tests are closely re

lated to the curriculum. Let us look at the uses of 

the achievement test first. In using this type of test, 

a distinction should be drawn between a terminal achieve

ment test and a progress test. They are sometimes 

categorized as the same kind, but there is a difference 

which is important to an evaluation procedure of the 

curriculum. 

First of all , our ultimate goal of the evaluation 

procedure is to test students' listening comprehension 

as a communicative skill and a learning skill. These 

skills should be evaluated at the end of the course or 

end of a unit in a comprehensive achievement test. The 

purpose of such a test is to assess the students' total 

knowledge of what has been learned and p ractised on 

during the course, and also to assess their practical 

usage of that language knowledge. A listening test of 

this type should asse ss whether the students are able to 

employ the various acoustic features or signals the y 

have learned to decode a spoken message under normal 

circumstances. As Rivers pointed out: 

We are testing comprehension of signi ficance .which 
has resulted from the listening experience , ... we 
should be testing 'learning (comprehending ) by 
listening' , listening which 1•equires the Z.istener to 
act in so~e wc.y, and the results of listening (1981; 
16 6) . 

-
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To determine a student's mastery of a skill, it is necess

ary to ask for demonstration of the mastery. The learner's 

actions after listening in a test therefore should be 

carried out in some realistic and purposeful contexts, 

such as, taking notes from a lecture, carrying on a con

versation with a native speaker, discussing a movie or 

retelling the general ideas of a radio newscast. In 

designing this kind of test, the teacher should refer 

back to the objectives established at various stages to 

decide the purpose, appropriate student behaviour, the 

conditions and criterion of assessing the achievement of 

those objectives. In short, the achievement test is to 

assess whether the students have gained control over the 

language skill in general and the test acts as a repre

sentation of students' terminal behaviour. This kind of 

test must actually reflect the basic course aims planned 

at the beginning of the course design. 

A terminal achievement test alone cannot fulfil the 

evaluation task, because, as we discussed at some length 

in Chapter 4, we cannot count on a foreign listener to 

leap directly to this ability level, des~ite some extra

ordinary desire, motivation or instruction . It will take 

a series of specialized training steps to rea ch this 

level. The learning of listening com9rehension is a 

step-by-step process with each higher level step depend

ent upon all the lower level steps and in each step, the 

students can only learn or practise on a restricted number 

of phonological and discourse e lements or acquire a part 

of linguistic knowledge. ~'or this r e ason, p r ogress in 
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learning should be tested from step to step. Only whe n 

mastery of each step is ensured f rom testing, can incre

mental learning be accordingly possible. 

Therefore, a series of periodic tests is needed 

t o evaluate students ' progress and t he results of learn

ing at each stage. Progressive evaluation is best real

ized by progress tests and diagnostic tests. By pro

gress testing, the teacher can observe s tudents' 

approximations towards achieving the previously-set 

objectives within each unit. The format of the p r ogress 

tests reflects the various components of the curri culum. 

By diagnostic test~, the teacher can find out student s ' 

specific difficulties or problems in a period of learning . 

Alan Davies epitomized the function of the diagnostic 

test as follows ( 19 77 : 47): 

The diagnost i c use differs from the othe rs in that 
it relates to the use of the informa tion obtained 
and to the absence of a skill in the learner ... a 
diagnostic test may look before and after; 
before t o find out what i s wrong with the p r evious 
learning; after i n order to do something about it 
in the form of remedial work. 

Without progress tests or diagnos tic tests in a listening 

comprehension course, 'identification cf partial learn ing 

that r esults in inc omplete or inadequate c omprehens i on 

will be almost impossible' , (Chastain, 1 978:8 2) . When 

these t ests are used, the teacher may actually keep his 

finger on the pulse of his stude nts ' learning and adapt 

his teaching met hods according to needs. 

In b r ief, the essentia l aim o f testing is t o ~r o 

v i d e i nformation which will he lp us t o make intelligent 

decisions about improvement of the course content , 
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materials and teaching activities. Under the bas i c aim, 

the terminal achievement t est, the periodic progress 

test and diagnosti c test function differently and the 

different functions or uses of these tests will determine 

the desired students' behaviours, the appropriateness of 

test items and the content of a test. 

6.1.2 Deciding What Should Be Tes t ed 

When the aims and funct ions o f various types of 

test are determined , the c o ntent of the tests should be 

ensured . What is bei ng consider e d here is content validity 

of a test or the issue of how accurately the tests 

measure what the students .have learned f rom the c urricu

lum. The content val idity of an a c hie vement test is 

concerned with the relationship bet ween the tes t and the 

course. To be more specific, the content validity relates 

the test with the course content and teaching materials . 

To validate the test content, we must make sure that 

the test will measure students' mastery o f s pecific 

content or materials and their att a inment of i n tende d 

outcomes. 

What should be tested in l a nguage testing used t o 

be a contentious i ssue. Theor etitians who h eld that all 

behaviour s c ould be assessed o bj e ctively belie ved that 

in order to be saf e f rom unrel iable marking, l ang uage 

should be divided int o p art s and that the se parts be 

t es t ed separ ate l y. 'Con temporary a ppr oach ' theoretitians 

on t he one hand, maintained that, from a communicative 

point of view, what should be tested is 'language which 
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calls least attention to itself,• that is, language which 

promotes maximum communication (Chastain, 1979:81}. 

Rivers' theory also holds that the teacher should not 

test 'knowledge of the language in itself, but 'the 

results of l istening ' (Rivers, 1981:166}. 

'Nowadays, the issue of linguistic knowledge vs 

communicative skills has become clearer thanks to the 

research work done by a nwnber of linguists such as 

Chastain, Valette and Alan Davies. For the Chinese EFL 

listening curriculum designers and teachers, it is 

necessary to study their expositions when constructing 

a listening test. Valette offers a brief swnmary of 

the test content: 

The main object of a listening test is to evaluate 
comprehension. The students' degree of compre
hension will depend on their ability to discrim
inate phonemes, to recognize stress and inton
ation patterns, and to retain what they have 
heard. In conversation however, understanding 
the target language obviously also requires a 
knowledge of vocabulary and grammar (1977:74). 

Alan Davies pointed out the two basic areas to b e sampled: 

The first is tpe language itself. What are the 
features, the levels, the skills which go to make 
up knowledge of the language and proficiency in 
its use? ... The second area concerns the use the 
learner makes of the language when he has learned 
it (1977:70). 

In accordance with these expositions and the aims 

of listening tests, we could reach the following conclus

ion. In a li s tening con1t_Jrehension test, both linguistic 

knowledge and communicative skills should be tested. If 

analysed from an acoustic point of view, these two con

cepts are not mutually exclusive. To test linguistic 

knowledge does not mean we should test how much the 
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students knew about the language or about linguistic 

theories. For example, grammar belongs to linguistic 

theory, but it is not the theoretical knowledge of the 

grammar that should be assessed in a listening test. 

It is students' acoustia g1~ammatica Z. sensitivity t hat should 

be evaluated. Syntax and morphology belong to grammat

ical category. In these areas, we are not testing how 

the students use English sentence structures or word 

formation. What we want to know is how well they are 

acoustically aware of the forms of these structures and 

morphemes, and how they use the awareness in decoding 

the message. As was mentioned in Chapter 2, teaching 

listening comprehension should concentrate on phonology 

and discourse knowledge, which will also cover other 

linguistic knowledge. The point is that all these 

linguistic elements should be taught and tested from a 

different perspective from reading and writing. There

fore, what should be tested in a listening test can be 

analyzed by a division of level and skill, that is, we 

are testing to what extent the students will be able to 

use the learned knowledge in various levels as a 

communicative skill. Such a division can be illustrated 

in the following test matrix~ Into the box made in thi s 

way we can put either testing techniques or objectives 

established from the outset ( in Table 2 3) . 

Numerous testing techniques are introduced in 

J.B. Heaton 1 s 
~ ,. ~ 1 
C n~] {,.·.:. ;~ r~ 'J:.2sts (1975); and 
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These are rich source books for item types with 

suggestions for item writing. In designing a curricu-

lum, these books are ideal handbooks which provide clear 

g uidance. 

Table 23: Listening Testing Matrix 

Reccgniti on Selection Auditory 

I 
Compre- Use & 

memory hension I Storage 
I 

I I 
I Phonology 

L I I 

j Grammar 

i I 
j Lexis l 
I I l ! Content 

I I I I 

i Discourse 

i 

In sum, all the linguistic knowledge or content 

which have been learned in the listening comprehension 

course should be tested. The linguistic knowledge 

taught in this course can be defined as the knowledge of 

phonological process, of the acoustic forms of morphol-

i 

I 

ogy and syntax and of discourse analysis. In a listening 

test, we assess whether the students have possessed the 

abi lity to use the knowledge as a nwnber of linguistic 

keys with which to unlock the meaning of a message. 

6.1.3 Points for Attention in Pre· aration of Tes ting 
Technicrues 

Testing techniques can be taken from listening 

e :<ercises. The forms of these two types of techniques 

are similar, such as , the multiple-choice items, fi lling-
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in-blank items and true-or- false items, but their uses 

cannot be identical. These t wo ty9es of techniques 

differ in a number of ways; which are s ummarized in the 

followi ng table: 

Table 24: Differences between Listening Exercises and 
Listening Test Items 

Purposes of 
Use 

Listening Exercises 

'fhey are mainl:t used for 
providing learning and 
practising opportunities 
which will give students 
the chance to make pro
gress cowards the 
stated objectives. 

Requirements Variety is essential. 

F1mction 

Consider
ation in 
preparation 

The more closely the 
exercises are related 
with the other skills 

' - writing, reading 
and speaking - the 
more learning oppor
tunities can be en
sured. 

Both written and o:ral 
questions function as 
clues to he lp stu
dents' comprehension . 
This function should 
be considered in the 
preparation of the 
exercises . 

In preparing the 
exercises , room is 
usually left for ex
planations or guid
ance given by the 
teacher in class . 

Listening Test Items 

They act as a ' yardstick' 
to measure the r esults of 
listening or the achieve
ment of the stated 
objectives . 

Accuracy i s indispensable.I 
Tho lass the other skills 
ar~ involved, the more 
valid the test i tems 
will be. 

The ~esters or test 
designers should avoid 
providing clues in either 
written or oral 
questions. 

In preparing test items , 
it is usually considered 
tha t t he testees should 
answer the questions 
independently. 

"--"-----...---------------- -1 

Vocabulary and sente~ce 1 

st.r~Jctures appearing in 
both questions an~. aural 
stimulus must be familiar 
to the students . 

Language 

1 ~ifficulty Level 

. -· tPMtN¥H!$ -~~ ,_,.:a,:rM'mt'r ···r "MU'l'I¥' '•i<• t 

There ,can be new words 
and new sentence 
str-,1ctures 
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Besides these basic differences between exercises 

and testing techniques which need to be considered in 

preparing a listening comprehension test, there are 

several special points for attention in writing test 

items which'are discussed as follows. 

(a) Avoid Testing other Language Skills in a Listening 
Test 

To determine the learner 1 s skill, it is necessary 

to ask for a demonstration of the skill. On this point, 

testing listening comprehension skill has its special 

difficulty. It is difficult to obtain the knowl edg e that 

aural comprehension is p r esent in the students without 

some overt behavioural manifestation on the part of the 

students. Their degree of comprehension has to be sign

alled by resorting to the productive s kil l s - speaking 

and writing. In fact , it is virtually impossible t o k e ep 

listening comprehension apart from all the other language 

skills. Even to 'tick' a multiple-choice item requires 

both listening and reading skills. Nevertheless, in 

order to obtain valid assessment of a lis t eni ng tes t, it 

is necessary to reduce the requirements o f using other 

skills to a minimum and also to pay attention to t h e 

language complexity level involved in using the other 

skills. For example, if the questions are in written 

form, the vocabulary and sentence stru ctur es must be 

learned by the students and be simple enough for them to 

understand after reading them twi ce at most. If tne 

student s give a wrong ans wer or make a n e r ror, the test 

des i g n e r s hould be v e ry s u re that the reas on h as not been 

lack of the othe r skills i n vo l v e d . Therefore, in giving 

"• ... ~.l'I' : p M I Sdt" "i:"i'•·ft' "f'iRt31ffl?JlTftfflf'S1ntH:MIX'1tttStzr l<ttttF t11Nlliiirtt1-et<>" • · n · ·· t ·• · 
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the answers, students may write or speak in Chinese if 

they cannot find suitable English words, under. the 

pressure of being tested. Ticking, drawing, one-word 

answers or sentences in note-form should be permitted 

according to the language level of the students. 

In short, we should not require any answer that 

would demand more than a demonstration of students ' 

understanding of the message. Identification of rare 

words, colloquialisms or proverbs, and interpretatio n 

or evaluation of equivocal statements will obviously go 

beyond the limit of at least first-phase listening 

comprehension tests. 

(b) Reduce the Emphasis on Lin7uistic Com;.onents 

In a listening test, it is easy to place the 

emphasis on testing grammatic elements, with the comm~ 

unicative skills overlooked, for example: 

'!s the word that you have heard a gerund or an 

infinitive?' 

'What verb ending did you hear in the last 

sentence? 1 

' Did the speaker use the correct plural form 

for the word?' 

These types of question should be avoided i n a 

listening test because they test linguistic components 

without any communicative context. As discussed in the 

beginning of the chapter, both linguistic knowledg~ and 

communicative skills should be tested, but in testing 

students' linguistic knowledge in a listening test, we 

should assess thei= ability to activate the learned 
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linguistic components within com.rmmicative con;~ent. For 

instance, if tenses are tested, the following item 

could be an example: 

Listen to the following sentences and indicate 

when the action occurs by writing a P for 'sometime in 

the past', a U for 'usually', and an N for 'now': 

(1) I have worked on my essay for the whole morning. 

(2) I work in the early morning and I ne ver get up 

late. 

(3) I was asked to hand in my essay this morning, 

so I stayed up all night . 

(4) You look very well. 

(5) I used to smoke when I was young. 

Another way to reduce the emphasis on linguistic 

components in isola.tion is to avoid choosing ma terials 

from the published prograITLrned textbooks which usually 

emphasize only one language pattern in a lesson. If 

such a passage is chosen as a test of listening compre

hension, the appropriate answer is likely to b e determ

ined only by one linguistic clue. This kind of material 

is common in testing grammatical knowledge of the 

language, but is certainly not a realistic indi cation of 

listening ability required in real - life com.~unication. 

It is preferable to choose testing materials from recorded 

interviews among native s peakers, which usually provide a 

series of structural clues in context. 

(c ) Avoid Excess i ve Di versity of Item Tvoes i n a 
SectJ..on 

In a Chinese EFL listening test, o ne can find too 

many varieties of item types intermingled within one 
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set of questions. Some tests have multiple-choice items, 

short-answer questions, filling-in-blank close items and 

true-or-false items mixed up randomly. Even though some 

sections of a test may only contain multiple-choice 

items, students are still busy responding to a question 

now, responding to a declarative stimulus then, or giving 

a logical inference based on a heard stimulus . This 

kind of arrangement of test items adds an additional 

burden on the students who are justifiably tense under 

such circumstances. One root of the problem is the 

as sumption that such a test can assess students' listen

ing ability 'in a comprehensive manner'. But the test 

lacks 'face validity'. The students have to determine 

what is being tested in each item and how a correct 

answer should be presented before concentrating on the 

content of the passage. In that case, their true listen

ing ability cannot be fully demonstrated from their 

answers, because some other mental activities, such as, 

selecting, judging and guessing are also involved. 

Therefore, it is desirable to place all the same item 

types in one group and students' burden wil l be lightened 

and the test will be more valid. 

There could be more weaknesses in constructing a 

listening test. To prevent some possible problems, a 

checklist is suggested for reference when preparing a 

listening test: 

(1) Content validity 

. Is the course content tested in a balanced way? 

Are there enough samples taken from al l the 

course units? 
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To what extent are the other language skills 

involved? 

• How well do the test items correspond to the 

course objectives and teaching activities? 

(2) Face validity 

. Does the test give students more pressure because 

of the arrangement of the item types? 

. Are there any tricky questions? 

. Are there too many new or rare words in the items? 

(3) Construct validitv 

. Does the test have too much emphasis on testing 

linguistic knowledge? 

. Are the content and testing techniques realistic, 

if we consider the real co~JQunicative and l earn

ing situations·? 

. To what extent does the required listening 

comprehension ability correspond to students' 

communicative needs in real-life situations? 

It will be ideal if the constructors can trial the 

designed items with native speakers first, or at least 

trial them with their peers or student representatives. 

This is because the constructors who usually prepare the 

test items on the basis of a written form of the pass-

age may fail to realize the difficulties which might be 

presented to the students who will not have such written 

clues. From the feedback of the trial, the mental.pro

cess required of the students for comprehension can be 

more clearly realized by the constructors, and some 

problems can be anticipated and adjustments made fo r their 

a voidance in the actual test c i rcumstances. 
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6.2 Other Ways of Seeking Information for Improving 
the Curriculum 

Testing students' progress and the results of their 

learning through various types of examinations is un

questionably an important evaluative method to provide 

evidence for improvement of the curriculum, but it has 

limitations. For example, regular tests may increase 

students' burden or some of them cannot perform well or 

give of their best under the pressure of exams. The 

teacher cannot always determine the true ability o f his 

students. There fore , the curriculum designer and 

especially the teacher should design other way s of 

see king information for improvi~g the curriculum. 

During the whole teaching process , it is the teachers 

who are more free to observe their students and are more 

likely to be in a position to know their students well 

and to assess more accurately what ?regress is being 

made. The teachers are best qualified to speak on the 

question of improving the curriculum. In this section, 

three ways of evaluation besides testing are briefly 

suggeste d for those who are interested in improving 

their teaching. 

6.2.l A Triallinq S stem 

In education , both the costs o f defects and the 

benefits of merits tend to be passed downwards -· from 

the !_)rogramme designe:::.-s to the learners. 'T'he cost: o f 

de fects in a curriculum can always be translated i 11to 

was ted time and mis sed opportunities fo r learning, while 
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the merits of a curriculum will open more avenues of 

learning. Curriculum designers therefore need to make 

every effort to eliminate weaknesses in a curr iculum 

before they are introduced on a lar ge scale , and also 

to find out the strong ?Oints and enhance them for 

l arger groups of learners. These are the functions of 

a trialling system. 

The trialling system aims to obtain data from 

intensive trials with a small nwnber of learners. I n 

the trials, samples of lessons including the material, 

exercises, teaching procedure and test items can be 

presented. It is preferable to cho0se the s~ucent 

representatives whose English is at a similar level to 

those whom the curriculum has aimed to teach, so that 

the results will be more reliable and valid . 

Students who are engaged in the trial should be 

clEJarly informed that it is not they, but the teaching 

itself, which will be evaluated, in order to encourage 

the students to offer comments and criticisms. The 

designer and the teacher should not be upset by negative 

comments, because in the experimental phase, any data, 

even those indicating failure, can provide evidence for 

improving the curriculum. 

Before conducting the trial, preparations includ

ing the objectives of the trial, or a c hecklist of 

1ssues should be made by the teacher . The followi ng 

could serve as an exam?le: 
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I ssues that should be considered 

1. Are the students clear about the s ession ' s purposes? 

2. Is the materia ls preparation adequate for the 

session? 

3. Are the exercises appropriate? Does your student 

understand the requireme nts ? Is he/she able to 

complete the tasks? 

4. Do the materials provide adequate support for 

what you intended your students to do? 

5. What changes would you make to -

(a ) objectives; (b) procedures; (c) materials 

after reviewing your ses sion and according to 

students' feedback? 

After t he trial, a trialling record should be 

clearly written out, beca use possible changes will be 

made accordingly. An example of trialling report will 

be contained in the Appendix . 

6 .2.2 Students' Feedback 

Besides formal tests a nd a tria lling system , 

students' feedback through various channels can provide 

rich e vidence for improvi ng the c ourse. The teacher 

can get his s tudents ' feedback by using questionnaires 

and by organizing periodic discussions. In f act, from 

e veryday teaching, students' feedback can u sually be 

obtained from their attitudes, quality of assignments 

and the gene ral classroom atmosphere. The question on 

t his point is whethe r the teacher is adept at observing 

and analysing evidence . 
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6 . 2 . 3 Teacher's Record 

The importance of careful record keeping cannot be 

over-emphasised. Without keeping an everyday teaching 

record, neither the trials nor students' feedback can 

be promptly summari zed and analysed, while by keeping 

the teaching record, students ' progress towards t he 

desired objectives can be constantly evaluated and 

students' problems or difficulties can be found. 

Modifications can be imme di a tely made and valuable 

evidence on which to base further curricullli~ decisions 

can be provided. 

Record keeping can take var ious forms, such as 

work diary, regular meeting with the peers, or a check

list for each unit, for e xamp le: 

1. Frequency of answering questions of each 

student. 

2. Frequency of errors in students' exer cise s 

collected in each week. 

3. A daily roll book. 

4. Students' comments on each lesson . 

Throughout the eva luati on phase, the designer and 

the teacher need to maintain as far as possible the 

ob jectivity of an ex9erimental scientist and s hould b e 

ready to accept opinions and comments from various 

sources and be ready to use a ll the possible evaluation 

methods in tbe designing process. Ef fective curriculum 

deve lopment and review depends on obj e ctivity, organiz

ation, a ccurate r e cord keeping and continual consult

ation with t hose who are the receivers of it. 
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CONCLUSION 

The designing of a curricul~~ in listening 

comprehension of EFL is mainly based on principles in 

two inter-related areas: 

- the linguistic theory of learning to compre

hend spoken English; 

- the basic process of a curriculum design 

development and review. 

In the linguistic area, students' learning process 

of understanding spoken English should be considered. 

Listening is a decoding process. Listening to a foreign 

language is a more active decoding process, in which the 

message conveyed is screened and translated into idea s 

by employing t he learned linguistic signals . As Piaget 

(1971)* postulates, learning is a two-way process: 

:i.ssimi lation. and acaorrrmodat·ion . Learning activity is always 

an active and organized process of assimilating new 

knowledge to the old existing experiences and of 

accommodating the old knowledge to the 1:ew entities of 

information. This theory applies to the learning of 

listening comprehension of a foreign language . In 

listening to spoken English, Chinese students assimilate 

new rules of the language in grammar, phonology, semant

ics, and discourse knowledge. They mainly assimilate 

the acoustic forms o f the language and use +- ' . ... nem 1n 

decoding the message . At the same time , they accommodate 

cognitively to distinguishing what the new sound system 

means, overcoming the inte rference of their mother 
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tongue, and selecting the information carried in key 

words and increasingly familiar structures. 

In listening comprehension, assimilation and 

accommodation occur simultaneously as one operation . 

This results from long-term practice. The bas ic aim 

of designing a curriculum is precisely to create 

optimal conditions under which such practice c an easily 

occur. 

In designing the curriculum, four basic components 

are contained in an integrative process illustrated by 

the following model: (Phillip Hughes, 1977:6}. 

Learning 
Experiences 

Aims and Objectives 

Evaluation 

Content 

In this field study report, the four steps have 

been discussed separate~y: 

1 . Aims and Ob~ ectives: 

Listening comprehension of spoken English should 

be taught as both a communicative skill and a learning 

skill, which will be used in real-life si tuations. To 

realize these aims, a series of specific objective s at 

each developmental stage should be establ ished to· · 

determine wha t the students s hould be able to do after 

a period of learning. 
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2 . Content 

To achieve these aims and objectives, important 

aspects of the language to be taught in a listening 

course must be decided. They should especially 

include phonological and discourse knowledge, which 

are the key factors in liste ning comprehension. 

According to this decision, suitable materials should 

be chosen and systematically sequenced. 

3. Learning Ex~eriences 

Through a variety of teaching procedures, the 

course content is learned and practised, s t ep- by- step 

to reach the given objectives . 

4. Evaluation 

To determine the degree o f achievement of the 

aims and objectives, testing procedures and e valuative 

instruments are designed to assess t he feasibility of 

the aims and objectives, the validity of the content , 

and the effectiveness o f tea ching me thods . Feedback 

gained from the evaluation procedure functions to 

improve the curriculum and to start a new teaching 

proces s at a higher level. 

Curriculum develo~ment is regarded as a cyclical 

process without beginning or end, in the sense that the 

four elements discussed act as a whole and integrative 

process, with one reacting upon another . Any alte~-

ation i n o ne s tep will a ffect the others. From the 

f i eld study , it has been found that the designing 
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process 1s not a repetitive cycle of planning - trialling 

evaluating - revising. It is a spiral developmental 

process with each cycle becoming better and more effect

ive. In this process, foreign language teaching wi l l be 

improved. 

!n China's EFL teaching, listening abilities of 

the students need to be developed. Like other areas 

in language teaching, listening comprehension must be 

logically structured and systematically taught, because 

of the demands of international communicatj.on, social 

requirements and students 1 needs in their learning. 

•rherefore, curriculum design in this area must be 

stressed, 

*Footnote: Wadsworth, B. S. 1 Piaget's Theory of' Ccg-ri..i tive 
development, New York: David McKay Company 
Inc. (1971, Chapter 1) 
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APPENDIX 

I. TAPE TRANSCRIPTS OF LISTENING LESSONS TRIALLED IN 
WODEN TAFE COLLEGE 

Lesson 1: Trash or Treasure? 

In Canberra, there is a free market called •~rash 

and Treasure', in which anything can be bought and sold, 

from waste materials to valuable second-hand objects. 

The prices are usually very low. It is held on Sundays. 

A lot of people go and try their luck in this market. 

If you are lucky, you can get a television set for 

several dollars or a new shirt fo r only 20 cents. But 

sometimes you may have bad luck. 

My home is not far from there. Sometimes I can 

even hear the customers bargaining with the tradesmen. 

When I go for a walk around the marke t, I usually see 

the market ground covered with colourful rugs from 

Persia, silks from India, copper coffee pots, and 

beautiful h and-made silver-ware. 

But I have been there to go shopping only once. 

I wanted to buy a television set, since I am a constant 

T.V. viewer. But I was not l ucky at that time. The 

first tradesman I saw was selling cassettes Jand recorders, 

which were shining under the sun and the prices were 

quite reasonable. It was difficult not to be tempt~d. 

I examined one of the cassettes closely. It cert ainly· 

looked new and modern . On the box, the words ' TDK, made 

wwwwer - -- r • ft -,,. - -
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in Japan 1 had been beautifully printed. The man s a id 

that the cassette was worth $5, but as a special favour, 

he would let me have it f or $3. I shook my head and 

held up a finger indicating that I was willing to pay a 

dollar and I would buy five. Gesticulating wi ldly, the 

man acted as if he found my offer o utrageous, but he 

eventually reduced the price to $2. Shrugging my 

shoulders, I began to walk away. A moment later, he 

ran after me and thrust f ive cassettes i nto my hands. 

Though he kept thr owing up his arms in despai r, he 

readily accepted t he five-dollar note I ga ve him. I 

felt especially pleased with my wonderfu l bargain -

until I reached home. No ma t ter h ow hard I tried, it 

was impossible to get a ny one of them t o move in a 

recorder and to this day they have never recorded a 

single word ! I 1 ve never seen that man again! 
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EXERCISES 

(I ) General Comprehension: 

Listen to the story and choose the correct answer: 

1. The free market in Canberra i s called 'Trash and 

Treasure', becaus e -

a. the prices are usually very low. 

b. only valuable second-hand objects are on sale. 

c, anything, from waste mater ials t o valuable 
things, can be bought there. 

2. What is the reason why so many people go to the 

market? 

a. It is open on Sundays . 

b. They can buy things at low prices . 

c. The goods are usually good quality . 

3. The author can often hear and see what goes on in 

the market, because -

a. he often goes shopping in the marke t. 

b . his home is quite near the market . 

c. he often goes and l ooks for a cheap T.V. set. 

4 . When the author says 1 It was difficult not to be 

tempted', he i s r eferring to the low prices of 

a. cassettes. 

b. recorders . 

c. television sets . 

5. How much d i d the cassette originally cost , 

according to the tradesman? 

a . $5 b . $ 3 C. $2 
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6, The author 'held up a finger', which meant that h e 

a. wanted to buy one cassette. 

b. wanted to pay one dollar for a cassette. 

c. asked for one dollar discount. 

7. Which of the following statements is true? 

a. The tradesman immediately reduced the price to 
one dollar. 

b. The tradesman refused to reduce the price 
because he thought the author's offer was 
outrageous. 

c. The tradesman said the author could have a 
cassette for $2. 

8. Finally the author bought five cassettes for -

a. $15 b. $10 C. $ 5 

9. The author felt especially 9leased because he 

thought 

a. the cassettes were new and modern. 

b. the cassettes were dirt cheap. 

c. the quality was good. 

d. all of the above. 

10 . What did he find when he got home? He found that 

a. his recorder was suddenly broken. 

b. some of the cassettes did not work. 

c. none of the cassettes worked. 
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(II) Intensive Listening. 

Supply the missing words in the following sentences: 

l. 1 Trash ------In Canberra, there is a f ree market 

and Treasure' , anything can 

be and 

2. A lot of peop le go and 

in this market. 

3 . But sometimes y ou may 

4. Sometimes I can even hear the cus tomers 

the tradesmen. 

5. I usual~y see the market ground 

colourful rugs from Persia, ..... . 

6. I wanted to buy a television set, since I am a 

7. . .. .. ... and the prices were quite 

8 . On the box , the words ' TDK , made in J apan' 

9. • •••• as a -----, he would let me 

it for $3. -----

10. Gesticulating , the man ------
he found my offer outrageous. 

1 1. my shoulder s , I began to walk. away . 
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12. Though he his arms 

despair, he accepted the 

$5 note 

13. I tried, 

·' 
it was of them to 

move ::i.n a recorder. 
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Lesson 2: The Blue China Mantel Clock 

One Friday morning, George and Nina saw an advert-

isement for an auction sale in the newspaper. "I like 

auction sales," said George. 

very cheap at auction sales." 

"Sometimes things are 

"That's true," said Nina. "But I can't go today 

because I w6rk on Fridays. You go, George. You've got 

the day off today." 

So George went to the a uction sale. One of the 

items for sale was a blue China mantel clock. "I like 

that clock," he thought. "Nina and I need a good clock. 11 

George bid for the clock and he got it for ten 

dollars. He was very pleased. 

He took the clock home, wound it up and put it in 

the living-room. But suddenly it stopped. George 

shook it. It started, went for a while, but soon 

stopped again. "This rotten clock doesn • t work," he 

thought. "I paid ten dollars for it and it doesn't 

work." He was very angry. 

George took the clock to a watchmaker. "'l'his is 

a very good clock," said the watchmaker. 

fix it - for about fifteen dollars." 

"And I can 

"No thanks," said George. "That's too much." 

"What can I do?" thought George. 

Suddenly he had an idea. 

He took the clock back to the auction sale . I~ 

was lunchtime. George asked the auctionee=s : 

sell this clock again, please? " 

"Can you 
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ttI don't know," said the auctioneer. "I can try 

this afternoon. Give it to me. Come back about four 

o'clock ." 

GeorgE-! returned to the auction sale at four o I clock, 

and the auctioneer said: "I sold your clock for twenty 

dollars." 

George was very pleased. He took his money from 

the auctioneer and went home. 

He arrived home at five o ' clock. Nina was already 

there. "I've got some good news," said George. 

"And :r've got a surprise for you too," said Nina . 

"We finished work early today and I went to the auction. 

Look ! " She pointed to a parcel on the living-room table . 

"I got this at the auction for only twenty dollars!" 

Nina unwrapped the parcel and held up a blue china 

mantel clock! 

"And what's your good news, George?" she asked. 

(From George and Nine:._. Les son 11) 
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EXERCISES 

(I) General Comprehension: 

After listening to the story, mark the following 

as true (T), false (F) or not-stated (NS): 

1. George likes auction sales, because sometimes 

things are very cheap. 

2. Nina was not going with him, because she did not 

like it. 

3. She thought things might be cheap , but of poor 

quality. 

4. George wanted to buy the clock he saw, because the· 

clock looked new and beautiful. 

S. He spent 10 dollars on the clock. 

6. He was very annoyed when he got home, because the 

clock did not work. 

7. He thought it might have got broken on his way 

home. 

3. George did not have the clock repaired because 

the watchmaker was unable to repair it. 

9, He decided to fix it himsGlf. 

10. The auctioneer was no t sure whether he could sel l 

the clock again or not, when George t ook it back 

to the auction sale . 

---- _......._ ........ _____________ ·--···"'·· .... .. ,. 
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11. The clrick was sold again still for ten dollars. 

12. Nina cam~ back home earlier than George. 

13. Nina had been to the auction sale too and also 

bought a clock at a low p rice. The clock was 
; 

made in China. 

14. George was pleased with Nina's bargain . 
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(II) Intensive Listening 

1. 'You go, George. You've 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6 . 

7. 

8. 

today.' 

George the clock and he got it 

He took the clock home 

it in the living-room. 

and put. 

'What can I do?' thought George. Suddenly he 

'I've got ________________ ' said 

George. 

_______________ you 'And I've got 

too, ' said Nina. 

She 

table. 

Nina 

a parcel on the living-room 

the parcel a,nd 

a blue china mantel clock! 
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II. LESSON FR~~EWORK 

Getting information about shopping situations 
such as auction sale and 'trash and treasure'. 

Adverbial phrase+ Subject+ Vt.+ Object+ 
Prep. phrase. 
One Friday morning, George and Nina saw an 
advertisement in the newspaper. 

advertisement, to get the day off, watchmaker, 
an item for sale, to bid for something, an 
auctioneer, unwrap, parcel, f ix, mantel, 
customer, tradesman, trash and treasure, t~mper, 
rugs from i?ersia, copper, coffee pot, gesticulate 

Story: The Blue China Mantel Clock 
Length: About 350 words 
Speed: 150 words/minute 
Modality: 
Accent: 
Type: 

Clear; Male voice 
General English 
Read; Edited 

Presentation 1-----------------------------, 

Objective 

Aids 

Story: Trash Or Treasure? 
Length: . About 300 words 
Speed: 150 words/minute 
Modality: Clear; Male voice 
Accent: General English 
Type: Read; Edit ed 

Students will be able tc demonstrate their 
abilities to understand the general ideas cf the 
listening materials at the same l evel of the 
stories by retelling of a passage and to carry 
on a short conversation with an Australian native 
speaker in clear and intelligible English on the 
subject of shopping in a free market, such as 
'Trash and Treasure' in Aus tralia. 

Tape recorder, slides and pictures 
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III. TRIALLI~G REPORT 

Time: 12 .00 - 2.00 p.m., November 10th, 1982. 

Place: Woden College of Technical and Further Education 

The Teacher in char1e of the class : Ms. Ann Thomson 

Students: 

Seven migrant students are from Greece , Indonesia , 

Thailand and Japan. Having been in Australia for 

S months - l year, they are able to communicate in 

English i n everyday situations with limited vocabulary . 

This is their second semester of general English study 

in Woden TAFE College . 

1. Ms. Ann Thomson's comments on the materials and 
exercises before the class 

The story, 'Trash and Tr easure' has local interest 

and is well told. There are some problems in the 

exercises. In the multiple-choice questions , No. l is 

not answered in the text. In Question No. 2, there is 

more than one corrected answer. Both (a) and (b) are 

possible. Questi on No . 9 is too tricky. In 'Intensive 

Listening', it might have been a good idea to indicate 

how many words were missing. Words to be left out 

should be those that students often mishear or fail to 

hear because of the phonological features o f spoken 

English, such as assimilation, reduction and elision of 

sounds. 

Both stories lack features ty9ical of spoken 

l anguage. Students need t o be trained i n comprehension 

of spoken spontaneous speech. 
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2. Teaching o rocedure 

1) Listen to the story without any explanation 

from the teacher. 

2) Questions and answers about the topic of the 

story. 

3) Explain new words a nd expressions students 

have come across, such as: trash, treasure, 

t empt , gesticulate, outrageous, despair, 

china mantel clock, auctioneer. 

4) Listen to the story again with slides shown. 

5) Background information about sho pping situ

ations in Australia is talked about. 

6) Listen to the story again and do t he multiple

choice exercises. 

7) Do the filling-in-blank exercises while 

listening for the last time. 

8) A copy of the story in written form is given 

to each student who, in pairs, will retell 

the story. 

3. Students' reactions to the teachinq p r ocedure and 
materials 

The students wer e able to finish all the exercises 

in a two-hour session with the fo llowing help : 

1) explanation of the new words and express ions 

2) an introduct~on of background information 

3) slides, and 

4) oral questions and answers. 

The students offe red the following comments : 
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The materials are interesting, informative and 

humorous. It is not difficult to catch the general 

ideas of the stories, but when listening to them for 

the first time, they were worried about the new vocab

ulary and about later oral reproduction. From the 

listening session, they feel they have learned some new 

words and expressions. Both listening and speaking 

skills have been practised t o some extent. On the whole, 

'the session was quite enjoyable 1
• 

4. Suggestions b :· Ms. Ann Thomson 

The procedure could have been improved by giving 

variety to both aural and oral practice. The students 

should have retold the stories while looking at the 

slides without listening to the recording. They also 

should have put the pictures in order while listening 

to the story at the end of the session. 

5. Changes that should be made 

1) Rewrite the two stories with emphasis placed 

on spoken English features in real-life 

situations. 

2} Various exercises are needed and more explan

ations should be provided. 

3) The two stories should be dealt with separ-· 

ately in two sessions, so that students will 

have more opportunity to practise. 
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